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The Sir Hermann Black Gallery 

PRINTS 
AN EXCHANGE EXHIBITION 
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4 
Slovenian Artists 
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University of Sydney, 'NSW 2006 
(Entrance Butlin Ave) 
Tel 02 9563 6053 
Fa : 02 9563 6029 

Road, 

Cover photo: 
Untitled Film Still #7 c191s> 
collection of the artist , courtesy Metro Pictures NY 

The myriad manifestations of Cindy Sherman will be on show at 
Sydney's Museum of Contemporary Art from June 4. In a 
comprehensive 20 year survey of this important contemporary 
artist's work, the exhibition lays out the evidence of Sherman's 
disturbing investigations into female identity. The exhibition begins 
with the Untitled Film Stills of the 70s throu'gh Centrefolds, 
Fashion, Disasters, Fairy Tales and History Portraits and includes 
recent collections-Civil War, Sex Pictures and her current work 
inspired by surrealist photography and the horror film genre (and 
hopefully Including a screening of her movie Office KIiie!). This first 
major retrospective of Cindy Sherman's work has been Jointly 
organised by the Museums of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles 
and Chicago. The exhibition runs until August 30 and is 
accompanied by a 220-page illustrated catalogue. 

SPORT 

TOOTH&CLAW 
With Jack Rufus 
The Cricket World Cup be ng played In England calls Itself "one of the 
world's great sporting events." But beneath all the usual hype, what do we 
have? A total of 12 teams to pad out the schedule. and making up the 
numbers are those well-known cricketing powers Kenya, Bangladesh and 
Scotland. 

Scotland?! Not known as a mighty cricket nation. the Scots may yet 
surprise us. Using cabers instead of bats could give them an advantage. 
They can be relied upon to give England a tough time, especially if they're 
allowed to paint their faces blue. Reid a W Wallace or two, stage a pitch 
invasion, terrify the English with a unison lifting of the kilt-and we have 
the makings of an upse 

But ii Scotland are in the World Cup, what of the other cricketing minnows? 
Why not Finland? Or LuJCembourg? Why not the playboys of Monaco to add 
some class? And what of the neglected citizens of the world's cooler 
regions? Surely a combined team from the Arctic and Antarctic should be 
there. competing with bats carved from Ice. Of course they'd score most of 
their runs at the beg nning of the innings, and they may wilt In the summer 
sun, but wouldn't the crowds love them? Come on. you men of lee! 

Late Birthday Wishes 
for RealTime's 5th 

For many of us In New York, Rea/Time is a life-line to 
performance activities everywhere else in the world. 
Straightforward, I-was-there writing, Is a great plus. 
Congratulations!" 

Rose Lee Goldberg, author of Performance Art(Thames & 
Hudson, 1979, 1988), Performance: Live Art Since 1960 

(Abrams, 1999) and a forthcoming book on 
Laurie Anderson 

TEE OFF 
with Vivienne Inch 
Teeing off at Royal Hobart this week wi1h Martin Smith from the Tasmanian 
Football Development Association, I was impressed by this young man's 

creative attitude to recruHmenL Martin is currently on the lookout for rucks and 

he doesn't mind where he poaches them. He had just told a group of spindly 

youths at tile Launceston Basketball Club they had 672 chances to play 

professional Aft compared to a boutique code like the NBA. At this news, 
apparently some boys stopped growing and sprouted hair. Martin makes the art 

of ruckwork sound like choreography. "The ruck is the big man and when the 
big men fly, they control the airwaves.· he said, hitting across the hole. The job 

description is simple enough: minimum height requirement 180 ems. And, or 

course, as wi1h all sports Jobs these days, you need to be able to convincingly 
utter the "I've been naive and stupid· defence when caught out And that's it. I 
made a note on my card to check Meryl Tankard's measurements. Seriously, 
this is the kind of mix and match approach we need lo drag reluctant arts 
organisation Into line In this sporting nation. I for one am thrilled to see Santo 
Cilauro doing his first culture gig this month at Artspace (see page 6). But 

there's more to be dooe. Sure. arts organisations have gone some way wi1h 

appointments to their boards of management of corporate crooks and stock 
and station agents but more creativity would make better use of the potential 
for our sporting talent to tum their bra ns to arts work. I made a note to speak 

to Gathy Lumby who should be appearing any day now on The Footy Show. 

Money for notes: a musical tale Publisher Open City Inc. 

Nominations close on June 30 for Australia's richest awards for music composition: The Paul 
Lowin Orchestral Priz.e, $25,000, and The Paul Lowin Song Cycle Prize, $15,000. Lowin was born 
in Czechoslovakia, settled in Vienna in the 30s, fled to Australia via Egypt In 1939 became a 
naturalised Australian citizen in 1948, and ran the Swedish Handweaving Company, a wholesale 
dealership in cloth and dry goods. Lowin left Australia for Vienna in 1959 to work as a foreign 
correspondent, but retained his citizenship and presumably a passion for his erstwhile home and 
especially for music-he was a great attender of Sydney Symphony Orchestra concerts, took 
singing lessons and loved lieder. Lowin died In 1961. His will indicated a wish to establish a 
competition for works by Australian composers in a "modem but not too modern" styli · It took 
the best part of several decades to clarify the will, but thanks to the efforts of Kenneth Tribe, among 
others, The Paul Lowin Prize was finally established. Previous winners include Julian Yu, Georges 
Lentz, Brenton Broadstock, Martin Wesley-Smith and Stephen Cronin. The prizes are managed by 
Perpetual Trustees and the Australian Music Centre. Awards to be announced in September. 
Enquiries 0.2 9229 31 21. toll free 1800 500356 musicawards perpetual.corn.au 
See advertisement page 43 
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Editorial 
tr uck down by the G T? 

On that fateful day, riday May 2 , 1999, a deaJ wa 
tru k between the Howard govemm nt and the Democra . A 

G T n everythin even free street papers-well, on 
everything it co ts u and the funding bodi to produ e it and 
what it'll co t you to adverti and u ribe. But n t on food. 

well declare Reaffime a bas~ f d. And aren t w ? 
JnfuritatingJy there was nil informati n on TV about tn G T 
agreement beyond food and rax cu . o I rose 7am aturdaY: 
da hed to the corn r hop, got the fingers working and like an 
artist mad to read a revie~ fumbled through the pag of The 
Sydney Morning Herald until I found a boxed item What the 
government and the Democra agreed." Under arts it id 

a ment to en ure adv rse impactS remedied through 
funding upport." Talk about vague. Having already given o 
mu h away, it wa hard to imagine Howard and Alston ying 
her ' a few million t r the arts to gee you through th rough 
patch. The don't-tax-knowledge-no- ST-on-b Jes lobby might 
not have pr vented al0% G being applied to book al , 
but they did achie e " 240 million ver four year in up rt 
f r publi hing industry," a figure remarkable in i pecifi ity. 
Th arts on again without a coherent, broadly representative 
lobby. The major org nisation did try in a quickly form d 
coalition-but to vague effect. ompJementary medicine 
(acupuncture, herbali m and narurali m) "will T-free t r 
an initial three year . ,., How did they d it? 

Th arts are in i r an inter ong rim • d perat ly interesting 
time. It' d that the had t finall me to ustralia. It 
l It really di tin i e not to have one. It felt right to wo.rk at 
tax reform t I k int Ui encly at the relative worth of thin 
f ta in term of ial ju ti e without applying a imple-

mind d blank t approa h without having to fear the 
inevitable that T: internationally, g up and up. The 
Au tralia Council will find itself in a particularly difficult 
po ition. Th larg performing arts companies have air dy 
anticipated big 1 . If " ment to ensure adverse impa 
remedied" are n t forth roing, how will the coun il keep 
these ompani afloat bile maintaining funding levels t 
malJ compani and individual arti ts who wilJ al o be hit in 

numerous way by the ST. All the more 
likely then that th aj r Arts 

ont mplativ~th ugh there' no doubt that th hard edg f 
mu icaJ mod mism have been rounded and romanticised in 
recent years the figurative ha made a wobbly comeback, text 
i in and narrative i manit t in many a new way and the 
piriruaJ i okay. And it' perfecrabiy reasonable to a k for a 
ontemplative re pon to ont mp rary work as we round the 

millenial corn r. 

... and keep cool about the ew 

rgan· ation Re i w (now overdue and 
re- heduled until later in the year) will 
be able to comfortably recommend 
bizarre merger Like the still recurrent Hatched: 
t uring of th BaJlet-ADT cro -
peci mating. 

.... chill out at the 2000 Adelaide 
and Melbourn F rival 

ST impact on arts f rivals? Big. But, 
for an idyllic pre- T moment let' put 
all that a ide. Robyn Archer has done a 
cage I unch f her 2000 delaide 

F tivaJ and not J ng afte (and 
unusually early given that ue atra 
99 m d I isn't yet off the block ) 
J nathan ill ha aMo unced h · back 
to Bach extravaganza for Melbourne in 
2000. We're in for a lot of Bach . Th big 
box DG t includ 25 D of 
establi hed performano 

la i set has 169 availabl in bi-
m nthly hipments, many of them new 
and conducted by Helmuth Rilling. ill 
promi the record reviewer I doyen the 
Bach Collegium Japan as part of his 
program. Arch r meanwhile promises an 
oa is of calm "an adventure in 
ontemporary Art" an alternative to a 

year of olympian millenial firework a.nd 
pectacle, gushing and hubbub. he a k 

of her audience a wiJlingn to embrace 
new works and to not worry about that 
word new'-"wo uld we recogni e it if we 
saw it? You will see," he writ 'even in 
th first few item we preview h re that 
almost all of them take omething old as 
their beginning, and develop the new 
work from that antique core providing 
plenty of room for reflection, plenty of 

ope for inspiration." It's not ea y to 
think of the contemporary arcs as 
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exhibiting (a PICA May 7 - Jun e 20 
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Bombs, lies and cyberspace 
Gri ha Dolgopolov take a net look at the erbian war 

La t week my white His Ma ter 
Voice TV blew up. Thi could have 
become a mod m da tragedy. How 
would I get my infotainment fix? I u ed 
to it like that obedient dog by the loud 
peaker cone, alivaring to the tinkle of 

the new -re p nding to rhe aural 
ma sage, but unable to howl back at the 
wh.ite bea c. I would have to find orher 
info timuli. It i rare for TV to still 
peak with the' a ter' Voice', a a 

pedagogical in trument of the tate, but 
it till can. The problem with the 
coverage of the Balkan ar i that the 
medium can't edit the me age into an 
appropriate entertainment genre. The 
Gulf War w video ci-fi we tern, 
where the Rebel Alliance' advan ed X
wing fighters de troyed the Death tar 
of the Bad Dad of Baghdad. It wa n't a 
moral victory, but at lea t the genre wa 
cleac, the title were punchy, the promos 
were hyped, the action edits eamle 
and the narrative smooth and 
predictable. 

The acrion in Kosovo and erbia 
have no clear tele-visual genre and no 
cla i narrative srrucrure. o wonder 
Clinton's imploring the American public 
not to give into "refugee fatigue. 
De pitc all the emotional potency of 
pre encing detailed accounts of the 
mi cry and suffering of the Ko ova 
Albani n it doe not make for 
entertaining or pedagogic.al viewing no 
matter how loathe we arc co admit thi . 

ATO' problem i that there is nothing 
cl c for them to direct main rream TV 
to how o that they can dominate the 
airwave while they u e old map to 
bomb and justify mi take by repeating 
"War i nor a business of perfection. 

ivili n ea ualtic are regrettable, but 
inevitable" (tex t of a Clinton address: 
http://cnn. 
com/US/9904115/clinto,r.kosovo/ 
index.html ). 

Thi "chat war" ha no character 
no narrative no heroe and no 
re olutions. It i an ob ccnc simulation 
of a imulated war. The real action 
take place telcmetrically. The repetitive 
montage of misery cannot be packaged 
into lounge-room melodrama with ut 
the introduction of a new script. ATO 
mu t be de pcrate to drop the Dumb 
and Dumber pratfall routine for a new 
ver ion of The mpire trikes Back. lf 
they don't hurry, ATO poke man 
Jamie hca' no e will outgrow 
Pinocchio's with hi cheesy stand-up 
routine of homilic and endless denial 
The repetition routine is effective but 
not convincing. It has normalised 

ATO' criminal activities by 
concentrating on the Footy Show genre 
with logi tic , video replays and core . 
Whil .e ignoring the human, cultural, 
ecological and economic tragedy . It has 
indoctrinated and .ccn ored by 
reiteration, omi ion and obfu ca.tion. 
The explanation for the bombing of the 
Chine c emba y went through ome 12 
different, conflicting vcr ions ("T he 
Chinese Emba y Bombing", Michel 
Cho udov ky, 
http://www.egroups.com/list/russian_pol 
itics/). The earne tness was 
breathtaking. 

TV has no hort-tcrm memory. It 
need constant repetition to consolidar 
its myth . But the medium i not 
handling the pressu.rc. It i too 

onfusing. There is not enough vi ual 
plea ure. The cory i not moving. It's 
the wrong m dium. Thi i an internet 
war. For the fir r time the have 
attacked a country with developed 
communication trategies and 

Donald restaurants. There i no 
longer a reliance on televi ion for 
vi uals and information. The most 
in i ive critique rigorous debate , and 
gnarlie t con piracy theoric arc out 
there on the net. 

" In other recent confli t , like the 
ulf War, we became u cd to getting 

authoritative, saniti cd, official 
impre ion of what wa going on," 
Paul Tooher of GI bal Beat yndicate 
aid. "'The Web give you the ability ro 

hook up to the Internet and look out 
the window and write down what' 
going on. It' not about laser-guided 
mi iles. lr 's vivid and powerful and 
personal. And it's changing the 
dynamics of reporting." 
(http://cnn. com/SPECIAL 11998/10/kos 
ovo/kosovo.on.the.net/). 

This i a war about propaganda, info 
freedom speed and reach. It i about a 
new media literacy and a 892 demand, 
"'bcli vc no one!" And no one doc , 
c pccially not the main cream media. 
Thi i a cybcr war where electronic 
chat i alway far more real than the 
cool ma aging imulation of the war 
machine. The fir t per on de ription 
of what' going on by ordinary people 
and detailed debate from all ides of the 
p litical pectrum make it impo iblc ro 
wallow limon's charge, .. e arc in 

Ko ovo because we care about saving 
live ... " ekome to the world of 
propaganda! Welcome to the words of 
the infowar!" 

It i not like the erbian regime 
ha n't cranked up its own propaganda 
machine. It ha ruthle ly de rroyed and 
ilenced vinuall all oppo ition with it 

information war in a way that We tern 
"communic.arion guerrilla " ouldn't 
even have dared to think about 
(roya•jakoby, 1999, www.nettime.org, 
April 2 ). Oppo ition is con idercd a 
treason. • 

In cyberspace the final olution i to 
laugh in the face of death-the mo t 
effective antidote again t brutality. The 
heady mix berween bomb a the 
mi ionaries of commerce i not lo t on 
the Balkan netizen : 

Today we're bombin . Tomoffow we 
are selling. War is always unfortu,1ate. 
But so is not being able to sell all your 
products. Right now, we re bombing 

erbia destroying the irifrastructure. Jn 
a year or two, they will start rebuilding 
their country. They will need roads, 
bridges, buildings, toilets a11d 
telecommunications equipment. And 
they will p·robably buy it from leading 
European manufacturers. 

Will it be your company? You can't 
start advertising too soon. That's why 
we at SERBAD ·have struck a deal with 
the US Airforce. Along with the bombs 
we will drop your print advertisements 
for your constructio,r or 
telecommunications compa ny. At 
ERBAD we target the audirmce 

specifically. If it's a bridge being hit, 
we'll only drop advertisements from 

bridge builders and if it's a tow11 hall 
we 'II drop advertisements for everything 
that goes into rebuilding it: concrete 
carpets, toilets and tables. 

We offer yo,l, unbeatable access to 
the Serbian market. Our competition 
have no chance getting their 
advertisements into erbia. With 

ERBAD they just drop from the sky. 
You II own that market soon/ 
http://www.zmag.org/ 
Z ETTOPnoanimarion.html 

If we are to believe that the U 
motivated to wage war out of 
humanit rian concern (and not 
strarcgi and e onomi ) it should be 
unthinkable to ounter a crime again t 
humanity with a crime against 
civili ation. Albert Ein rein aid, 
"Peace cannot be kept by force· it can 
only be achieved through 
under tanding ." erbians bombed the 
beautiful city of Dubrovnik 7 years ago. 

ATO is now bombing crbia 
indiscriminately. Military targets hould 
have been destroyed with the 600 
sorties a day for 2 months. So now 
medieval churches and mosque 
mu eums, television towers and 
ho pital have become legitimate 
"i nfra trucrurc" target bccau e even 
though, as Tony Blair aid "we have no 
quarrel with the Yugo lav people", 

ATO wane ro "demorali c and 
degrade" crb into capitulation. 

imon Jenkin provide a chilling 
account of the degree o destruction 
wreaked by ATO in it de lared fight 
to uphold estern Value against a 
brutal barbari m. He argue that the 
destruction of uJrural artefacts of 
World Heritage Li r importance i it elf 
barbari . "People may be more 
important than buildings, but that does 
not ju tify the needless de trucrion of 
cultural herita c. There cannot b any 
moral equivalence between ATO' 
conduct of chi war and that of 
Milo cvic. The damage b bombing 
now b ing infli ted on Yugoslavia' 
hi toric monument ha nothing to do 
with ilo evic only wirh the 
rockles ne of war. ( imon Jenkin , 
The Times May 7) Here be ecboe 

lavoj Zizck' argument gain t getting 
tuck in the bind of cbc Double 

Blackmail: if you arc again t ATO 
trike , you are for Milo evic' proto

Fa cist regime of ethnic cleansing, and 
if you arc against Milosevic you 
supporc the global capitalist · cw Worl.d 
Order ( la voj Zizek, "Against the 
Double Blackmail ", www.nertime.org, 
April 7). 

As we scroll through such email it 
is the ab ence of a clear moral structure 
that awaken u from the irresponsible 
slumber of deferral and ilence. We arc 
addrc cd a a gl bal community that i 
addicted to information but i only 
lowly obering to the need to e rabli h 

a tran national force that will keep the 
bastards hone t. Bee-au c we don 't get to 
ee the naked contour of world geo

politics so clearly except when this kind 
of thing happens. 

There i alway le freedom where 
apparently it is meant to be plentiful. 
The internet is a primary ource of free 
information and global di cmination 
that i till available to the Yugo lavs 

although it may be monitored b the 
autboritie . But the government 
Loral Orion company hut down it 
arellire feed for internet cu tomec in 

Yugo la via in mid ay in a flagrant 
violation of commcr ial ontra t with 
Yugoslav ISP as well a an track on 
freedom of the internet . The paradox is 
chat the 2 closest I P to the regime will 
continue operating bccau e of their 
tcrre rriaJ line but atellitc provider -
who try ro maintain ome image of 
independence-will be clo cd down. 

Tbi war ha reached new level of 
barbari m. But it ha al o ignallcd the 
need and the po ibility for new 
tran national communitic that are 
empowered by information peed and 
accc . The electronic barricade arc up 

nd chi could change the parameters of 
conflict. Here the propaganda of all 
idc suffer collateral damage.' The 

internet has done untold harm to 
ATO' credibility http://www.zmag.org 

IZMag/kosovo.htm (c pccially 
Chomsky's articles), and erbian 
nationali m 
http://www.newdaw111naga1.ine.com.a11/y 
ugoslavia .htm. It nas provided Kosovo 
Albanian with a voice http://www.alb
net.com/ and bas supported coundc 
vigorou ly engaged di cus ion zone 
http://www.nettime.org. 

However, it has al o ignited a 
nctiqucrcc war with bate pcech 
mi ile , crude racist jibe and 
inhumane call to ho tility. Ultimately, 
de pite rhc oar c language and crude 
ideas the e written forums allow 
prejudices and mi conception to be 
worked through in an engaged dialogue 
rather than repres ed. The result i 
often urprising turnarounds. 

Transglobal cyber pace is jammed 
full of national identities all posting 
cros po ting and debating. Baudrillard 
once cl imed that exec s information 
lead ro an implo ion of meaning . There 
i coo much information but thi 
guards again t repetition. The constant 
blunder by ATO whether tcue or 
n t, have undermined its credibility 
with their regularity. It impl doc not 
have enough new information to 
maintain the fascination of imularion. 
Thi war i return to the Real with all 
the ac ompanying c c e and me 
and madnc and mi ry. But at lea t we 
no longer it there like Pavlov' dog 
Ii rening for Hi Master' Voice. 

All eleme,its are ir1 place. Please 
announce this over your web. This 
cannot be allowed. The civilised world 
needs to know about this before the 
catastrophe occurs. Please, whoever 
reads this do something to prevent this 
apocalypse. 
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Oh Lord, won't you buy me ... 
Kathryn Millard tries for Metaphy ical Mastery at the ydn y ntertainment entre 

Green and purple lights begin sweeping 
the srage. Th raped ce1 rial choir g up a 
notch r two. Ladi and gentlemen. the 
Queen of Affirmations Louise Hay! A 
grandmotherly woman in a .loose fitting gold 
pan ui Louise; takes the sra . he . tands 
I king out at the audience who give her, 
aurhor of eh t lling You Can Heal Yi ur 
Ufe and othe, tom of the self-help 
movement, a rock tar's wclcom . 

Ba k n rage, there i i lence a 
riJI tand looking our. Finall he a k 

for the h u Ii h ro be rai ed o that he 
can ee u all. And begin peaking in oft 
hu ky ton that demand our attenci n. 
he kick off with a joke. ort of. he ha 

tried Terah Collin' feng hui and it work . 
Yes ui cleaned out the garage and 
what do you know ? A Roll Royc.c found 
irs way in there. The audien e love this. 
" ood on you Louise", "We love you, 
Loui ", the middle aged women hour. 
Louise cha"ges tone now. incere serious. 
Tho ugh that simple word does keep 
cropping up. "I am a very imple lady with 
a very imple m age. Love yourself." 
Louise, too, ha a tesrimoniaJ to hare with 
the audience. he grew up poor. Or, 
according co her newfound philo ophy, he 
created poverty for mo t of her life. Until 
she learnt about affirmations. And created 
one for herself: "My income is con tantly 
incrca ing and I prosper wherever I turn." 
I can't remember if we all had to ay this 
after Louise. We might have; there wa a 
lot of thi audience panicipation stuff. The 
women next to me are in tear by the end 
of Louise' testimony and there's a hell of a 
lot of hugging going on. 

For the first time ever 
aQy-where in the world! 

, 

LIVE:AND IN PERSON! 

LOUISE HAY 

Metaphysical Mastery featured 7 pcakers 
many of them well kn wn n th ew 
Age/pop ychology lecrurc ircuit which 
seems to exist primarily co prom re eh ir 
books. Deepak Chopr.i, auth r of The ven 
pirihutl Laws of ucass t Id us how the 

born again "wild man of rock" Jimmy 
Barnes has romed &om " pirits to piri " 
since bis participation in Oeepak's own pirit 
Of Seduction week long adventure in India, 
(Tickers for the Australian gig on sale during 
the "potty break" for only $4,000 per person 
plus accommodation and air fares. I don't 
think that even Mrs. Worshon referred to our 
r times a "potty breaks. ) Jimmy 
perfonned I m till On Your ide, his inte 
vocals trangely out of place in this 
environment. As if some genuine emotion 
had accidentally broken thr ugh. Or perhap 
I've just got a soft spot for the working cla 
boy from Elizabeth made good. Jimmy 
returned Deepak' compliment, introducing 
him a the Man With The Plan." Deepak's 
own testimony about the abundance that had 
come into his life involved stori about 
conversations over breakfast at first da 

h tels and riding in the back f limousin 
while on k c u . Tru to hi label 
"The Man 1th The Plan" Dcepak had 
charts and graphs nd overh d proj on 
about ho we mighr c m to know reality. l 
bad tr uble ririn it all d wn quickly 
enough and was reli ved to hear that there 
was no homework planned. 

Mi hael Ri wland, -relevi ion soap 
director, auth r of Absolute Happiness and 
the on! uscrali n pcaker in the line-up 
c k us through me of the finer point on 
relari nship . Thi tim w had ~ r h r 
th pink cards in our mple ba . F'maU , 
upersr.ar author of CeleJtin Prophecy and 

Celestine Visio1t, Jam Redfield, t k the 
rage with his wife ally.Jam rold us that 

we were che people who would hang the 
w rid that we were part of a new ve of 
piritual en rgy. That th re as a I t of 

cynic· m about, bur we hould r ist it. all 
acted a a kind of cheerleader for Jam and 
his philo phi enthusia ti lly leading the 
audien e through visual meditari n and 
limbering up cxerci where we massaged 
our neigh urs• h uld rs and backs. By 
now, early evening, exhaUSted audience 
members began sharing around rheir 
Male rs and dbury . Around pm mo r 
of us went home. A few enthusia ts rayed 
behind tog r eh ir books autographed. 

Thinking back n th day' even , I'm 
mosr urprised by the auchoricarian school
tea herly approa h. It wa a bit like playing 

" im n ays." There w a that the 
audi nee longed to imp! be mid h w liv 
th ir liv . The u fuJ people on ta 
demonstrated and the audience bcdiently 
foll wed. Armed with th da ' teachin 
were then to go out into th w rid and put 
them into acti n, ~ wa al o tb ap roach 
of Di o y eenwririn guru Christopher 
Vogler on a visit to ydney several year ago 
to promote his rep-by- rep scriptwritin 
bible The Hero's Joumt!')t This may seem 
irnple but it works Chriscophcr said; take 

thi template and see the bang it will make 
in your li6 . The Hero' J uniey pr mi 

rip that would lead to nrra and 
fam \ h r th Metaphy-ical Mastery 
peak implied thac we c uld soon all have 
ur own Roll Roy in the garage. ( y 
hed' rill empty material wealth i yet t 

drive in; bur 1'11 keep you po 1ed.) 

Meraph i J rery 1999, Terah Collins 
Louise Hay Wayne Dyer. Michael Rowland, 
James and lly Redfield, Deepak Chopra, 
ydney Entertainment Centre, Mard1 2 . 

Metaphysical tery II, tuart ilde, Paul 
Wilson, 11dra Cabot, CJ,arles Kovess. 
Brandon Bays: tours nationally in J 11/y. 

Kathryn Millard is a screenwrit.er and 
director. he is a'"e ntly d.evelopi11g a f eat11re 
screenplay rep p with the assistance of a 

riter's Fellowship from the W Film and 
Televisio11 Office. 

-Asia/ink Arts Residencies 2000 
Applications are now invited for arts practitioners in the 
following areas to undertake 3-4 month residencie s in Asia. 

Performing Arts -Closes 10 Sept. 1999 

Literature -Closes 17 Sept. 1999 

Visual Arts/Craft -Closes 3 Sept. 1999 

Arts Management-Closes 10 Sept. 1999 

To receive information please call (03) 9349 1899 
Mail: Asialink, University of Melbourne, Parkville Vic 3052 ~ 
Email : b.fernandez@asialink.unimelb .edu.au .-- -............ 
Visit our website: www.asialink.unimelb.edu.au 
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Minding our own business 
Kir ten Krauth joins the public at Artspace's Di appearing Public forum 

George Michael walks into a bar: (No this 
isn't the beginning of a lewd joke.) He orders a 
drink. He suavely works tbe room, huddles in 
comers with friends, sashays onto the dance 
floor, bas a boogie, tands on the Stairs with 
glass of designer beer in hand, chatting. What's 
weird about this scene? In a triumph for the 
rode star ego, the bar is full of George Michaels. 
Hundreds of Him, dressed identically in swisho 
su.it, populate this place. The camera moves 
around the nightclub fluidly, from one George 
to another. George the c.elebrity no longer has 
to mix with mere mortals, be can dance, 
bmoozc, order from, party with, himself. (Even 

the DJ is a George.) Can you imagine the 
potential. Soon we will have films where all the 
charaaers are played by Jim Carrey, whole 
worlds where only celebrities exist .. . 

So we gravitate to a panel starring The Panel's 
Santo Cilauro, Head On's Ana Kokkinos, 
curator of Contemporary Aboriginal An at 

AG SW Hetti Perkins, and Fmerirus Professor 
Gill Bottomley; a forum trying to addr 
changes that are taking place in public space, 
where "there are more p~ to measure the 
value of work and service according to 
commercial criterian ikos Papastergiadis, 
chair). In his opening ad~ Papastergiadis 
speaks of watching 1V in Thatcherite London, 
the repetitive responses by politicians to questi ns 
a ut cuts to education and museums ("but 
there is no alternative"· "'competitive in a global 
market"; "eliminate waste, dupli tion") and the 
current climate where productivity is measured in 
effi ·ency gains only, where sruden have become 
clieru:s. Papastergiadis initiated the Disappearing 
Publi forum to create an open dialogue 
between people on different fronts, to oppose 
and o:ansform the current model of economi 

rationalism, and to explore its impact on rhe ans, 
media technologi universities and architecture. 

Weare here 
Hetti Perkins negotiates rh.e tensions and 

contradictions in Aboriginal art and its relation 
to the public( ). Rather than disappearing, he 
sees Aboriginal art (and the people themselves) 
as be-coming public, a part of the Australian 
consciousness. he traces a personal line from 
her father's (Charles Perkins) experience of 
apartheid in Walgett, to the freedom b in 
Moree, to equal. pay for the pastoral industry, to 
a legal system wb.ich bas taken 100 years to 
acknowledge "we are here", to the Tenr 
Embassy on the lawns of Old Parliament 
House. 

The flying of the Aboriginal flag and 
emerging Aboriginal arts meant a shift in 
position in the public pbere. In the early 80s, 
the Papaoya "dot paintings" and a new {white) 
appreciation of Aboriginal culture had many 
effects on the Australian landscape, extending to 
changes in language; Aboriginals became "our 
Indigenous people" and "Dreaming" a 
marketer's buzzword. But still, there remains an 
inherent racism in the response to Aboriginal 
art by a public who devour their paintings 
("Fake" splashed over the cover fa recent 
Good Weekend) with stran.ge and unfair 
expectation that Aboriginal painters hould be 
true to their piriruality, that urban based artists 
d n'r quite fit the m uld that Oil! money 
enters it means the inevitable corruption of 
Aboriginal people. (The recent Fw1r C.Orners on 
fakes in the art marketplace shows this is more 
a whirefella · ue, based on secrecy and hoddy 
dealers.) 

1999 Melbourne Fringe Festival 
-------- - Call fo r Ent rie s 

1999 Melbourne Fringe Festival 
September 26th - October 17th 

Melbourne Fringe presents Innovative, experimental and 
independent artworks from Australia and overseas. Over 
200 events are showcased in this three week festival. 
Register early and receive assistance In venues, media 

lists, production & sponsorship. 

Register your Independent event by 23rd July: 
- performance 
- vfsual arts 
-musk 
- movement/ dance 
-~ 

-spohenword 

R 1st r tor Fringe Sign ture ent by 
(q16) 

-Archlt«ture (aug 2) 
- FIim /video/ digit.al ,t1CM't works (aug 31) 
- Dare the Open Atr outdoor performance/wOf'kshops 

(july 23) 
- Festival Opening, Street Parade & Party (aug 31) 

For further info and rego forms, 
please contact the Fringe office or the web: 
p: 03 9481 5111 f: 03 9481 5211 
e: rege>q>melboumefringe .org.au 
146 Queens Pde, North Fitzroy, Victoria, 3068 

www.melbournefrlnge.org.au 

.£ri:1& e 

Cultmal cringe 
nto Cilauro opens with something along 

the lines of "this is the 6rst cultural thing Pve 
done" wb.ich is kind of bizarre considering his 
involvement in Australian classics such as the 
Bargearse serial and Frontline (who can forget 
hi smiley, pathetic, easily influenced 
weatherman). He too goes for tbe personal 
trajectory (there' a theme becoming evident 
here), tt cing whar m of the audience already 
knows: where he started from and where he's 
at. He speaks of the difficulty in the mid 80s of 
working .in a changed environment at the ABC 
where I money meant a defensiveness and 
"strange bureaucracy" negotiations. Moving to 

commercial networks meant the team were left 
alone {as long as they achieved good rating$ of 
course). He then outlined bow the production 
company Working Dog controls all stag of 
production, how they take on all roles 
themselves, how the money they cam goes 
straight into the next production. I know all 
th.is-fve seen the making of Frontline doco-
but how does this control of production 
translate to both critical and commerciaJ 
success? How, as a group, do they seem ro 
instinctively know what will appeal to the 
public? His reasoning that they just make what 
they enjoy, that it is im 'ble ro make films 
for a market, it doesn't it right. The diversity of 
their product- Front/me, The Pane~ The Late 
Show, the Triple M breakfast show A River 
Somewhere-po.in to media make who have 
a cunning undema nding o what publi ( ) are 
out there, and who can market cleverly to a 
fragmented audience. 

No market interest 
Ana Kokkinos, direct. r o Only the Brave 

and Head 011, speaks of the reductions in public 

-~ ARTS 
HAVAU 

SCHOLARSHIPS 

FOR 

YOUNG PEOPLE 

The South Austra lian Government 
through the Minister for the Arts 

invites applications from 
young South Australian artists 

for the following 
scholarships in 2000 : 

• Ruth Tuck Scholarship 
($11,250) for visual arts 

• Dame Ruby Litchfield Scholarsh lp 
($11,250) for performing arts 

includin g music 

• Independent Arts Foundation 

Literature Scholarship ($6,000) 

• Cofln Thiele Literature Scholarship 
($6,000) 

Appllcatlons close 5pm Friday 30 
July 1999. 

Applicants are to 26 years or under at 
the closing date of application . Late 

applications will not be accepted . 
The scholarships are administered by 
the South Australian Youth Arts Board 

(SAYAS). 

For application forms & 
guidel ines contact: 

Carclew Youth Arts Centre 
11 Jeffcott Street 

North Adelaide , SA 5006. 
Ph : (08) 8267 5111. 

funding for filmmaken since 1992 when she 
graduated from VCA. A range of options were 

available then--Falm VJCtoria, AFC-ro make a 
film about 2 Greek-Australian girls growing up 
in the Western ubotbs, a film focused on class, 
ethnicity, sexuality, idea seen as 'marginal' 
within the Australian community. For new 
filmmakiog graduates, uch funds are vinually 
non~t. he noted the diffia.tlty of script 
assessmerus fur Head On where it was judged to 
be of "no market interest" (in hindsight, 
blatantly wrong). The tragedy and irony of 
Australian scripcs having to conform to 

commercial consttaints (be market driven and 
developed acx:ordingly) is the preponde:rencc of 
61ms for the 'globaJ market' like Paperback Hero 
and Dear Claudia, safe romantic comedies which 
are both critical failures and commercial Bops. 

Where personal spheres collide 
The Striking thing about all 3 panelists was 

their use of the personal narrative; (lacer 
criticised by an audience member) relying on 
rheir own stories to infer wider issues and flesh 
out a definition of public(s). rd agree with Ana 
Kokkinos that all actions are political and that, 
after all a community is made of individual 
voices forming and merging; a public sphere is • 
about telling stories to each othec In a 
postmodern world, the idea o( the public has 
been renegotiated to such an extent that even 
within rhe margins differences are recognised 
and celebrated. McKenzie Wark argues that 
women have entered the workforce and become 
independent, they have changed tbe terms of 
'publicn ', brought the private (domestic) 
domain inro the public w rld: "It's not some 
special of 'woman' that women bring to 
publi life, but particular paciti to peak 
about what arises fr m their everyday lives." 

ark, Celebrities, Culture and Cyberspace, 
Pluto Pr ydney 1999). os 
Papastergiadis commen thar "art makes its 
own audi o.ce" so perhaps we should be talking 
about diversification rather than disappearance. 
Yet, all panelis had the same story, in the sense 
that without inicial government upport they 
would not have emerged. What is disappearing 
are th repping sron ro publi awaren to 
finding a v i (e en) on the margins. 

Ho mg down the sidew lks 
ill Bottomley (who unfortUna~y had 

prepared a paper but only had time to present a 
few delici cidbi ) closed th . n with new 

ideas that perhaps would have been better as 
opeoas. Broadening out the discussion, she spoke 
of the need to discuss Australia in rerms of how 
peopl are living together no1v as a successful 
mulciculrural nation (in practi ), rather than 
what conservative politicians think is g ing n 
(the 50s). poke of the . ogical impact 
increasing globalisation and econocru 
rationalism, the Anglo 6xati n on individualism 
in the tar which has resulted in competence 
being used criteria for everytbing; unemployed 
people on the Streets seen born losers (by 
birth/ · class) hosed off th sidewalk:s, not 

belonging even in the guttec In an Australia wbctt 
"mind your own busin " is becoming the 
dominant mindset/acr.ountiog software, 
Bottomley the need for government and the 
public(s) to guaran that we will mind each 
~ as well. Ana Kokkinos believes that with 
the concept of publics comes the notion of 
responsibility and we need to find srraiegi to 
fight consumerism as being the only angle. 
Hopefully, the nexr 2 forums will do more to 

address these · ues and come up with some 
answers. 

Disappearing Publics Forums, charred '7y Nikos 
Papastergiadis; Ana Kokki11os, nto Cilauro, 
Hetti Perkins, Emeritus Professor Gill 
Bottomley, Artspace, ydney, April 2 

There are 2 furl.her fonmu. {ay 25: Dr 
con McQ11ire, Professor Jen Ang. John 

Hughes, lvor lndyk; June 29: ]111111 D1111ila, 
Professor Leon Van Schaik. Pet.er &tett, 
Professor Paul Patto,i. Enq111n • rtspace, tel 
02 9368 1899. 
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Reallime 32 Monster 60-page Edition 
WORKING THE SCREEN 
a 16 page screen media liftout 
a major progress report on innovation in 
film, video and new media in Australia 

ONLINE AUSTRALIA 
A special report on Project One, 
Connecting culture and the online world 
The Studio, Sydney Opera House 

CULTURE 
Internet censorship 

PREVIEWS 
MAAP, Multimedia+Art+Asia+Pacific 
the online festival, Brisbane and 
the Asia Pacific 
September 3 - 12 

Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art 
In Brisbane, Australia's most acclaimed 
visual arts event 
September 9 - January 26 

Cindy Sherman 
Retro pective 

4 June - 30 Augu t 1999 

herman ~ achievement as an 
artist makes anything she does 
required viewing' 

The New York Time 

In association with 

Ci,uly Shmndll : Rtt10Jpt<livc W1IS jointly OJ\l;lniiccl by MOC/\. LA 
and MCA. Chia 

MCA opea 10am - 4pm (dosed Tuesday) 
Admiaicm S9 Adult, 16 Concession 
MCA infoline 9241 5821 

I 
:ydney Austr.ilia www.mc .com.au 

THE ACADEMY 
Our annual survey of issues in the humanities 

RESPONSES 
Stuart Lynch's 24 Hour Performance; Andree 
Greenwell's Laquiem; Space 1999; Rose Lee 
Rose Lee Goldberg' s Performance: Live Art 
Since 1960 

ONSCREEN 
Reviews of provocative new books by Mark 
Dery and Mckenzie Wark, Sydney Film Festival 
report, Philip Brophy's Cinesonic, Telediction 
from Jeff Gibson in New York, film reviews, 
conference reports, new media works 

READER SURVEY 
Books, CDs and other giveways for first in with 
their completed RealTime reader survey 

...,a.,,_i.-.,,-.,wsc.i.. .........,~.,., _ _. __ 

COllllng soon 

Vanessa Beecroft live performances a1 the MCA 

7pm 4 and I Augual one, T!Cbta strictly lmited llook Now 1241 1171 
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The City in performance in development: 
Alex Hutchin on and Clare Stewart follow the development of new works for ext Wave 2000 

ReaITune and ext Wave iointl 
commissioned the writers ro talk ro the artists 
a11d to attend rehearsals and preserrlatiOI/$ of 4 
festival works-in-progress. 

Alex Hutchinson: 
Adam Broino ki Hot.d Obsino and Q:offery 
Dun tan & Kate Fryer's Projections of Fear 

A description of the promo for in VI IBL 
energies. A ingle piece of coloured cardboard, 
the promo · urprisingly subdued for a youth
related project. lr avoids both the pastic 
application of Photoshop and any of the usual 
painfully deliberate misspellings which o often 
haunt similar proj 

A Biography of Adam Broinowski. a 

pcrfonner· Broino, ki has worked for many 
companies including Stalker (Blood Vessen and 
Playbox (Thievi11g Boy/Like tars i11 My Hands) 
for which he received the 1997 .reen Room 
Award for I d or. Work a 

Gherkin and Bucket of 

An initial impression of Adam Broi11owski. 
He i with hi I~ crossed on the armchair at 
Bar Open his fringe rising up from hi ~ rehead 
like grass. He talks and uses his hands a 
lot. He seems like th kind of guy ou could take 
home to meet your mothei; although you 
probably wouldn't want ro take her to hi play. 

ore on that later. 

What is Hotel bsino? Hotel Obsino is a 
play based on the real-life Hotel Hotham which 
squa in the heart of the city on the comer of 
Flinders and pen.cer below a 5 lane train trade 
beside the Yarra at its m<>St effluent opposite 
Crown Ca ino and an aaive police station. The 
Kennett government wants to demolish it. 
Broinowslci wan to write a play about it. 

Where Hotel Obsino is at about a month 
before the work-in-progress presentati n at the 

orth Melbourne To1un Hall which takes place 
abom a year before the (ma/ presentatio11 in May 
2000 at the real,life ext Wave festival. Aetually 
that last part is a lie. Broino lci h already 
written a play about it. M t of a play, anyway. 
He describes ir a ponrait of an inverse Dante's 
Inferno. A hotel populated by retired alcoholi 
on the ground floor; ri ing through middle-aged 
ex-cons to peak at young addias. He say ir' 
about another rime, another dimeosi n, a 
sanauary from Kennett' dynamic Viaoria. 

A Biography of Geof(ery Dunstan & Kate 
Fryer. Dunstan and Fryer have perl nned for 
various circus th rte mpani in Australia 
including, between them, Circus Oz and Rocic'n' 
Roll 1rcus. They ha-..e formed a new company, 
Di locate co reate ~quality narrative driven 
produai os that combin acrobatic and aerial 
work simultaneously with l'eXt. 

An initial impression of Geoffery Dunstan. 
£fury Dunsmn isn't certain why he' talking ro 

m t aU. lr' a work-in-progr , he ys, and the 
articl will me out after the presentation. What 
. this publicity actually doing? I tell him i~ all 
about pr , about giving people a look at how 
a project goes from almost nothing to something. 
That seems to pi te him. One of the first things 
he tells me · that he' currently workin as a 
body double in a circus themed eighbours spin· 
off. I find the idea vaguely terrifying. 

What is Projections of Fear? For a Start, it 
might nor be called Projectio11s of Fear ac all, but 
could in actual faa be titled Hug Your Monster 

r Risk Reduction. It' a performance piece which 
robin writing with circus aero ti. in an 

effi 1t to take a different look at th w rid around 
us. Dunstan talks about inrerviewing 
psychologists and the distance between traditi nal 

Geoffrey Dunstan, Kate Fryer & Rudi Mlrieur In 
R sk RecJuction Angela Balley 

theatre and circus, and how there are groups on 
both ides who'd like co keep it that way. 

Where Projections of Fear is at about a 
m nth before the work-in-progress 
presentation •.. DunsWl has just finished a week 
talking srory wicb his navigaror; playwright and 
direaor Michael Gow. He he wan to find 
a way ro aeate a more physical cype of theatre 
while still hanging on to a sense of narrative. H 
wants to physically exp ideas of social 
dislocation and try and uncover who it is that the 
city trains us to be. Look at kids. From day on 
they're taught that everything · terrifying. If 
people want to contain themselv that' fine 
but when society d it. .. " 

A note about avigators. Each of the groups 
is isted by a navigat r. For Broinowski, this · 
6lmmaker Tony Ayres. For Dunstan and Fryer; 
this is Michael Gow. Their rol vary. To 
Broinowsk:i, Ayres is mebody to discuss the 
play with. For Dunstan, Gow talces a more active 
role. It his job to thread a story through 
Dunstan and Fryer' acrobati . 

What's so f ascinati11g about process? It a 

question posed in various ways by both parti 
y Broinowsk.i "Looking at another's 'p~• 

or the wockings/m hani of som · 
fascina people. Revealing things, un overin 
thin bowing the makin of things, 
d onstTUcti.ng things, pulling thin apart." 
Maybe it' the n step along from selling 
producti ns by pushing the rory of the author 
not th rory itself. ow we can sell the story of 
how the production w put together. Maybe 
soon we won't even need a final produa. 

Where Hore! ino is at a few weeks lam 
BroulO ki' biggest probl m is finding a way to 
convey the essence of the finished play in a 
reading. While the final production will be 
fl h d out with movement the performance at 
the Town Hall will be Static. "I'm tom between 
linking the passages with ummaries of what 
would happen there, and jusr telling ri about 
th 10 day I pent in th hotel. Perhaps the 
m t interesting point Broinow lci ra · is that 
before he went to the h t I it seemed to him 
th ugh the occupan really lived, "unconcerned 
with careers ere beca that had been taken 
away from them. But aftecward, I realised that it 
wa a world I could never be a pa1t of." 

Why show a work-in-progress at all? 
Broinowski: "ln relation to Hotel Obstll(), it 
seems to be very democra.ti to how a first draft 
to an udi nee and co Li ten ro theit po . It 
·-;; the maker a feel t r whar they feel, ·v 

the audience an option to voice an opinion 
before th wock is done and brings a wider 
opinion than jusc the maker into the making. 
Anti-auteur I guess you could say." 

Where Projections of Fear is at a few weeks 
later. The preparation for Projections of Fear has 
been cut into 3 pans . The first involved Mi.chael 
Gow and Dunstan. ·mng in cafes for a week, 
getting down on paper what was in Dunstan' 
b d. h was Gow' role to build a narrative from 
Dunstan' chunks of ory. The second stage wa 

Dunstan Kate Fryer and Rudi Mineur working 
at Circus Oz, figuring our what they could and 
couldn't do together physically. The last period 
wa pent selecting the best a pea:s of e.ach. 

Part of a11 email from Broinoswki the 
morning of the presentation. "(Hotel Obsino] i 
still about poverty and fear in Australia and the 
invisible distance between the classes-you could 
still y Alice in Deroland but I overtly 
'magical' lt1 another perspective on elboume 
on lif.e. ne that is authenti though t:ranSlated 
through the writer' ey . You could say the 
project has become a ut humour; although 
I ha e concentrated on keeping it in there, and 
more about feai; m re than I initially expected. 
And when I think about it I'm not urpriscd. 
We'll see what you et. you tonight " 

A Descriptio11 of the orth Melbourne Town 
Hall. A high-ceilinged, wood-floored, typical inner 
suburban town hall. ot quite a lecture theatre, 
not quite a All the chairs are portable. The 
stage curmins are heavy and sea green. There i a 
kind of Juliet balcony jutting out from the back 
wall Dips and cheap red are served at every 
inrervaJ. TbankfuJl there are n gym ma . 

An i11Jeresting but mostly irTelev011t tidbit 
about Michael Gow. His greatest fear is 
becoming an arri · din · w:. 

Wl,at the C1111ary yellow photocopied flyer 
says about Horel in . Apparently Broino ki 
is confirming a "present day undetelass of 
political zeal junkies and rted 
dispossessed souls" and h "taken th 
authentic voices and is interested in moving their 
tori beyond documentary into his own work 

of drama." 

What tlle canary yellow photocopied flyer 
says about what probably won't be C"Alled 
Pr, jections of Fear. "Fully integrating acrobari 
and erial rk with a narrative", Projections of 
Fear cxplor how "fear affec:rs the way youth 
relate to society and how the city space infoons 
th i 

Hotel Obsino. Filled with foul mouthed fuck
ups and presented in a seri of vign Hotel 
Obsi110 . dominated by religion, pornography, 
requests for cigarettes and a character lied 

igeL igeJ mov through the work as a kind of 
initiate, progressing from wide-eyed novice to the 
point where he begins to rake on the strange and 
wayward logic of the 
hotel. 

More .a portrait than a 
deconstruction, 
Broinowski pulls out me 
of the fikhi t (and 
funniest) caricatures of 
various pieces of human 
flotsam y u're likdy ro 

The scariest thing is 
th were probably n0t 
earl turi at all. 

The reading by Ruth 
Bauer, Katia Molino, Ross 
Th mpsoa and 
Broinowski is loud, 

pretty damn good. Although Broinowsk.i says 
that "th next draft will focus I on the words 
and more on the th tricaliry of the even in the 
play", there' already enough there to get your 
teeth into. 

Pro;ectrons of ear. For the first half hour 
Michad Gow ummarises the d, pathetic tale 
of Country Boy and his unhappy (and sometimes 
imaginary) relationshi with Hiu:h and Mr 
Musel U ing physical confinement to symbolise 
the emotional and intelleaual constraints 
imposed upon Country Boy by the city, Gow 
describes an attempt to act out acrobatically a 
very intellecrual deconsuuaion of the role of 

·cry in shaping our personal phobias. 

ln the ph ical section f the performance, 
Country Boy i forced to board a vertical tram 

after his car brea down b tandin on 
Mineur' houlders. Hitch boards b Standing on 
bis. In a nice touch, the rope hanging from the 
ceiling b 3 real tram hand traps attached. He 
bas elaborate fantaSy sex on a photocopy 
machio and fl an enraged human• i.zed 
cockroach. All the while Mr Muscle attempts to 

protea him from t:he dan of germs, bugs and 
contact with other human beings. 

Hea on the aaobati and light on the 
dialogue, itl a high-<!llergy display of (mostly) 
non-verbal id and it works. The tiny snippem 
of dialogue rein.force the acrobati and better 
still, the acrobati aaually contribute to the 
tory. Although the performance will likely 

change before it' finished, there's already a lor to 
be excited about. 

A Post-Coital Monumt . A.ftcxward 
Broino ki complains that the audience didn't 
talk about the content of th work. All the 
criticism and uggestion was aimed at the 
snucrure and form of the piece. I y maybe this 
is an exrensi n of peopl ' fascination with 
pr . Maybe because it' a work-in-progress 
presentation the audience feels like it's on th 
inside. They all think they're edito . Fude that, 
he says. Did they like it? 

A b~rre objectio11 recounted to me by a 
strange woman in a kaftan after Hotel Obsino. 

ppareotly somebody had left the Town Hall 
with the following complaint: It just hadn't been 
what they expected at all. They wanted a more 
obviously )'Outh produ · on, m re v rve, and 
apparend a much hoddier production. Qualiry 
and a decenr ory weren't in keeping with th 
wor.k of people under the ag of 35. Apparently. 

What You Sh uld Take Away from this 
Artide. There arc 2 poin I want· ro emphas 
One: The produaions I saw were great pi 
which ju happened to be put together by young 
people, not young people' work being spo red 
merely because they were young. And two : 

There' a long way to go ro May 2000, but 
please try and remember; 

heavily accented and Ruth Bauer & Katia Molino in Hotel OOslno Angela Bailey 
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Next Wave's in VISIBLE energies 
Oare Stewart: Innate and ity Blood 

This is the way the Concept-city functions; a 
place of transformations a,,d appropriotio11s, the 
ob;ea of various kinds of interference but also a 
subject that is constantly enriched by new 
attributes it is simultaneously the machine a,ul 
the hero of modernity. 

Michel de Certeau, rran . teven Rendell 
The Praaice of Everyday Ufe University of 

California Press, 1984 

Let me ger this perpendicular: I am a grid girl. 
1 choose a canesian lifestyle because it satisfi 
cenain fundamental requiremen : it keeps me 
centred. At any point in time I can sa "I know 
where I am", which ubstirures for "I know who 
I am." Questions of identity have always 
di.stu.rbed me. A reference point-like map lA, 
coordinates G7-is all people really need to 
think they know me. Leaving elbourne's CBD, 
I experience an immediate sense of vertigo. 
Taking the o. 57 seven ops ro orth 
Melbourne Town Hall for this series of wo.rks in 
progress makes m nervous, disoriented. 

The city (its true name) is the topography of 
my imaginatiore I live i everydayn and love ir 

Ideal. In my laneway people dream, fuck, p· 
die. People Jeep and hoot-up in doorways. 
People watch each other watch TV People ign 
lofty visions for future ci · . People give birth and 
bring up children. In my laneway buil~ 
rmnsform, house, leak and crumble. Buil~ give 
surface on which the sounds of occupation and 
pleasure compere. Buildinf,'i block and reveal lighL 
Buildinf,'i define the pace I name 'my laneway.' 

In this city of people and buildinf,'i I am a 
pedestrian, a r ident, a worker, a player-I 
move in the city and the ciry mo¥ me. I am 
part of its machinery and it i my hero. I am pan 
of i process and it is the r ult. 

Viviana cchero and Carl Priestly hare this 
sense of citizenship. lt · manifest in Innate and 
City Blood, their respective wor • for 
in VI IBLE energies, the city io performance in 
development. Sacchero' movement work and 
Pri tly' soundscape take 'the City' as material . 
They understand it as a phy ical space and an 
intellectual concepr-d1ey transform it inro an 
object of srudy and a ubjea of representation. 
The city is nor backdrop, it · not locale-it is the 
fabric of the work. acchero's collaborative 
vision and Priestly's individual noise do not m 
with ideas of uropic or dystopic citi . they put 
forth clear, valid, inrerpretations of the city as it 
is experienced. 

Viviana Sacchero' Innate 

"In approaching the curatorial brief of 'the 
city', I wanted to address the pervading sense of 
thinf,'i ending-virally, atomically 
philosophically ... " cchero tells me. he is 
working with 10 movers aged 15 • 24. We are 
meeting while the work-in-progress is in its first 
stage of development. I ask her about the group's 
perception of the city and he says: "I do not 
identify with this postmodem notion of ending. 
The young people on this project have their 

Viviana sacchero's Innate 

projections, memories and d ires for the future. 
Dance culture and raves create a very ex.citing 
time for movemenL 

"I,mat.e giv form ro th. city as a battery of 
design, icons and iconography and rhythm. Ir' 
about the imprinting of culture, of though and 
pro1ecoo walking, pace, medic i nns of 
communication, the ebb and fl w of the city, and 
the idea that th ci rums ovet" Collaboration is 
central to the development of Innate. cchero 
worked previ ly with this youth en.scmbl on 
Distana for the 199 ext Wave festival. 
Distance was itself a collaboration between 
Dana,. orks (director ndra Parker) and rompin 
Youth Dance Company (director Jerri! Rechrer). 
[Rearr,me 26 p. 8] cchcro' experience on that 
projea performer/facilitator led her to choose 
Jerril Rechter as navigator on this, ber debur work 
as choreographer. he is careful in elucidating her 
position as a young person developing a piece 
with this ensembl · "Pm working with 10 young 
people. We are nor participating in this project 
because of these.man · of youth arts, we are 
valid rulrural participants." 

It · this idea of the ensemble as cultural 
participan as citizens and artisans that 
motivated cxhero to develop a piece through 
worksh pping: her role as choreographer is to 
"cut and paste" the experi nee of the performers. 
The individuals in th group bring their own 
ideas of th city to the overall work: Fiona-die 
experience of the individual and th mass; Eli e
the criminal underbelly; Damien and Kyle-the 
ignposts of culture, graffiti; Kimberley-me 

shadows, the cyclical nature of light; Duncan-
th architecture the permanent edifi of 
culture; Jasna-the city defined b the interaction 
of its participants. Sacchero tells me: "their 
bodies are inscribed with the city and its forms. 
This document is relevant to the 10 bodi 
performing it-it does not matter where it · 
located., it belonf,<i to those bodies." 

This sen of ownership is evident in 
rehearsa~ and even moreso in the staged piece. 
Th movers are not £\awl but they 
understand what their work is about: a very 
visible energy, an interpretation and struaure 
that emerges from everydayn and that gives 
form ro difference. 

I see the huddle of transport in peak hour, the 
long shadows of the build.inf,'i as they stretch and 
fade in magic hour. I see the habirualised 
tamping and stowing of incidental objects. I 

danger and pleasure. I a city defined 
remporally, patially. I see narrative in these 
bodies: the narrative of a lived day, of the 
srraregies and racti a body to neg th.e 
city. This is not me grand, rocalising narrative
it is inclusive and pro · ionary. Innate mak me 
feel like moving through the streets of my city. 

Carl Priesdr City Blood 

The raw material of City Blood is gathered 
through pedestrian activity, through communing 
with real uods. Priestly rells m . "the use of 
location recording and urround ound are very 
important choices. I wanted to caprure sounds 
that would be sonically imprinted that would 

activate memories--visual 
and spatial." We are 
meeting toward the end of 
the first stage of 
devel.opment. I ask him 
about the importance of 
location ro th staging of 
the nic event, concerned 
about positioning the 
audience for a ound work. 
"1 want to set up tb piece 
so that sound will move 
left-rig.he, forward
backward establishing the 
audience a a relative point., 
in the same way that an 
individual in a city is a 

Angela Balley relative point. 

Cart Priestly with Philip Brophy, City Blood 

"'City .Blood c-0n.figures the pattern of visiting, 
of arriving, rravdling through and leaving a city. 
This i the pattern of young peopL it is my 
experience of the city. Ir is experience through a 
filter: iconi sounds are transformed digitally into 
metaphori sounds." Priestly is a graduate of the 

edia Arts farulty at RMIT. Over his years at 
RMIT he has been influenced by hi cho n 
navigator on City Blood, Philip Brophy. During 
that period his work has gone through a 
aansition from rock'n'roll ro the musique 
concrete form that City Blood appropriates and 
reworks. "City Blood refl on the 'narural.' 
ounds of the city, which are not what might 

usually be considered 'narural' ... what I'm doing 
is kind of in opposition to new age stuff which 
rakes oarural sounds out of oonrext and puts 
them in a rerile environm nt. I'm raking 
machine ound and making them natural." 

We discu the limited opporrunities for 
presenting oundscapes, the barriers pu hed in 
order ro get work heard, and und rstood. It is 
important that City Blood i perceived as a 
sonic event. Although Priestly has fini hed 
recording and almo r finished the pre
performance mix by the rime we meet., he 
poin out chat the work i · not omplete until 
rhe moment of the live mix. This i ential to 
rhe projccr: "The work tak the body a i 
central metaphor of the city, especially arteries. 
lt attempts to transform city ound into 
neurological information ... it i important that 
City Blood capture the life energy of the city." 
The performance ena that life, that energy-a 
ynchronicity of the pulse of the mix and rhe 

mixer, it defin the 'ev ntfuln • of the piece. 

I hear the mediated babble of railway 
announcements the lurch and blur of rraffic 
momentum. I hear the fetishised hum of 
communication, the disronion of faxes and 
modems transferring information. I hear rirual, 
collision and fear. I hear the city insinuate itself: 
speak i functionality and i history. This is the 
expression of the city as a body: morphing and 
fluxing. This i the city so abstra.aed, ir becom 
readable, recognisable. City Blood makes me feel 
I am walking the streets of my city. 

City limits: inVL IBLE energies debared 

Innate and City Blood have been developed 
and presented in a very specific context. The 
City of Melbourne's endorsement of ext 
Wave, its m age to its constituency, is that 
projecrs of this kind "nurture a culture of 
contemporary idea into the 21 t Century, 
support the work of a new generation of arri ts 
and encourage young people to engage in the 
arts" (Cr. Peter Costigan, Lord Mayor, City of 

elboume, ext Wave 1999 program 
brochure). inVJSIBLE energies is itself a 
politi.cal si:rategy, a component part of the 
metanarrative of urban and culrural planning. 
However, the complete project tirle-
in VISIBLE energies the city in performance in 
development-has o many qualifiers its 
position is rendered ambiguous. On the one 
hand, it wants to make visible the work of 
young and emerging artists (I take "in VISIBLE 
energies" to refer to both the idea of surf.acing 

Angela Bailey 

artists and ro the subject of the works). On the 
other hand, it (the title and the project support 
material ) polishes the semantics of youth arts 

with the rhetoric of the urban designer and 
practically apologises for the provisionary 
narure of work in development. Ir is my 

dispo irion to find this precautionary language 
irritating, ro read it as an attempt to contain the 
participating arti ts within the boundari of th 
project. The problematic nature of rhi 
ontexruali ing mode wa ardently addressed in 

the panel discu ion, "Th Ubiquitous Program 
ote and Other Working Dil mm ", where 

artists, navigators and audience members 
pa ionateJy dissected the difficulties and 
benefits of developing and presenting material 
within this framework. 

This is ext Wave' historical (and perhaps, 
inherent) contradiction: it provides a solid 
infrasoucrure for the presentation of new work, 
an infrasoucrure designed precisely as a safe zone 
for young and emerging artists ro push limi and 
rest ideas. in VISIBLE energies takes th" one step 

further, using ext Wave' downtime to construct, 
and 6oanciall upport, a spa for the 
development of uch w rks. ext Wave 
rransforms this contradicti n into something to 
live with. It allo practitioners to tactically 
employ the ry': straregy to their own end, secure 
in the knowledge that the City requires them in 
order to be able to cclebrare its diversit}I in order 
10 be able to lay claim ro th polirical by-line: 
Melbourne, Gty for the Arts. 

This dynamic was further addressed in "City 
Views: Where We Live Today, How We Want to 

Live Tomorrow", the first of the 2 panel 
d" ions which rook place over the 4 days of 
th presenratioos (putting orth elboume Town 
Hall to good civic use). Fiona Whirwo.rrh, Project 

f6cer for the City of Melbourne, put forth her 
view that council policy po · tions itself as a 
concerned guardian or parent, "containing young 
people and their use of the city." he cited rhe 
CBD kate park as a key statement in the 
devel pmenr of a "youth precinct", rhe pro · ion 
of a safe. but n t nitised, pace for young 
people .. This · a pace (or ghetto) endorsed by 
urban planners and policy developers rather than 
everyday users. The smal~ but vocal, audience 
argued that katers would a.lwa transform the 
obstacles d ·goed to deter their activity in public 
spaces (stepping, benches ridges en:) into props 
for new tricks and mov that they would 
continue to use the city tactically, illicitly. 

Let: me get this straight: rhe act of karing, lilce 
walking, "a£fums., suspects, oies our., rransgres.ses, 
respects etc the tra · ea ries it 'speaks' (Michel de 
Omau)". kating and walking are urban iactics 
which appropriate and transform the space they 
traverse. Innate and City Blood use movement and 
sound to articula the myriad of narratives rh 
appropriations and traosformations aeate. 

Sacchero and Priestly have actively, and creatively, 
protected (through representation) the concept of 
the city as a site of difference and diversity. They 
have employed the framework of in VISIBLE 
energies w develop performances which knowingly 
give form to the city as everyday and Ideal. 
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antistatic 99 

It's in the bones ... 
A feature repon on the second antistatic dance event in 

anti.static 99 ... on the bone put on ubstanrial 
flesh (the programs were labelled Femur, 
Clavicle, Axis, Atlas and interestingly for the 

ntempornry peri rmaoce component, pur) 
over i 3 weeks with petloanan installations 
talks and workshops bringing a wel me 
intensity and added intelligence ro the ydncy 
dance scene. Gu ts from the U A and 
Melbourne added bodi and dance cultures in 
pcrspcctive. you'll read, a few observers and 
participants thought antistatic's focus somewhat 
narrow 'h mogcnous , lacking in ethni and 
aesthetic diversity. In the case of lshmad 
Houston-Jones' querying the cultural breadth of 
the evenc, he appli the word t ·val, which in 
faa might nor fit the event model of anti.static 
with i · oo cry particular dance · 
t on and, inherent) , independent and th ir 
innovati ns (as opposed to, sarc MAP' deliberate 
coverall approach in Melbourn in 19 ). For all 
of i pr bing, ntialist leanings. antistatic 
nonethel displayed some remarkabl hybrids, 
artist and reviewer anxiety over text spoken in 
performance was much I in e idcncc than a 
couple of years ago and collaborari with 
composers and lighting designers had dearly 
made considerable progress with greater 
incegrati n and dynamic counterpointing o . 
roles. anti.static might nor have been a festival in 
the conventional ~ but it cectainly was a 
feast. Appropriately, one of its highligh an 
on-th fl r meal and di ·on shared b 
performers and audience on th penuJtima 

enin of an intimate and open dan 

THE MORE THAN VISUAL 

Femur: Jennifer o Keeper, Ishmael 
Ho on-Joo , l.n tl,e, Dark, Rougher, Witlx,ut 
Hope; Trotman and Morrish, Avalanche: The 
Convolutions of Catastrophe and Calling, the 
Creeping fJectn! of Cl,aos and Collapse, 
The Pedoonance Space, March 25 - 27 

Comparing each artist's entrance 1 watched 
the tiny envelopes of i.deas unfold in those first 
few onds. Jennifer Monson made a racket 
climbing down a ladder in the dark, a hand-h Id 
light bouncing off chunky bare ~ strong feet; 
but also a feeling of precariousn a rattling 
l.oosm of missing her step. Ishmael Houston
Jones did not want us to sec him at ll, yelled. to 
make the lights go ouc, sang a song in which he 
called a moth, "Here m thy, mothy, mothy." He 
calls our focus to his voice. Trotman and 
Morri b entered with aU the subtlety that ep· 
minimali might muster, quietly opening doors 
onto fr c:r -roads o light, their de rigeur 
portent and tracksuit pants making u 
immediately remember every dance workshop 
we've ever been to. 

In Keeper, Monson extends phy icality inco 
sound: vocalising and resonan like lurping, 
blowing raspberri whistling, laughing, 
breathing, Stamping, humming guttural and 
animal-like. Her movement often seems comical, 
burlesque. We wait for me punchline but there 
isn't one; the dance itself is that. Her sounds giv 
her movement a feeling of clarity and form. At 
first, with a kind fchildish simpli ·cy and 
demand, she plays at the obvious, wanting grand 
gesture, pra.ctised physicality. A child s 
imagination might aspire to finding form 
making sense of things chat way; an adult might 
want innovation and breaking that form up in 
order to find sense. Monson has captured both 
these levels. 

Her movement can be fast, powerful and 
complex, integrity without a falter. Sometimes 
she finds sofc, peculiar muted sounds, odd 
archaic movement, more fantasy than animal. At 
one point she is dancing with her shadow on the 
wall, noc with that abstracted visual artistry chat 
we have sccn before at The Perfoanance pace, 
but with the kind o immediate, gutsy demand 
for attention., a foil fot bigh art. 

Peter Trotman and Andrew Morrish, Avalanche 

In the Dark, Houston-] n ' first w rk, giv 
us the und and effort of movement, boots 
crashing round on the floor. uneven breathin 
his vo· telling us about Darryl who could only 
aitid dance in purely visual ter.mS. We can't sec 
his body, but the am unt of di rtion in his 
voice and breath ho what sort of energy there 
is. We kn where be is; w have ima · there 
are thi goin on. Rather than in · ibility, the 
work seems more and more to be about 
exploring what · rev led. 

R gher ' real! fter. caring a blindf Id, 
be ooJy by th.e direction of ljght and the 
shadow o his han in front of hi eyes. He 
randomly switch a b nd-hdd light off and on, 
illuminating part of his body: palm, calf, chest, 
under-ann. He swings it around, hifting the 
hado , creating lines, setting up imag of 

fl fleeting art. In a potlight, we watch as he 
lifts his long shirt to reveal his crutch, a peculiarly 
vulnerable gesrure. 

ln Wrthout Hope a heavy concrete bride 
becom a rool with which H uscon-Jon 
vividly illustrateS a seri of homfic injuries 
suffered by some fragile human. He peaks 
clinically, an autopsy report, but the weight and 
roughn of the concrete is real and felt. 

metimes it pin him down; it i cradled, kissed, 
drunk from, dropped. Sometimes he lies over it, 
as upplicant or penitent we're not 

Other no-win, no-choice st ri : a cw York 
law-if someone is dying, then doctors may 
prolong chat life by mechanical means. But then 
removing that mechanism amoun to 
manslaughter. Frida J<ahlo's rcxt provides the 
title, "Without Hope." Her suffering, while 
sometim thought co be seJf-infliaed is still real, 
both subject and irnperus for her work. 

a ubj of sautin~ a body that is just 
itself, fl h, nerv h nnones, is defencd in a 
way, open to whatever d 'pti nan audience 
provid . To be tinised, to come fa ro 
with mass judgmenc, does n t seem to be a 
choice char 'people who do gi for a living' can 
make. It · a heavy weight to bear if you kn w it 
can also desrroy you. 

Lastly, we sec his eyes for the 6tsr time, 
looking up, engaging. His gesrures are protective, 
indicating exposed j~ glands, areas of 
fragility. k is then we know that this body 
substantial, weighty, but full of the delicacy of 
neIV breath and blood, is a vulnerable thin 
capable of immense complexity, but easily 
damaged. The reality of humanity· nor 

mething one bas a choice about. 

1ne praa:icc f 'reverend awe' and a of 

Marl\ Rodgers 

the 'moral high ground' have often been visible 
aestheti qualiti ro which ious tudents of 
new dance apparently aspire. The wit of 
Troanan and rri h Ii in their expert physical 
capacity to re 1 uch idiocy, having an eye for 
every pretentious nuance and cliche in the new 
dance and theatre improvisation hand-books. 
Epi meaning! vacuous inioning, deeply 
felt superficiality, or just smnding round I king 
enigmati arc faithfully reproduced in 
Avalanche, al ng ,vith im bi timing, flexibl 
strucrurc, compelling ory telling, and some 
really good tricks with imagery, which make 
Trotman and M rrish' commentary pricel 

All deal with more than the visual. lmag 
nd id coming to the mind's eye give 

substance ro the works.ibe tail ends of these 
pieces have brought us qwte a way from cbeir 
beginnings, but always with that palpabl feeling 
of the body moving, causing, acting, acating. 

Eleanor Brickhill 

THE WORD DANCES 

Middk E.ar. Susan I.agb FOSUJ', Kinaesthetic 
&,,paJhies & the Politi<:s of Compassu,n, The 
Pcrfonnance Space, March 28 

I remember when I started a a lecturer at 
cquarie Uni in 1990 coming a me 

research n the effecti f the lecrure f nna t 
which informed m chat Students on average 
retain around 10% of what i.s id in a lecture, 
mor.c (around 30%) of bow it is said (intonation 
patterns, delivery timing ... ) and much more 
(around 60%) visuals (how rhe lecturer looked, 
their gcsrures what images they presented etc). 
1bis underscored what fd always thought about 
th leccu.rc format, nor jusr rhat it had ro be 
performativ but that it wa in the eyes o its 
audience, already a type of performance and that 
th of us wh were going to engage in 
lecturing as mode f transmitting data were 
also (perhaps even m re ) to be engaged in 
mobilising a perccprual framew rk about 
performing that we needed to cake on rd. 

Jump forward 9 years ro usan Leigh Foster' 
2 recent Sydney gigs (lecture performances or the 
otbc.r way around) and I found a thoroughly 
planned and impressive model which responds to 
this very dynamic. Anyone presem at these events 
at TPS on March 2 and SW's School of 
Theatre Film and Dance on the 29th was forced 
to onfront the lecture space as a kind of 
pedagogic misc en seen where the lecturer' 
words were inccn:upted by udden though 
rehearsed move.men· and gcsrure:s which 

mcri.mcs underso red a discursi e point and 
sometim undermined ir, manifesting a playful 
irresponsibility f langu g tO i obj and of 

the authority 6gure ro their underlin in the 
crowd. Irr n 'bi the response i not 
obvious only a hybrid response will d justice to 
the performance. A simple registration of the 
dat.a will not help in underst:3nding what is at 
stake in thi type of lecture. ne must enaa a 

creative response of on ' own. I find this a very 
generous style of communi tion not least 
because the lecturer has placed their own 
ph · l capa ·o on displa , but because a 
plurality of focus poin cmc.rg depending on 
th speci6 concerns of each peaaror. There was 
plenty ro I k ac and to think about even if you 
were I iog rhe thread of the argument. 

Other receptions of the pieces were not a 
enthusiastic. e argu d the obviou point 
that .it wa hard to just listen to the w rd 
others said the words \ re too p · ptive of 
th mov h m de (and pr umably that h 
houldo't have been peaking at all), thers said 

it wa comical like John Q lecturing on 
movement while doing h' illy walk routin ", 
others said the movement wa roo technically 
precise and that while the pieces were exploring 
a hybrid form their choreographic elements 
paradoxi lly served to reinforce traditional 
mod of moving wbi h were u.nemocive, 
detached purely formal displays of tcehnique. 
In my view one houldn't begrud e Professor 
F ter her training and in ny , the variety 
of mov h made ugg red something other 
than pure fonnalism eg moving through an 
audience and taking pen ba and personal 
obj fr m the spectat rs then redi tributing 
them through ut the space. either was the 
t purely di ive. Ohen language wa used 
in an explicitly performarive sense. In the TPS 
lecture the audience was a ked to stand up run 
on the pot, stand dose to meone, srumblc, 
tretch duck, balan pose, run stealthily and 

touch someone' hand .... nor wa it possible to 

ignore the generous piric with whi h he 
engaged with the varying audience reaaions to 

her work, reactions which metimes verged. on 
th bloody minded not to say bizarre. 

1n her 2 performed pieces in Sydney, he 
pr red the performance of knowledge as 
something more than a bombastic parading of 
faas or a bewildering discharge of concepts; as 
an embodied array of learned and unlearned 
behavioutS which seem to permit more freedoms 
than they c nstrain. In di.is model peaarors can 
choose elements of the misc en scene to focus 
upon and elements of the text to listen to 
triggering a sense of lighm in the learning 
iruation, rather than the weighty, dour and 

humour! leauriog scyl which we have all 
been exposed to and wish to forget. In hort it is 
a knowledge pecfonnance which exp a 
desire ro anima debates, a crucial pedagogic 
taSk in the age of the info.byre. 

Edward Scheer 

Cl,oreographer, dancer, writer, usa,1 Foster i.s 
Professor of Dance at the University of 
California campuses of Davis mi Rwerside. She 
is author of Reading Dan · ng: Bodi and 
ubjeas in Cooremporary American Dance, and 

Choreography and arrativc: Ballet' caging of 
tory and D ire. She i.s also editor o 

Choreographing History and Corporealities. 

HYBRID YIELD 

Clavicle: R Warl,y, Shona Innes, Graeme Lealc, 
original~ (m,m,i,,g IV it); Helen 
Herbenson, Ben Cobham, morphia sma -
trike 1; Lisa elsoo, Memo IV Dodo; Rosalind 

Oisp, Ion Pearce, proximity 4 and 5; 
Jude Walton, Ros Watby, Jackie Dunn, Seam 
(silmt mix), The Perfonnancc Spai:e, April 1 - 3 

These dancers em to be o ;ing away 
from those pleasantly concord.am relation hip 
particularly with und and I' t design, of 
imple upport and elabora · . In Clavide, 



there's a real hybrid growth in the fu ion of 
rho elements with choreographic design so 
thar new things are being aid. Particular! in 
the first 2 works, original home and morphia 
series, the collaborations produced a brilliant! 
inten languag of action and imagery. 

lnexpli bi I found myself d 'bing 
original home as me outh Park of dance, 
pr mpted by i oblique cartoonish humour, 
gangly truncated demeanour, rand miscd 
inrerruption of gesrure and di ipated gravita . 
Th performCJ:S seemed to have c mposed 
themselves accidentally in a hail of instruments, 
obj and even~ rock rolls off-<entredly 
across the floor, small rattling gourd , snare 
drums, a bowling ball a piece of rope, cymba~ a 
mall one-stringed instrument, pieces of wood

all exquisite, self-mad found or outlived, 
dancing included, which pill over the stage with 
a rightly orchestrated nonchalance, into an 
end! array of both finely-tuned and carel 
disturbances of space. 

1n morphia series there are udden 
contrastS: black-out, yellow flam , black hair 
and fabric over wnite glowing skin, 
concentrated rillness and fast-forward 
flickering sequence . Ben Cobham u the light 

urce like a camera, producing grainy, black 
and white, film-like effects on the mall framed 
tage, revealing Helen Herbenson's crions 

with textural variations, sometimes thin and 
tiff t fast, not life-like, or else the image 

appears a if through a window, with mall 
inexplicable, arnbi uous gesrures but olid and 
3 dimensional. Is she repeatedly wa hing her 
hand or warming them by a fire? und 
seemed elemental: a tinkle of bells, rain on a 
roof a ingle light dicks on tin bird call , the 
click of fingers, once, twice; you might ee her 
e el h Aicker-the ft billo ing light of wind
blown flames. 

ln Lisa elson' Memo to Dodo, it' the 
seeing, the vi ual sen ing, the cycling of 
per~ption in and our through the e es that 
h Ids your attenti n. The audience is 
implicated in ber dance, you feel; a strong link 
but ju t what that relation hip is it's hard to 
know. he is holdin something firmly, placing 
it just right sortin things noticing in the 
periphery, perpetually catching ight of 
omething in the light; small registers of 

awaren working it like breathing. or 
insubstantial pa e but there's omething olid 
she's making from what's around her. he sends 
it back in direct and exact parcels of energy. 

Another section a voice playing an old game, 
telling elson to halt, continue, reverse, repeat 
actions, while still ca.rryi.ng on that breathing in 
and out of light and shadow as she mo : small 
deliberations, holding, placing, delicately 
weighting a stick in hands and arms making tbe 
windings of her body around it mctimes 
difficult to undo. 

Compared to elson Warby and Herbert.son, 
Rosalind Crisp' dancing in proximity is fluid, 
romantic, with a softly restrained dramatic 
abandon. There's elegance in her physicality, and 
an emotional luxuriance more pronoun.ced than 
in pr vious performances. Elegance too in .Ion 
Pearce's rarefied sounclscape, dry and windy at 
first bur in the nd sccti n, strident, piercing. 
implicity and measure settle over the work, with 

a ingle stream of light falling acr the srag 
nro Crisp moving hands as if mey are in water. 

Th.ey seem cl up, in focus. Later a handspan, 
2 arm ' length , the reach ro feet an.d .fl r. Like 

elson, Crisp works with her eyes, · 
encompassing th detail of limbs and what they 
urround: ide by ·de, near and far; m uring 

the course of her action before she's been there, 
and the traces she leaves hind. 

Jude alt n Seam (silent mix) · full of 
white and black, a heavy cu.rrai.n and white 
screen side by ide and shocking red splashes in 
the fabric of c.ostwn • It's full of text 
(Mallarme' notes on the poem Les aces 
d'Herodiade: Mystere) which I read long after 
the r of the w rk was seen, and an echoing 
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Rosalind Crisp, proximity 

English/French vocal mix; it seems not d igned 
for immediacy. ow I don't recall the w rds. I 
recall how conscious I became of my own 
breathing a I watch a film of pinned paper 
seams pull and rip apart as my own ribs 
expanded and edges reunited in relieved 
exhalation, I remember the luminous wh.ite 
focrus-like fl h of dancer Ros Warby, as sh 
manipulated a tiny camera over her body, the 
image like an ultra-sound of mething inmmal, 
soft and vulnerable, not quire formed I 
remember her red dr against th black curtain, 
pulled back. I remember the ocean, washing over 
the screen in in.crements of .Bowing tide rising 
higher and higher up the wall of the screen. We 
wait for the seam blending one wave into 
another, finally with a kind of ine\-itabilicy until 
the screen, and our minds, are mehow 
complete, the pi put in · ibly together. 

Eleanor Brickhlll 

BOOSTING PERFORMANCE PRAXIS 

Spur. li De Quincey, Brltl.>I, Product #2 -
ewe'; tuart Lynch, 1thout 'ostalgia· Alan 

Schacher with Rik Rue, J(Jmstwe:rk (Tma 
I!Jements/Residm,J F,ffects • part 3; Jeff tein 
with Oren Ambarchi. Aphikoman; Yumi 
Umiumare & Tony Yap, How could you even 
begin to understand? Vemon 2, The 
Performan pace, April 4 

Elements similar to u n Leigh Fo ter' 
were at work in rhe t of events comprising 
pur in which Tess d Quinc.eys B11tah Product 

#2 - erve showed ho . to stare down a 
crowd d room wnile text effects splashed 
around her, ourre y of perlormance. poet 
Amanda Stewan' tex:rual montage and 
projection. lo this as in other of tewan's 
works the unds and images of word are 
collapsed back on memselves and we h• e the 
bare material of language on di play. De 
Quincey worked within a similar paradigm to 
return the performing body to its being on 
stage. tanding squarely, facing off the 
spectators, holding ground until the impulse to 
move rook over ... a more powerful 
performance presence is hard to imagine and 
even without locomotive movement the pul 
of the body's capacities for movement are in 
evidence. Jeff tein and Oren Ambarchi's 
Aphikoma11 re-staged me audien.ce/performer 
dynam.i with a dada style the& of th 
perf rm.acive moment. Hidden beneath the 
seating tein tole pcrs nal objects then 
dumped them on the rage forcing the 
spectator to leave the d rkn and claim their 
property. Thi wa don with grear humour 
and energy wbich carried the conc~pt along 
though there wasn't much else to pcrience in 
thi piece. 

Alan Schachcr's spa mi movcmcnr piece 
cam with an industrial noi sound track by Rik 
Rue. TI:us was n t a harmonious t hn bamanic 
ritual but a pulverising attack on the body. 
Schach~ body duly ught out dark paces as if 
to hid fr m the rechnoscape which threatened it 
and emerged into the light only ro express irs 
cri is. Th.is was a str n and unsettling piece 
which again revealed the capaciti of body, light, 

Mark Rodgers 

sound to sustain an audience's interest without 
me upplemcntation of cess effects. Yumi 
Umiurnare and Tony Yap provided an antidote 
to me ha.rsh.n of the Schacher/Rik Rue 
collaboration in a lucid and meditative dance in 
the TPS srudio pace. Commencing in a chair 
seated on top of one another the pair slowly 
extended pasr the flickering laser beam guarding 
their resting place and into the audience. Yumi's 
laughter caught me by surprise but uggested that 
the human re in this work , at peace with 
it5elf. I o ticed mething I had mi d in their 
earlier work which is that these 2 can mrol 
their movements and lyricise them at the sam 
time in breathtakingly subtle wa s. 

ruarr Lynch dosed the night with the equally 
breathtaking but lOl'ally unsubtle Without 

ostalgia, a vimi o piece sraging, among other 
things, h concern with TBS ota.l Bod peed) 
a the centre of the actions which determine hls 
performance work. The noti n corn from hls 
c nnecrion (through De Quin ·) with Mai Juku 
in Japan but also reflects the emphasi on speed 
in c n em rary considcrarions of bodi 
(Deleuzc) and cuJrure ( trilio). It i peaacular to 
witn an arri engaging at this I vel with 
current theoretical d bat ih media and 
performan e di . I hope get to see this 
piece in an ther context a it is pa ed with ideas 
that onl a repeat viC\,~ng could adequately 
process. In a way this pi.ea: represents the 
opposite of Fosrer as a conceptual interrogation 
of culrural focms through movement and image 
rather than through text c mbining with gesmre. 
Both are hybrid forms wirh a different empba is 
but you wouldn't want ro do without either of 
them. The praxi of performance which ever 
way you receive it, got a real boost from these 
events. Edward Scheer 

ARCHITECTURE, BODY PARTS & 
LANGUAGE 
Margie Medlin, tephen Bram, Jacqueline 
Everitt, Ben Anderson, Elasticity and Volume, 
The Performance Space Gallery and surrounds, 
March 25 • April 4; Adrienne Doig, Rebecca 
Hilton, Peter Miller, The Other Woman, The 
Pe.rfonnance pace Gallery, ApciJ 1 - 11 

Ados: Tracie Mitchell, drienne Doig, un:thing, 
ilcki Quill, Rosalyn Whiley, Mary Anne 

Henshaw, LayleisurelyLay , Th Performance 
· pace, Apcil l 0 

The 2 installations presented at antistatic 
consisted predominant! o film screenings. 
Anderson, Bram and Doig's films were projected 
onto entire walls, Medlin 's films were ttered 
throughout the space in conjunction with lighting 
fcarures and sound, and Everitt' films were 
projected onto 3 screens as a triptych 

companied by a sound.scape. 

A omm n element aCI" th works w 
architecrural st.ructurcs and space wh.ich 
interweaved tightly with th filmi dimension 
throughout. The siruating of action within 
archireaure, the projea:i n of the work onto the 
walls of th.e buildin and rhe in rporation of 
tructure as sculprure (includin D i ' Stair 

antistatic 99 
and arch which fractured the projected images) 
created a striking theme. I th ught about dancing 
bodies I have seen drawn into a purely filmic 
space and live dancing which rigorously reworks 
the bodr urrounding pace and the contrary 
tensions rep.resented bere--space and movement, 
volume and elasticity corn up against each other 
in th works rather than integrate. 

Medlin' Choreography of Space exemplified 
thi effect with i multipl approaches. h 
managed to convert the entrance hall into a 
cinematic simulacrum, the flickering Gghrs 
combined \\~th the progression along rhe 
corridor mimicking the cinemati apparatus with 
the participants/ pca.ators themselves becoming 
the 'moving image." Upstai.cs and in the foyer 
Medlin created encounters with oversized body 
parrs; an arm that beckons, appearing on a dark 
wall like a miracle and writhing ~ it before 
retreating and repeating; buge feet that measure 
out the gunering above the foyer. 

A beckoning arm (or is it shaking off?) again 
becomes an anticipated moment in .E.veritt's 
triptych A Simuhaneous Retracing. It rea hes out 
of the dark c:entrc screen towards rhe audience., 
disembodied and plastic, before withdrawing. 
Another theme emerges now-me repitSentation 
of the dancing body. The dancer in this case is 
Rebecca Hilton who also almost appears in 
Doig's work. Li.bby Dempster i the dancer in 
Medlin' piece and Lucy Guerin fearures in 
Anderson's Black and Whit.e and A,w.,ration. In 
all these cases, the dancers are su umed imo a 
choreography of images, providing articulate 
bod parts, singular gesrurcs and abstracted 
dancing figures within 6clds of motion which 
cover structural and sculptural surfa 

Bram' film, K11ala Lunrpar 199 , is a 
landscape dancing with micro movemcn 
created through fast-motion. Anderson's 
Eisensrein-esque moor.age featuring srone Statues 
brings a kind o imperus to the tic through 
rhythm. Hilt n turns a comer again and ag.iin in 

Un earthing 
tile On gms of 
Cinderella to 

Contemponse 
tile Tale 

YOUNG 
WOMAN 
GLASS 
dll60UL 
A fusion of dance, puppetry, Illusion, 
sound & story telling. A rrfNI dance work by 
Jennifer Newman-Preston at Bangarra Dance 
Theatre Wharf 4 Hickson Road Walsh Bay. 
Tourday 1 S1 July - Saturday 3rd July. 
Wednesday 7th JUiy • Saturday 10th July . 8pm 
nightly & Saturday maltnee 2.30pm. $12 .50 
Con. & $15 tun tickets at the door. ~--- -- ~---&-~ -- ----...,.--o,,.._-._111nn 
Pllclw ui,q 'llm- 'llm°"""'1 Tt,o----byV>I~ ~~,,,.--COln:II. 

-lrdnq-~l>Oc!f 



antistatic 99 
continues from page 1 1 

Everitt's work, figure and landscape hammered 
onto the same plane through repetiti n; ·d 
this a hazy vi of room shaded from 
afternoon light imbues the domcsti space with 
potential action. Collectively, these fields of 
motion seduce the peaaror inc parti ·pation
moving ar und the rooms up the scairs catching 
beginning/middle/end. 

Doig' The Other Woman fearured alone 
before the Clavicle programme. Its sculprurnl 
dimension-a staircase and an arch---produced 
odd details; Doig' pa.iored lips in a close-up 
came to r on rhe low Step of the Stairs. 
Close-up hors featured heavily in determining 
this 'woman'-an-other woman wh D ig play 
in variou gu· . The I up rums her face 
ioro a plastic surface wb micro m vemencs 
constirute a kind of disembodied field of a "vicy. 
he appears in harshly fabricated pla ; fake 

bricks and ascro-turf provide a ba kground £ r 
her heavily made-up and bewi ed characte 
that seem caughr mid cnario. In striking 
contrast to Doig1 appearan in chi work 
Hilton i a fucd body moving through an 
ind finite pace. he 'dan in this w rk in a 
full-bodied, rhythmic way not seen in the other 
collective installation and the creacment of 
Hilton here brings to a head issues relating to 

'the dancer in uch work. 

The dan er is removed in these in tallati n 
fr m a live performance pace bur included in 
an investigation and recon rru.ction of a 
per~ rmancc pace, putting the dancing body 
inco a kind of productive ri is. Thi result 
here in di mbodiment, fragrnentati n and 
transformation a play with appearance and 
disappearan e and a di persion of the 1gure co 
become one amongst other m ving elcmen . 
These observations ari due to the c ntex.t of 
the installation within a dance festival. The 
conscious play with m tion, pa and the 
choreography of bodies and imag explain 
their inclu ion in a11tistatic and they represent 
an important interdisciplinary area of 
development. y qu ri n-wh dancecs-is 
perhap about the fascination of the figure io 

eh work and what the kills of the dancer 
bring to that. 

Doig went some way towards answering this 
qu · · n in her discus.si n of The Other Woman 

part of Atlas-a mixed programme of talks, 
screenings and th anti.static worksh p howings. 
oo· said that h had br ught Hilton imo her 
project to d velop a ri of gesrures f r Doi • 
charnaers, est.U demanded y the 
melod.ramati ton of the w rk. Th links 
bet\ n m lodrama, movement esrure and 
dance are logic:aJ but Hilton' performance within 
the w rk i ou id rh · em. Doig lained 
that she , .mted to keep Hilton an nymous 
not to complica the already profuse ollection 
of charocccrs. All this amoun ro an interesting 
and telling play within this work betwttn drnma 
and dance, face and body, dlaracter and 
movement. 

n, in di i n with Rosalind 
ri p, spoke about what video ha offered her 

a a d n er. I n picked up a camera when 
sbe topped dancing for a , hile. When she 
returned to dan he say that what he took 
with her from that perience wa a new 
awaren f choice-making proccs . From 
u ing th mera a an e e · he devel ped an 
acute sense of focu and frame whi b inform 
her improvi tional work-rhe impecarivc co 
move, to i !low, to change. '"Movement" ha 
ome to equal " hoi " for her· he has 

w eked her way back to this point. During the 
upper di u ion later that night, the 

"thought" invol ed in this "choi e" became 
th focus as she poke of a "mind-bod -clan " 
and joked a ur the inrelligen oin on 
behind the "narci isti di play" of dance 
performan e-an inrelligen e tbar has had ro 
be "out d." 

Th rruggle between m ment and a \'erbal 
or write n a ount of it , hich elson signals 
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Jennifer Monson , Keeper 

here ( 'elson is co-editor of U magazine 
O,nt:a ) wa an issue which developed funher 
through ut the upper discussion (and indeed 
into the next day). Jennifer Monson Struggled to 
peak-5he provided a dear, straightforward 

voice throughout tb festival i r me-,ettling on 
dance as her language.' This reminded me of her 
comments ar Susan Leigh Foster' lecture at 

SW where we had worked our way ba.ck to a 
body released from tcebniquc which was he.adin 
rownrds being released from habir. Monson 
intervened co save the dancer' own specificity
the peculiarities of ph ical language which make 

like M n n the remarkable perform r 
Erin Brannigan 

Ishm ael Houston-Jones, Wllhoul Hope 

Mark Rodgers 

DON'T FENCE ME IN 
Russell Dumas, Dance change, Cassandra's 
Dance, The tudio ydney Opera House; works 
by Herbertson, Brickhill, Schacber, The 
Performance pace 

In Russell Duma 'Cassandra's Dana, ar the 
Opera House tudio, sensed the enormous 
d" "pline, and peci6ciry. Dumas 1 red 
this dancing in a visceral sound re by Paul 
He.aley and in a provocative set of references
columns ( uggesting reek archirectu.re), the 
walls and Boor of the Opera cuclio (a space 
whidl profiles high art) and in relation co the 
myth of Cassandra. Watching this dance I 

Mark Rodgers 

reftecred on art as doomed prophecy, cl icism 
as a .relic and the frailty of the body, knowledge 
and history. O,uld performance be an iotcn 
agitation that pa all too quickly? To· a 
rich offering. 

[n Helen Herbertson and Ben Cobham' 
work, morphia series-Strike 1, light partnered 
the dancer, at tim barely illuminating her and at 
other rim framing her. Watching this dance was 
like that stumble from sleep when the house 
seems strange and pan of a dream. H~ 
like a wind-up doll, moved and stopped. changed 
rhythm and her stiff gesrurcs. and was 
intriguingly, beguilingly flesh and mechanical at 
the same tim . Cobham sat m the large pace and 
brought ro lile chi pia:ure sh • on the distant 
tage .. l was drawn into som n of rclati n hip 

with my own rerr r:s and cluldlike nder. Again 
a peci6 cultural heritage \I; in\·oked; this time, 
German exp ·onism and i troubled 
rclati nship ro fasci m. I also rcca11ed Gord n 

raig': vi ~ n-tbe perfonner as uber marionette. 

In contrast, w rks by Ishmael H on-Jon 
and Trotman and orrish in the operung 
program have the impulse to yield 'an effect', in 
particular for the speech of the performer ro 
direct the audience's e.xpe.ricn . In this kind of 
improvised srorycelling performance I feel drawn 
into a · al relationship with the perfi rmet: l 
feel obliged to laugh, be emenained r 
empathise. lmcresongly Eleanor Brickhill 
deliberarely invoked a peci social context, the 

tail party, to peak about the act of 
perfonning. J enj yed the juxtaposition and 
conflation of th 2 pla of interaction. I was 
reminded tb plea ures and discomfo of 
both settings and o bow difficult it was to 
' imply be' in either. However the rext and 
dancing were arranged in uch a way so as ro 
allow my rclati nship to th.e event to keep 
himng. I was glad never co feel that 'pinned 

againsc the mantelpiece' parry feeling. 

In KunstWerk, Alan Schacher searched as jf 
bunted, feeling his way fitting in, moving on to 

an industrial soundscape by Rile Rue. This image 
of a body mapping a pla which offered no rest, 

an lien pla I) n.ated with me. It came close 
co an image o my current experience of 
watching perf rmance. 

I like dancing co be framed I like dancing to 
njure up a field of references and an 

to provoke reflecti n. I don't like to be too 
specifically posiri ned by my, or the perfonncr's, 
personal history. I don't k nor truSt 'empathy.' 
I want instead thar sh of having a feeling I 
didn't expect. In a world where I am asked to 

empathi continually I wanr mething more 
from live perfocmance. I fear I have, as Philip 

dams describes it compassion fatigue. 
Anne Thompson 

SHOWING THE WORKSHOPPING 

All.as: Workshop bowin The Performance 
April 10 

The workshop howings were an 
app priately inf nnal affair and gave n n
workshoppers ao insight into the work of rh 3 
imported practiti ncrs- elson, onson and 
Ishmael Housron-Jones--who we bad seen in 
performance and had been the focus of much 
di ion. The howings unfolded for the 
audience like a game of charades we were invited 
to ·cw but not participate in; each artist had 
developed casks, methods and rules that the 
viewer could attempt to decipher or merely 
watch the results of. The similarities and 
differences became striking. 

elson was the first up and the 'video' 
commands he had used in her performance, 
Da11ce .Ught ound, were emplo -ed hcte en 
ma dancecs either participating io the" op" 
"reverse", "play", "replace~ com.mands or 
waiting and watching. The eh i ro parti "pate 
or noc became inr.eresting a the choi about 
moving, and the role o the 'commander' began 
to tide around the group. Th clana:rs often had 
ro move with their e)•es hur becoming instantly 



tentative, exploring the space around themselves 
anew. The panicipants kept to the back of the 
performance pace engrossed in the details of 
their r.asks. 

Monson' group made more of a peaacle of 
themselv in the exciting way Monson can in 
her pcrfon:nances. The display of energy and 
contrasring dynamics were relentl and the 
participants completcl engrossed. Ir wa difficult 
not to follow Monsoq here wh self-confessed 
attraction to the comic had her flitting about the 
pace in pseudo-balletic hysteria. There was an 

cnergy~gement between the dancers and an 
awareness of the obscrvcn that sparkled with 
pos.gbiljries. 

H00st0n-Jones' group showing was an 
"almOSt-performance-piece" made up of a 
succession of ideas. Music was introduced to the 
procccdings (Ishmael giggled a he DY d behind 
us) and the dancers moved closer to the audience. 
Language was also introduced as something 
more than functional introducing narrative and 
· emori nal registers, and was interrupted through 
yet another system o poken commands ( hut
up" ). Movemen became correspondingly more 
gesrural and nari appeared; the group posed 
for a camera, revolving Jowl as they changed 
posmo drawing out the moment of 
'presenmtion'· a line-up of apparently cxpen 
botanists dcsaibed their favourite flo over 
the rop o each other and the line began to sway 
organicall . Erin Brannigan 

RECLAIMING DANCE AS 
INNOVATOR 
Axis: usie Fraser, tones from the Interior, y 
Gardner, "Can pracrice survive"; Julie 
Humphreys, Involution; Anne Thompson. 
"Rainer, Wilson and Bausch markers in a 
mapping of the border terrain called dance 
theatre"; Helen Clarke-Lapin with loo Pearce, 

Alice Cummins Rosalind Crisp Orl,it; FJeanor 
Briclchill, The Cocktail Party, Juli4>An:oe Long 
& Vu:ginia Baxter, Remmtbenngs on Dance. 

antistatic as a whol event exposed, 
problem tised and critiqued the current and 
ongoing negotiation within dance between 
movement and words. This project has become 
central to new dance practices and is a ignificant 
area of in 'gati n which dance · pioneering 
within the broader conrext of the perl rming 
arts. The relentl n · ry to reveal dance---to 
provide commentary on th displa -described 
by Lisa elson and the newer n · ty i r the 

mm unity to move from the defensive and 
assume i rol a inn vator in this regard, could 
be traced through the festival from Foster 
experiments combining movement improvi tion 
and empirical discour..e, to Monson' incoherent 
vocalisations in Keeper to the very format of this · 
eclectic event. 

The last day of anli.st.atic, Atlas, was like a 
culmination of this apparent, but perhaps 
implicit theme. A combination of performances 
(incorporating textS, choreography and or 
improvisation), presented papers and the I 
easily defined "performed commentary" b Julie
Anne Long and Vu:ginia Baxtei; exposed m 
lucidly the curarors' task. How can dance remain 
the primary discipline, its conditi ns and 
knowledg the most influential fo when 
combined with disco and all this entail ? To 
lide acr typCS of language, methods and 

modes of performance provided the curators 
with one answer. 

While Anne Thompson used langua e and 
theory (pani ularly psychoan.aly · ) to consider 
a notion of spectatorship (in which she found 
empathies with contact and ideokinesis) in 
relation to the work of Pina Bausch, Yvonne 
Ranier and Robert Wilson, Sally Gardner 
probed the implications of language itself in 
relation to government peer assessment 
documentation to ask Can Practice Survive? 
Gardner described the Australia Council's 
"philanthropic" activiry as creating not a 
helter from the mainstream marketplace, but a 

new economy, which deals in reductive terms: 
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"innovative" "independent "creativiry , 
"pioneering." She provided an interesting 
alternative economic option; cath.er than 
putting money into publicists why not ju t pay 
the audience direal ? 

Refuences to Australia lack of histori I 
conw« for terminologi uch a th outlined 
above circled back to a notion of ustralia 
suffering from a condition o "lack" or 
"ignorance." urcly official language cannot 
represent the acroal iruation within which work 
is produced and received in any country. 
Performance aritist Mike Parr, in challenging the 
academic approach of Th m n' paper to 
Bausch's work, assumed I would argue 
incoaectl , that mOSt audience members had 
never seen her work Ii e. Russell Dumas, in a 
later ion, revisited thi ubject of context and 
Australian audien by criti · ing the "guru " 
starus he believed antistatic': visiting artists to 
have been granted. Th arguments represented 
here are recurring within ·the dance community 
and assume a condjtioo of inadequacy in our 
audien and pracriti which in tum 

an auth rity here." uch 
assumptions stagnate discussion and progr b 
rendering the majori of participan deficient. 

A later discussion grouped together 
practitioners whose solo wor were performed 
as part of Aris· £lean r Bridchill, Julie 
Humphreys and usie Fraser. Unfortunately l 
m· F~ piece tories Prom the lnte · r. 
[In this w rk-in-progress, Pickin up the 
Threads, usie Fraser retra a dancer's body 
chan ed by child irth and motherhood. Her 
recorded vo· spea · eloquent! from a lllpe 
record r. When ked afterwar wb che peech 
is in the third person, she y V merim it feels 
like that." The illumin tion or her subtl 
m vement m from a \'ldeo monitor running 
home movie footage. eanwhile tretebed a 
the back wall are th.e beginnings of her video 
manipulations into a painstaking choreography 
on the family from her place within it. &Is.) 
Brickhill provided the most satisfying 
combination of poken word and movement in 
antistatic, The Cocktail Party. Her analogy of a 
party was accum • h tentative) entered che 
space and presented a dance and a kind of 
commentary: "What is that .. .it loo 
important ... why don't you jusc say it .. .I know 
where that c m from ... " dance about 
making a dance in her words. Wi rd revealed 
movement revealed w rds in a m Ying and 
strikingly personal confrontati n f th two. In 
th · · n Brickhill said h was "trying to 
write while thinking of dancing." Fraser id sh 
had tried "'writing fr m movement" but "needed 
another pair of hands." 

Long and Baxter had the last say io event 
and leh everyone ~hies ; an anempt 
do ing discu ion wa aborted after valiant 
attempts from the Ma ter of Ceremony 
Trotman and Morrish, which were met with a 
requ for alcohol. The irreverent t. ne and 
attirude of Long and Baxter was a welcome 
change from the earn t intentions of the 
weekend, but their performance was an odd 
cxperien seared a 1 wa between · sa el n 
and Jennifer Monson who were n t pared th 
duo' humow: 

What they dared to do wa admit to other 
pre eren within performance, both through 
their commen and their mode of delivery 
which provided a healthy interventi n wirhin a 
relatively h mogeneou L rival. or to deny 
the vast differences in the approaches of say 
Houston-Jones and i p, but antistatic 
engaged framing noti ns of dance which 
created an exclusive environment. Long and 
Baxter's piece uggested other ways of dancing 
and performing which, at the same rime, · 
displayed a real engagement with the 
proceedings. A certain frustration wa aired 
here but always with good hurnow; such as 
Long's comments on the Clavicle program that 
it all seemed so "Melbourne" and her 
exposition of exa.ctly what "doing a Dumas" 
entail . Even Russell Duma was rendered 
speech! . Erin Brannigan 

DO REMEMBER THIS ... 

Axis: Julie-Ann & irgin.ia Baxter, 
R.ememberings on Dana, April 11 

part of antistatic, choreographer-<lance.r 
Julie-Anne Long and I created Rememberings 1 

Dance, a perfonned c nversati n in whi h we 
attempted to ham a little of the electricity 
generated by the event. Looking at the ways 
mcm ry opera~ in perfonnance and its 
reception by audienc we beg n b admitting ro 
personal lapses: when Julie-Ann i taken by a 
particular movemenr, she has a strong d ire to 

it again and finds it difficult to the rest; 
whereas I retain overall atmosphere and feel but 
rely on conversation ro recall preci mo~ . We 
poke fr m a table covered with books (about 

memory and dance), n pens and markers. 
Julie-Ann had a knot around one finger~ ith a 
large ball of tring hand ·de h re. At ne 
point he r lied up h leeve to reveal m re 
remind saib led in biro. 

We began with "Doing a Dumas" a 
conversati n aboutjulie-Anne recent cxperien e 
working on Russell Dumas' Ca.ssmulra's Dance 
which opened antistatic. l qu red Russell from 
an inrerview in Writings on Dance: "(The 
dancers are) not trying to produce how they're 
being seen. The trick is co have the work jUSt our 
of grasp that the dan fi is just on 

a performance of movement light sound 
by ang1e potsch 
live electric guitar by cameron butler 
1une 25-27 8pm 
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doing che msk rather than di playing the ta or 
ma ery of the task." In answer to my quesri n 
about the task, Julie-Anne demonstrated a 
fragment of the pr 

IDE). We'll go over and over it r hours, da 
to learn where the weight is, ho the mu.scl 
respond to rh' particular way of moving. The 
next day, R ll might come in and teach the 
move in an entirely different wa as if the other 
had never existed." 

VB So you're forgetting ar the same rime as 
, rlting towards a deep memory of the 
m " ... And is the audience wim ing our 
remembering? 

JAL Once we enter the frame we ncencrate 
fully on ecuring the msk. The audien 
peripheral. 

Along with memory in performance, the idea 
of the audien and its a kn wledgment in the 
works presented at antistatic became a OCUS for 
our talk. In " usans", we concocted a 
conversation which might have OCCWTed 
following the performana: of Ros Warby's 
original hom . The conflicting memori of 2 



antistatic 99 
continues from page 1 3 

women with almosr the same name competed 
wirh Di nne arwick' of Always Something 
There to Remind Me. 

usan: I felt I had entered some strange terrain in 
which rime had stopped. The bodies had 
forgotten thcmsel . Movement wa absolutcl 
ineffectual. 

uu: I remember metbing unnaturally 
"natural" in whi.ch 3 pcrformets were either 
rorally uncomfortable or too comfortable. 

Later I confessed to a theory I'd started 
bat hing as I watched original home. One of the 
pleasures of events like a11tistatic is the 
opportunity to sec a lot of work and suggest 
some conmaions. 

VB When bona Innes rolled across the Aoor 
and landed against die wall and sccmcd stuck 
dim as though she'd forgotten what happened 
next I was wondering why dancers would be 
feeling forgetful about their bodies? Why now? 

JAL Oh, I think they've been thinking like this 
for a while-<oo long rd say. 

VB Thinking what? 

JAL How the dancing body feels to the dancer; 
simple as that. 

The ensuing awkward pause in the 
oonvenarion forced us into the next section, 
"Something else", in which the hazy memori of 
on were prompted by physical clues from the 
othcc The topic'-Rosalind Crisp' work 
proximity. 

VB I took a friend who said ro me 

aftcrwardr-( HE STOPS AND JUUE· 
GES"JURES WITH HER EYES) "I've never seen 
a dancer so self-absorbed. he almost didn't need 
an audience" .. .I was hocked. Then he said this 
didn't mean she hadn't enjoyed the work. On th 
contrary she admired the dancing .. .it srrengrh 
and lighm . 

JAL Why would that hock you? ... The 
audience watch the danccc.. GINIA FEELS 
HERSELF ALL OVER) .. .feeling how her 
dancing body feels to hCL 

In the same program, Lisa elson' 
remarkable work Memo to Dodo produced 
mor divergent memories. 

JAL I couldn't work our whether chi Lisa 
e1son r a personi cacion of mething else. 

Wa he looking ar us was he Stting us a th 
e hifted in and out of f us ... 

JAL The movement is expert bur it has no 
ulterior purpose. 

VB Meaning bounces round the room, just 
out of grasp. 

(later in the week Lisa elson said of thi 
w rk "My dances arc vi ·on-guided, not eye 
guided. At first I saw this as a way to flex my 
vi uni musd and to rimulate the imagination 
in my body. The muse! , the lens-if th full 
orch tion. I jUSt have tremendous sensaci n 
there, r alwa have h d ever ince [ was kid.") 

Jude Walton' elegant Seam re-surfaced i~ 
low sta at mem ry-screen, film, pen, band, 

writing, hysteria, cranslacion, papex; pins, 
breathing, a body hen th, breaching, a cuctain 
revealing, tcd, screams red, lip, screen, ocean, 
cndl endin ... 

Whereas our memories of Helen Herbemon' 
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Morphia Series-Strike 1 rumbled over eadi other. 

VB That sense of senses deprived. Forced to 
peer, squint into rhe dark into the ghostly glow 
of the prosceruwn and ... 

JAL love, love, LOVED the fire! 

But when , e tried to remember precisely

VB Do you remember what Helen 
Herbcttson was doing? How she was moving? 

JAL (ATTEMPTS 1HE MOVEMENT Btrr 
CAN'T CAPTURE n) . Whatever it wa , I know 
I jUSt loved it. 

To elicit a bit more detail from our memori 
of the .Femur program which fearurcd highly 
memorable works by Ishmael Houston-Jon 
Jennifer Monson and the improvising duo 
T rottnan and Morrish we tried Lisa dson' 
wockshop teehnique in which dancers create 
complex improvisaci.ons triggered by a set of 
instructions (Enter, Play, Reverse, Repeat, Exit) 
called from the sidelines. We improvised with a 
sec of scnreoccs, discovering our memories of 
tbcsc works were less confliaing. 

JAL They rake the pace. Demand our 
attention. 

VB Her body is charged, circuits kicking in, 
synapses snapping. Body at full stretch. 

JAL Presentational. Acknowledge the 
audience. The dancers stood in front of us. I 
settle when I feel that. 

VB She goes about her work, as we wacch. Llke 
that song, "Busy doing noming wodcing die whole 
day through, trying to find l0ts f ~ not to 

do." Occasiooally she acknowledges us. Just 
enough. Dean Walsh swears she winked at him. 

In th final sequence in the performance, 
"Buroh Memory", we ubstituted objects on the 
cable for memori of the pcrforman in Spur. 

JAL ecdles in ey ( . rs). 
VB Speed contained (a book of match ). 

As we lifted each object/memory we placed it 
in a bag and left the room and the rabl empty. 

always, the conversation continu Julie
Anne' m m ri aHea m own recall of 

after the event. At the dinner convecsari non the 
penultimate night Lisa e n talked about the 
dilemma f peopl being abl to I k at dance. 
It' " removed", he id. h thinks dan rs 
need to re-invent reframe the ritual and hare 

me of the incredibl things that hap in a 
dancer' body-mind, co how the intelligence at 
work behind the movemen . Dan need ro 
ask themselv why d that? Why add another 
m ve? And somerim "Oh God, take me 
away!" The aim hould be tom ke mething 
vi "bi noc to upport "an illusion of n icy." 
he says, " merim it feels like fr' important to 
meone bur in bard to )' wb . And 
merimcs let' face it, it's hard to watch 

someone so .... committcd." 

n the same night Ishmael Housron-Joncs 
talked about performing his work Witholll Hope. 
"Jt' changed a lot. Sometim I find it too 
emotional to tell about my friend who dyin . 
uddenJy one night I find myself talking instead 

about a picture I'd seen about what elephan do 
h w they go off by tbemscl t find a place co 
di, ... " Having felt the power of his performance, 
uch a ignificant change w at first 

inconceivable. And then it wasn't . irginia Ba:aer 

ANTISTATIC AND THE BEAST 
Elea,ror Brickhill asked 1.slmtael Houston-]ofle:s 
about bis impressions of anristari 99. 

I often feel like a member of a band o 
vagrant minsmtls cri <r ing the w rldwide 
country idc of posm,odem dance. e teal into a 
town dance for our supper and a place to leep 

and then move on. Because the friendly villag 
are few and well-known to members of my 
~erry band we invariably run into each other ar 
semi-regular imervals. I might sec David Z in 
Havana, then David D in las ow; I'll have a 
dance with Jennifer M in London, and the other 
Jennifer M in orthcrn Venezuela; I'll wacch a 
performance by Lisa .in Ambem and she'll watch 
my dress reh rsal in ydney. This has been my 
life for 20 years. 

Of course cw York is my borne. It' where 
the answering machine i . It's where th cheques 
with a variety of postmarks come. It' a city tbar 
inspires and drains me. Ir i a ciry, however, that 
will never support me, nor the majority of my 
doworown dance compatriOts. Thus roarning 
from small festival co small festival has become a 
necessary p.lea urc for survival. While the road 
can sap as much energy as being broke and over
stimulated in Manhattan, it d make it possible 
for me to make rny work. 

In April 1999 1 travelled midway around the 
wocld to rake part in the second antistatic festival. 
in Sydney. As a safe haven for dancing, this 
rumcd out to be a welcoming and genial way 
station. The production of my performances at 
The Performance Space w done with exacting 
professionalism combined with compassionate 
attention. The programs were well curated. 
While audience izc varied it was clear that the 
organisers bad done a lot, through receptions, an 
attractive flyer and other publicity, to bring out 
the ew Dance public in Sydney. 

The workshop I taught, "Dancing 
Text/fcxring Dance", were well run by antistatic. 
It attracted a near pcrfcc:t assortment of those 
interested in sharing my process for the 2 week 
period The "dancing paper" presented by usan 
Leigh Foster was thought-provoking and added a 

context for the work that was being presented 
and caught. The events attracted (curious) 
reviews in the mainstream press. 

an antistatic parri ·pane, I feel the main 
fault of the festival was i o erabundancc. 
During the 3 weeks, there very little 
downtime r space for processing. With 
worksh ps running 5 days a week for 6 hours a 
day, and a variety of sh sho~ lcaurcs 
etc caking place in tb evenings and all weekend, 
I often found myself feeling cited and stretched 
(or guilty for skipping out on an event). This may 
have had to do with the faa that this was my 
first joum y to Australia and I , ored to ger a 
linl .ight- ing and night life inro my itinerary. 
A1 suffering from this being my virgin v yage 
Down Under, is my ability to adequately critique 
the breadth of the I l w rk. The program f 
, hich I was a part also featured pieces b f:ellow 
~ Yorker,Jenni r Monson, and th 

lboumc duo, Tr nnan and M rrish. This 
program was varied in i pe within the 
narrow frame of "new dance." The wor 
evocatively ncrasted one another, while they 
s«med to a idenrally pr vid me 
complementary ubtext for the evening. 

lbe works on the following weekend were a 
different ry. Although Lisa e1son is from th 
United tes and Ros Crisp is from ydney, several 
of my students described the program as a "very 
Melbourne evening . While the works varied 
greatly one from another, they bad a disquieting 
similarity of tone. I found this to be most true with 
the "the gaze" and bow it was used, or nor used. 
Except with elson, the only n n-Aumalian on 
the program, there seemed to a detttmincd 
effort to not acknowledge the audience through 
any oven: eye oonta This lent an air of "an 
school lab experimentation" to era! f the 
pieces. Again, rm not sure if rve seen enough I 
work to justify even this stetcot'roe. but this inward 

did seem to be a refined echo f the 
performance personae o Russell Dumas' dancers, 
wh m I w part f antistatic at The rudio ar 
the ydney pcra H 

What I ound di rent about antistatic, as 
opposed to y, The o abl Beast Festival in 

hica o , as irs la k o both artisti and ethni 
diversi . In 19 , at Movable Beast-a small 

Ishmael Houston-Jones, Rou,Tler Marl< Rodgers 

festival of new dance in its second year-I 
performed 2 of the same pieces I did at antistaJic. 
But while there wa an emphasis on "pwe 
movement" pieces, there were also works that 
veered toward performance art, multimedia 
pcctade, spoken word, drag, cabaret, and sire 

specific. The latter 2 genres were encouraged by 
having multiple venues for the festival. While the 
main performances cook place in a aadicional 
black-box theatre, each festival participant was 
required to also prcscot "something" on a tiny 
stage in a jazz club between and also to 
make a sire spccific work for the Museum of 
Contemporary Art': 24 hour ummer Solstice 
cclebracioo. 

Another difference was that all performers 
taught, and there was a lot less teaching by ea.eh 
person: 2 days apiece for the visitors; one day for 
the Chicagoans. While this greatly lessened the 
intensity of th workshop cxperien it did allow 
for the participants to take one anoc:hec' cl 
and i r the students to get a taStC of many 
different approaches tO making work. I think 
something between the anti.static workshop 
SttCam in. which a student igns up for one teacher 
for the entire 2 week period, and the Movable 
Beast's workshop sampler would be preferable. 

A striking difference between the 2 festival 
wa in their ethoi make-up. This is influenced 
by my American perspective, but it is n t like! 
that uch a festival in th ta ces would ever be a 
"whire" as atrtistatic wa [Yumi Umiarnare and 
Tony Yap were also a11tistatic pattic:ipants. Eds.]. 
There were no inremacional arti involved with 
Movable Beast, but besid m If, there were 

Afri n-Amcri n, ian-American and Hispani 
artistS teaching and performing. ver:il were gay. 
Th teacher/pcrfonne.rs cam from 5 sr:ares 
ou ide hica o. Like rhe audi n and artists of 
n v dance tb majority of worksh p stud nts 
were white, but there w me ethnic div iry 
in m t of tb I . Whil I try n t co place an 
ovec-arching ignjfican n these risrics-and 
of cou I realise th demographi of the 2 

uncri are very different-I till feel that me 
creative utreach to different populations allo 
a festival to be m re richly diverse and I 
restrictively insular. 

antistatic was very posicive experience. It 
allowed me to present my work through 
performing, teaching, and discussing it with a 
new community in a very nurturing environment. 
It can only get better a a festival b • widening i 
embr cc of n dance. 

anristati 99 ... on the bone, atratorial 11ittee 
Rosalind Crisp, ue-ellm Kohler. Zitu! Trow; 
prod11clio11 coordinat.or Mid1aela Coventry; 
prodJ1clio11 mana -er Mark MJtchell; The t1.1dio, 
yd11ey Opera House, TT,e Perfi mrance p a; 

March 24 · April 1 l 

For more dance see Sophie Hansen on dance and 
technology In Arizona, page 35; and the Gelber, 
Gyger, Guerin Installation at lbe Ar1 Gallery of 
NSW, page 40. 
Excerpts from Rememberlngs on Dance wilt 
appear In Iba next edlllon of Bro.adsheet (CACSA) 
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Writing, community, virtuality 
Linda arroli meet writing roup 

If we neuer meet I hope I feel the tack ... 
James Jones, Thin Red Line 

Finger poised on the keyboard. Ready. 
Set. Log in. These days I have to wear a 
wrist support when I work: thJs body is 
maki ng a protest about speed and 
repetition. Internet Relay Chat and email 
are fast and random. Channelling through 
the limited bandwidth of online 
communic ation text prevails in email, IRC, 
MOO/MUD or Website, shifting the 
vernacular of the 'written' word if not its 
preponderance. Online communities are 
most obviously communication-based and 
driven formed of meetings which emerge 
from these hectic flows. 

In 1998, the Adelaide-based Electronic 
Writing Research Ensemble produced a 
project called Ensemble Logic, curated by 
Teri Hoskin (http://ensemble.uacom.au). 
As an introduction to online writing 
communities, it presented an opportunity 
to venture into unknown writing terrains 
with a cohort of like-minded strangers. 
For 4 months, Ensemble Logic engaged 
theorists, artists and writers to con ider an 
electronic poetics.. They presented 
'lect ures' and met regularly to discuss, 
participate in and produce wri ing . All of 
tne e activities took place online. 
Throughout the project an email list was 
maintained for ongoing discussion , 
investigation and writing. Running through 
the tel phone lin connecting the 
machines at which we worked and mused, 
a writing nexus developed. 

There are faultlines and we cross them, 
making connections, affinities. ln this 
context, the 'virtual community ' is formed, 
as Sandy Stone claims, as a community 
of belief. {Michael B~nedickl, 
Cyberspace: First Leps, 1992) 

In lrcle, the command for entering a 
chatroom is 'join.' Meeting convened. 
Chat bounces between a half dozen or so 
wri ters: an extract from an Ensemble 
Logic Internet Relay Chat 
lecture/discu sion: 

ue: do you think the web offers new 
opportuniUes ... 

ue: for writers lo experience fiction for 
real? 
mez: makes for confused emaif 
pardners;-) 
amerika: yes, definitely 
amerika: without it I neuer meet any of 
you e, that would be a much less 
interesting life! 
link: I agree ... 
ll: im wondering how some conceptual 
artists see this enuironment, clipper. got 
any ideas on this one? 
mez: art m-ulating write m-ulating life 
m-ulating ..... ? 
clipper: im thinking of 70s e nts and 
happenings 
ti: yes, the connecti ity Is uery 
important 

Writing. Community. Virtuality. Each 
word catalyses and intecacts. Virtuality , as 
some kind of ontological register, seems 
to renegotiate traditional and generational 
ideas about both writing and community . 
Simultaneously , I am sympathetic, 
nostalgic and agonistic. I use the term 
'community' sceptically and charily. 

Community is a term I distrust even 
though the values it evokes
participatio n, belonging, trust, civili ty, 
etc-ap peal to me. How do you measure 

le tronic rit in R ear h En mble and tr e on the we 

a value? Founded on assumptions about 
consensus, rationality and collectivi ty, 
comm unity seems to be a calcified myth 
of rational society which privileges and 
edifies the normative and unitary. An 
unnecessary tension e>Cists between the 
individual and commun ity. Virtuality 
traces and splits difference along paths. 

And writing? It confounds me. 
Operating as a communicative 
contingency, the virtual writi ng community 
forms {in and as) a networked 
environmen t, a cyberspace for writing with 
no horiz.on. For Donna Haraway, "this is a 
dream ... of a powerful infidel heteroglos ia 
(Simian. Cyborg and Women, 1991)." 
Through and across this space we 
experiment with and negotiate 
connections, networks, collaborations, 
difference, language, writing, irtuality. 
These experiments are undertaken under 
the auspices of community for the 
purposes of writing: to boldly go where? 
McKenzie Wark argues ln his recent book, 
Celebrilies, Culture and Cyberspace. 
"cyberspace contains within it many 
possible forms of community and culture 
that have yet to be actuali ed" (Pluto 
Press, 1999). 

Writing communities, public forum or 
online writing resources are established as 
adjuncts to university programs: courses 
are conducted or resourced in part or 

hole online. These days, so many 
universities are offering online programs. 
An example is the Networked Writing 
Environment 
(http://www.uceLu/l.edu/wriLlng/nwe.ht 
ml) at the University of Florida where 
Gregory Ulmer works and consults 
(http://www.el{.u/l.edu/-gulmer). 
Anothe r example is the Hypermedia 
Research Centre 
(http://www.hrc.wmin.ac.uk), a loose 
collective of artists, writers, academics 
and designers developing hypermedia as 
an artform. Partly, such initiatives are the 
result of funding restraints, 
decentralisation , RfiD , open learning and 
flexible delivery. They are also driven by 
the promise of pedagogical and cultural 
innovation and inqu ry offered by online 
environments; the opportunity to adapt 
and divide the culture of higher education. 
Universities can be considered ready
made 'communities ', so the shift online 
can seem supplementary, a means 
extending a collaborative, learning and 
communicative environment via email list 
and IRC or MOO into virtuality, attracting 
new or different 'markets' or 
constituencies. As well, publics tend to 
form around various journals, e-1.ines, 
homepages and other cultural ventures. 
Seemingly, these nodes become 
organising, connecting or focal points for 
a multitude of networks . 

While based at a university, trAce 
Online Writing Community 
(hup://trace.ntu.ac.uk} Is an independent 
writing environment and resource 
delivering a range of programs courtesy of 
lottery~generated funding (US$500,000) 
from the Ar Council of England. trAce 
operates out of 4 rooms in Nottingham 
Trent University in the UK. It sustains a 
global community in real and virtual 
space for writers and readers. trAce 's 
Director, Sue Thomas, has been writing 
inside the text-based world of 
LambdaMOO since 1995. MUDs and 
MOOS are designed to encourage the 
shared construction of an environment in 
which writers/pla yers can Interact with 

AA m-pression of mteractJng onhne a ttAce by Teri Hos n. Source: trAcesp/1,Ce. RepMted with permission of the 
artis. 

others and with objects. The environments 
are immersive. collaborative and 
polyvocal. People come and go. 

At trAce. interactive technologies are 
used for multiple purposes. While there 
are MOO rooms, hosted by LinguaMOO, 
for engaged writing, there are also online 
lectures, meetings and tutorials, writers in 
residence, conferences and a discussion 
email list. trAce also publishes the online 
journal frAme and hosts webpages and 
proj cts including the Noon Quilt and the 
recently announced trAce/alt-x 
International Hypertext Award (see 
WriteSites. page 16). Forth uninitiated a 
range of linked resources and instructions 
explaining MOO are a link away. 
lrAcespAce at 
http:! /crash tig.com.au/-garu/ts.htm) is a 
site dedicated to representing the 
experiences and interactions of trAce 
members. During Ensemble Logic, 
Thomas delivered 'Imagining the Stone', a 
MOO-ba ed presentation and tour of 4 
rooms: 

.nathan. says. uone also has to be 
electra.t Loo •.. " 
dibbles says, "virtual disappeared 
faster. ... almost (aster than the eye can 
read" 
teri says, "the transcience. the 
timeliness" 
pawn say , "a girl (or two) could uery 

easily get le~ behind In !his 
conuersation" 
You [Sue) say, "!his idea of electracy · 
can you explain it for posterity and the 
cap file?" 
dibbles says, "there is no trace ... pardon 
the pun" 
smile dibbles 
You mi/ at dibbles. 
teri S.Jys, "[Greg/ ulmer writes that 
electracy i to the digital what literacy ls 
to thebookw 
teri says, "that is, we must become 
literate in !he peculiarities of thi 
environment" 
You say, "let's moue to the next room 
and hear your thoughts~ 
teri says, "and maybe learn to touch 
type,'.•)" 
You say, "typ on·• 

Emerging from these encounters are 
practices which are 'grammatological', 
which interrogate Writing, Community and 
Vlrtuality from within. It's so tempting to 
put some kind of mathematical symbol 
between these words which adds, 
subtracts, multiplie s, divides or equals. It's 

tempting to turn them into an equation for 
a better life that strives towards an 
idealised 'other-world' rather than live, 
make, imagine and play ith them as part 
of this multifaceted and networked world. 
Writing, Community and Virtuality are 
apprehended in lost and found ways in a 
lost and found world. 

Linda Carro/i is a Bri bane-based writer, 
uisuat artist and curaior whose works and 
work-in-progr can be found at 
http://ensemble.va.com 
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WriteSites 
Starlets and hypertext dropouts 
Kir t n Krauth look at the Tr e/alt- hyp rt xt comp titi n winner 

Rice 
Jenny Weight's Rice is an assortment 

of cultural odds and ends-dominoes, 
spearmJnt chewing gum wrapper, a 
portrait in a red checked shirt , 
calligraphy, television coverage, 4 year
olds and Shockwave animations. "The 
time has come for action" says a United 
States president and it's American 
imperialism full steam ahead with a 
voice I do know-Jimi Hendrix-and a 
journey into archives of memory on war. 
There's a sense of displacement. A 
woman screams in the early morning in 
a hotel room . She won't stop. 

We're in North Vietnam now, listening 
to the static , "In Vietnam/we swallow the 
future whole ./ But digested/is 
different/from dead." The dominoes start 
to topple and we become "the 
supertourists . We stand outside, bigger 
than our own history ." Vietnamese 
fighters and quick hopping doves. An 
endlessness of clicking , cameras , 
keyboards keys, dirt and heaven. Like a 
game of patience, surprises are turned 
up and over, yet framed in circles by 
distance . Images are ambiguous, nothing 
appears as it seems, but each link lays a 
brick, solidifying speculation . 

"If you are childless/and you visit 

Vietnam / it is best to lie .. ." A 
cybertourist, too, wants the authentic 
experience . Rice plays games with our 
need to know, vomits up images of truth 
and desire, tampered with , and then 
punishes us for believing . Its jewels , ~the 
beauty of junk• , the collected past 
makes, and is resistant to, us. We 
continue searching for the poem factory 
in a creaky cydo. 

The Unknown 
While Rice looks out from Australia , 

the other competition winner , The 
Unknown , in typical United States 
fashion , looks deep within, into the 
bowels and beyond. We're all goin' on 
a ... another road trip folks and we'll take 
up where Kerouac and De Lillo left 
off ... to frontier fiction with a special 
travel itinerary, with 3 academics who 
can't change a tyre , on a book tour to 
flog The Anthology of the Unknown . 
(Who says that Americans don't 
understand irony?). Starting from write • 
about-what-ya -know (downside : "we are 
often unaware of the scope and structure 
of our ignorance "- Thomas Pynchon 
quoted) , The Unknown is a satire on 
publishing and promotion as well as a 
tough and funny look at the nature of 
creating hypertext: "the reader becomes 
a sort of satellite taking photographs of 

a huge and varied terrain. • 

Largely text based, the site cleverly 
uses audio of the 'writers' speaking af 
conferences, debates topics as crucial as 
that criUcism can be as much an artform 
as literature (okay, so they are laughing 
hash-hysterically at this point) . Hilarious 
shots of 3 suit-and-tongue -tied men 
dwarfed by huge public sculptures add 
to the rich subversive mix . They even 
criticise one of the trAce/alt-x 
competition judges Mark Amerika (they 
meet him at Tennis Home, a Rehab 
centre for Hollywood starle and 
hypertext dropouts) . The live readings 
with audience murmurings and applause 
which play throughout give the work a 
sense of movement and wit and, 
although this territory has been 
traversed before online, what Americans 
excel at is BIGness and this mammoth 
chunk of cyberspace defies, and plays 
with , expectation and The Dream: "I sat 
up and stared at an American landscape 
we had not yet named .• 

Ri e (Je11ny Weight) and The Unknown 
(William Gillespie, cott Rettberg , Dirk 
tratto11, Frank Marquardt ) were joint 

wi,mers of the trAce competiti011. Jenny 

Weight lives in Adelaide. he received a 
new media artist residency at Media 
Resource Cetrtre to develop Rice. 

The trAce/alt•x hypertext competition 
prize is for /00 pounds. 152 entries were 
received including many from Australia. 
Submissions had to be web-based with 
high quality writing; excellent oueral/ 
conceptual design and hyperlink 
structure; and ease of use for the average 
web surfer. 

The above winners can be {0U11d on the 
trAce web ite http://trace .ntu .ac.uk/ 
hypertext / with further information on 
the competition. Three sites also gained 
honourable mentlons: *water always 
writes in *plural by Josephine Wilson & 
Unda Carroll, (Australia ), Kokura by 
Mary -Kim Arnold (USA) and Michael 
Ata uar s calendar (UK). The competition 
will re-open at the end of I 999. 

The trAce Online Writing Community 
http://trace.ntu.ac. uk 

For writers and readers around 
the world in real and virtual space 

• 

Collaboration Information Workshops 
Events Training 

tr Ace Conference 2000 
Nottingham, UK 

http://trace.ntu.ac.uk/incubation 

broadway(e') 
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trAce, Nottingham Trent University, Clifton Lane, Nottingham, NG11 8NS. 
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film, media and techno -arts 
Interview 

Anti-action filmmaking 
Needeya Islam discusses adaptation, personal vision and place with Praise director John Curran 

Despite the critical focus on the frank 
se.xu.ality, intense performances and 
deadpan wit of Praise, perhaps the 
most striking qU1Jlity about this recent 
Australian film is the care with which it 
has been constructed as a poignant 
cinematic poem about failure. It Is a 
character rather than plot driuen film; 
one where nothing really happens 
beyond a study of the rhythms of a 
dysfunctional relationship. Within the 
confines of a seedy Brisbane boarding 
house Gordon (Peter Fenton), the inert 
protagonist and his demanding, 
eczema-suffering girl{rlend Cynthia 
(Sacha Horler) repe.atedly attempt lo 
connect with each other. 

Rarely has such profoundly 
personal embodied enervation and 
discomfort been giuen such 
painstaking attention. Being a loser ls a 
narrative mainstay, particul.arly of 
independent films, but in Praise It Is the 
emotional strata of this state that are 
uncompromisingly laid bare. Cynthia 's 
hilarious crudeness becomes part of an 
ultimately heartbreaking cycle of self
defeating behaviour. And while Gordon Is 
no less amusing than any number of anti
heroes in cinema in. his twenty-something 
torpor, his lack of purpose and amblUon is 
not simply played for l.aughs. It is what lies 
behind this that is Insightfully explored; the 
often painful human dimension of post
adolescent ennui rather than the all too 
familiar posturing. 

I spoke to director John Curran about 
his •almost anti•film" in terms of the 
contemporary climate of independent 
cinema where clever plot twists, retro
mania and gimmicky styllsUc playfulness 
predominate. 

NI Andrew Mc<lahan 's novel does not 
strike me as obulously cinematic. How did 
the idea to adapt it lo a film arise? 

JC I was working with the producer 
Martha Coleman and she came along with 
this book and said "I love it, I want to get 
the rights to it. w She gave it to an of us to 
rea d for our comments and I hadn't heard 
of it but read it and loved it. I reacted in the 
way that a lot of people had. It was a reaUy 
refreshing, frank and unorthodox book . It 
was a love story, but it captured a time of 
youth that I think a lot of people related 
to-a period where you 're done with 
school but it's before reality and you're 

Peter Fenton, John Curran and cast of Praise 

klnd of treading water a bit. It's about what 
happens in that time both in relationships 
and in how you motivate yourself. And I 
just loved the voice to it, and the distinct 
non -style-it was epl.sodic and rambling 
and poinUess, but that was kind of the 
point. But I had misgivings about adw,ting 
it to a film. When I read the draft, though, it 
was the best of the book-McGahan and 
Coleman pulled out the love story and 
made it about love, as opposed to youth 
and music and drugs . 

NI So the producer had an immediate 
sense of Its potential as a film? 

JC Martha really thought it was a film 
when she read it, but I wouldn't have read 
that book and thought that this is a film I 
have to make. Maybe because at the time I 
was doser to it, I related to that guy and 
related even to the woman . Maybe if I read 
it now I would see it as cinema . But 
ultimately any story really comes down to 
the heart and humour of the character and 
if you empathise with the plight of that 
character. Whether it's going to be a fiJm or 
not depends I guess on how you truncate 
it. To become a fi1m every book has to be 
digested and truncated into something 
more specific, that has a different rhythm 
to it than a book would have. 

NI Which /ilmmakers influenced you 
stylisti.caUy or in terms of subject matter? 
Praise didn't strike me as a film that wore 
lt.s influences on its sleeue, yet it seemed to 
be very conscious of the possibtlitles of 

cinema, and of what these could add to the 
story. 

JC This is a question I always get asked 
and I have a different answer every time . I 
love filmmakers Like Terence Malick, 
Stanley Kubrick, on a different leveJ David 
Lynch, and even people like the Coen 
brothers , all for different reasons . With 
someone like Kubrick it's about being 
obsessive about every detail, and a 
reductive process whereby .incredibly 
complex ldea.s become presented in a very 
simple manner. But the depth Is still there. 
It's not just a simple static shot , there's a 
lot going on there that's been thought out 
and obsessed over. I love that sense of 
reduction because I like simple pieces 
where the characters can become the 
strongest element, but that doesn't mean 
that you just put them in the comer and 
shoot them . There 's a lot of sub-text that 
can be implied through composition and 
lighting. 1 like working that way. With the 
Coen brothers I love that they can jump 
from genre to genre but still maintain their 
own voice. I love David Lynch's use of 
sound and what that brings to the film 
almost in an invisible way. And with Mallek 
I just love how he uses film as an 
expressionist medium . It's like painting. 

NI Malick is a very personal filmmaker; 
even when he is making something as epic 
in scale as The Thin Red Line. 

JC As a filmma.ker it's almost dangerous 
to talk about a film as personaJ . It sounds 

pretentious. But with Praise, for good or for 
bad, I have to thank the funding system-I 
had the freedom to sink or swim with it. It's 
a film where you can 't hide behind the flash 
of anything-it's an anti-action film, and 
essentially it's an anti-film. And the 
opportunity to do something personal I saw 
as a responsibility to take it as far as it 
could go. Going back to someone like 
Kubrick , because the tone of the character 
of Gordon i reductive , I knew it would be a 
reductive film and quite static. So there 
was a process where I ove r-intellectualised 
everything and if I talked about what I was 
thinking about it would sound very 
pretentious and it does become very 
personal. But hopefully you arrive at a 
point where there is some kind of power. 
The cricket scene for example, was 
originally going to have a cast of hundreds, 
and because of budget restraints I had to 
fight for the scene and then had to argue 
with myself about what the point of it was . 
And the point was that within the dynamic 
of his family Gordon is an outsider and is 
left alone in the outfield without 
responsibility , and people cover for him. 
There's a bit of a backstory to that one 
little scene . 

NI Spe.aking of a reduction, some of the 
most resonant images in the film were the 
close-ups of Sacha Horler's face. They 
seemed to be short-hand {or a dozen 
different narratives of pain and loss. 

JC There are only about 3 close-ups in 
the entire film. We deliberately shot wide 
because eczema was a necessary 
manifestation of the conflict within her 
character but you recognise that to be 
cinematically quite repulsive and we have 
to see her as Gordon does . I played that 
line carefully. But when we went to close
up it was not a gratuitous 'here 's a moment 
that says look how beautiful she is' or 
'here 's her being emotive or something ,' it 
was about the pain. 

NI How did you capture the strong 
sense of place, of Brisbane, that the film 
has, gluen th t it was shot entirely in 
Sydney? The production design seemed 
uery deliberate and was incredibly 
effective. 

JC Because of economic restraints , we 
couldn't shoot it in Brisbane, but I went up 
there and did extens ive research , went and 
hung out and stayed In a hotel in the area 
that the book takes place in. Even then I 

continued on page 18 
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Interview 

Respecting the storyteller 
Needeya Islam interviews screenwriter John Harding about the National 
Indigenous Feature Writers Program 

For me, the most important reason I'm alive 
now is to ensure that the image of who is 
black and what it means to be an 
Indigenous Australian. I.hat is constructed 
by those other than Indigenous Australians, 
is paralleled by my own uiew. 

John Harding 

At a panel session at the Writers' Guild 
biennial screenwriting conference in 
Byron Bay in September 1998, 
playwright/screenwriter John Harding, 
gave an inspiring speech which 
addressed, among other issues, the glaring 
lack of feature films written by Indigenous 
Australians. Afterwards he was 
approached by Michelle Harrison of the 
NSWFTO to help develop an intensive 
feature film wrlUng course. Following the 
success of the AFC's Sand to Celluloid and 
Shifting Sands short film series. the 
Indigenous Feature Writers program was 
creat.ed as an initiative of the N WFTO 
and other funding bodies, the AFC and 
AFTRS, to support script development for 
feature films by Indigenous writers. The 
first stage of the course began in April 
I 999 and 1 spoke to John Harding about 
the genesis of this program . 

NI Could you tell me a little about your 
own writing background? 

JH The first 2 plays I wrote were radio 
plays in Melbourne, for 3SER community 
radio. They were done a a reque t 
becaus the station was doing a season of 
Australian plays and they wanted some 
Aboriginal radio plays . There were none at 
the time, so I wrote a couple. That was in 
about 1987-88. That et me off on a 
path-I realised that I had a bit of a knack 
for it and it got rid of that cloud of 
mystery about playwrighting for me 
because I actually just did it and it got a 
positive response. And then a group of 
friends of mine who were Aboriginal 
performing artist s were complaini ng about 
the lack of work for them, so I said "why 
don't we start up our own theatre 
compa ny?" We djd that and sat around a 
table congratulat.ing ourselves and then 
we thought , Mwe haven 't got a play.• So I 

wrote Up the Road as our inaugural 
production . 

It was a ne act play, but we (Bidjiri ) go 
funding from the Australia Council and the 
Victorian Government Arts Council to tour 
community centres and universities. That 
was put in abeyance for 4 years and then 
May-Brit Akerholt approached me about 
sjtting in at the Playwrights Conference 
and (the people from) Belvoir (Theatre in 
Sydney) were there and liked the play and 
said they 'd like to put it on. I really just 
wrote out of a b lief that we needed to 
have a presence in Victoria, which we 
didn't have at all. One of the most 
important aspects of the way thal you are 
perceived is to have some sort of 
ownership of your representation and 
imagery. Everyone was starving for us to 
do something because we had so much 
support from everyone-trade unions , 
schools, universities , state government. 
The company Bidjiri is still going and it 
just did Stolen directed by Wesley Enoch 
at Playbox. last year and it's touring this 
year. So you never know what can happen 
when you set up a theatre company! 

NI Your motiuation for creating the 
Indigenous Feature Writers Program seems 
similar-recognising an absence and 
doing something about it 

JH Well, when I came to Sydney in 
1995 I worked for the AFC as ational 
Aboriginal Employment Co-ordinator , so 
my job was to actually put Indigenous 
people behind the camera. Whlle working 
at the AFC for I 2 months, one thing l did 
notice was the la"Ck of Indigenous feature 
film writers and writers generally for that 
m tter. That was the first year that the 
Aboriginal short films came out. As a 
writer my elf I was wondering where the 
writers were. I thought that here we are 
screaming that we want AFC policies o 
Indigenous representation but without 
writers we're kidding ourselves. The short 
films helped generate a group of directo rs. 
But as a writer I felt that if we're going to 
throw money at Aborig inal performing 
arts then. a component of that sho~d go 

Anti-action filmmaking 
continued from page 17 
knew I would be shooting a film that 
predominantly takes place in a room. I 
knew that it was not going to be a 
documentation of a place. But every city 
ultimately becomes reduced to a cliche. 
And I'm interested in that because 
ultimately there is a reason why that diche 
exists. I knew there were elements of 
Brisbane that I could work with even within 
a room-the heat. the quality of light , th 
blrdsounds, the shadows of foliage, the 
kinds of plants that are up there. I found 
that a really fascinating, interesting kind of 
thing to do. The de igner Michael Philips, 
the cinematograp her Dion Beebe and I 
worked really closely trying to analy e 
what's different about a room in Brisb ne 
and a room in Sydney. We came up with 
things like the d apboard siding for 
example . I wanted a feeling of age and 
decay-it was an opportun ity to create an 
environment that's part of a passing era. 

NI It's also interesting because you 
obviously don't have a local perspective. 

JC I'm a foreigner here and I love a lot 
of what you take for granted like the 
Federation architecture. So I love that I 
could create colours and textures that to 
me are inherently Australian-there 's that 
maroon , and mustard yellow that I used a 
lot in the film. Tha s very Australian to me. 
And that wintergreen that you see in pubs. 
I embraced those traditional graphic 
elements that I knew in 10 years time we 
wouldn't see anymore . I would have loved 
to have shot It .in Brisbane, because I feU in 
love with street comers and angles that 
were so uniquely Brisbane. But what it 
came down to was that it wasn't really 
relevant to the scrip that we hot there-I 
could force an exterior view a bit but that 
wasn't in the script, which was essentiaUy 
interiors. The room was Gordon's 
headspac:e. 

Praise director John Curran, writer Andrew 
McGahan. distributor Globe Film Co, 
currently screening nationally. 

John H rdh,g & Wesley Enoch at The Writers Guild oonf rence. Byron Bay 

to writers . So that really influenced me rather than directing or writer-directors? 
and because of the success of Up the 
Road as a play, I'm now turning that into a 
screenplay. 

NI You mentioned the short films series 
Sand to Celluloid and Shifting Sands, but 
what is it specifically about having a 
feature film presence that is so important 
to you? 

JH I think the idea with the shorts was 
that they would be a sort of training 
ground-that group would start with a 10 
minuter and then would get the 
opportunity to do a half hour, and then by 
the year 2000 they' d be writing features. 
But in the film industry you can't plan 5 
years ahead and also I disagree with the 
idea of cultiv ating a select group of 
people. With this program we've tried to 
cast the net as wide as possible, to allow 
people to apply purely through a 
treatment exercise without any former 
qualifications. 

One the things that also motivated me 
was the impact that fe ture films had on 
me, particularly the Aboriginal depiction 
of Aboriginal people. I remember when I 
was a kid seeing the Chant of Jimmy 
Blacksmith-that had a lasting effect on 
me in terms of making me think w1 want to 
b involved in the arts.~ The beauty about 
a movie is that you can put the reel under 
your arm and go ou to the middle of a 
remote community, grab a projector and 
show a film. Also Jedda had a huge 
impact on me. Even though it was a non
Aboriginal depiction of an Aboriginal 
per on tom between 2 cultures . Now the 
majority of Aboriginal people live in citi es 
and deal with that issue all the time , and 
in Jedda it was depicted as some kind of 
rarity. But when I saw it, l related to 
Jedda! To her tearing her hair out and 
smashing the piano! It was important to 
me because it was the first time that white 
Australia was shown that this issue even 
exists. It had a huge effect on me not so 
much as a writer, but in realising the 
power of film to show something that I 
thought no one would ever know about . 

NI Why the focus on screenwriting 

JH With all traditional cultures the 
storyteller is everything-the storyteller is 
the person that hands it down, maintains 
it though their generation and interprets it. 
to the next generation. And one of the 
clashes that Indigenous cu lture in 
Austra lia has with the film and television 
industry ls that the industry doesn't 
respect the writer, the storyteller , as much 
as our cultures do. f've said this to people 
before-I don't think the director is most 
Important. The director interprets the 
storyteller's v.ision and that 's what you see 
on the screen. But in Aboriginal culture 
there was n.o screen, what came out of the 
storyteller's mouth was what you 
interpreted for the rest of your life. So I 
think that sure, in film and televisl.on the 
director has an incredibly important role, 
but with Indigenous film and television 
particularly, Indigenous writers have to try 
and gain mor grounding, and get their 
message across in the final product. 

So one thing I wanted to make sure of 
with this course is it wasn't for people who 
actually want to direct but for people who 
just want to write. It goes against the 
industry and yet the students I've spoken 
to who are doing the course have all 
become changed people. They've written 
their treatments and are fully confident of 
completing a first draft withjn the next 10 
weeks. These people have given up other 
jobs, commitments to do this-all these 
things tell me that I've made the right 
decision. And we will end up with 8 
feature film scripts by the year 2000 
knocking on the doors of state film 
funding offices around the country . And I 
don't think it would have happened if it 
went the other way and said "Who wants 
to direct? e 

For further information on the National 
Indigenous Feature Writers Program 
contact Michelle Harrison at the NSW Film 
and Teleuision Office on 02 9380 5599. 

Needeya. Islam is a contributing assistant 
editorofOnScreen as well as a freelance 
film reviewer/essayisL She hopes to one 
day finish her PhD thesis on teen films. 
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Editorial 

A call to action as ... 
... the AFC proposes its restructuring 

The Australian Film Commission is 
currently under 2 distinct forms of pressure. 
Sometimes the two are seen as entwined or 
one is regarded as the logical extension of 
the other-the AFC's budget has been cut, 
therefore it has to restructure, therefore 
production investment is likely to be cut 
across the board. However, some forms of 
screen work in the ongoing restructuring are 
looking like they'll suffer more than others, 
and, predictably they're the ones with less 
obvious financial promise and clout than 
feature films . 

The budget cuts wrought on the AFC by the 
federal government have been unwelcome 
and destructive meaning less money to 
support existing, let alone ever-increasing 
interest and output in Australian screen 
activity. But the restructuring imposed by 
the cuts looks like moving in an ideological 
direction that is not to do with how much 
money is available but on what it should be 
spent 

Wal Saunders, director of the Indigenous 
Branch of the AFC, was reported in The 
Australian (May 21) as saying that 
Indigenous film unit's annual budget had 
been "more than halved from $920,000 to 
$400 ,000 ." In the same report, AFC Chair, 
Maureen Barron told The Australian that the 
unit was under review, the commission 
considering the integrating of Indigenous 
projects into "the AFC's mainstream 
activities, while keeping two full-time 
Indigenous staff , an Aboriginal reader and 
Aboriginal project coordinator ." We've heard 
it surmised that this move will protect 
Indigenous filmmaking from a more wilful 
demolition job . 

In response to growing pressure from the 
feature film industry and, possibly, some 
members of the Commission itself, there 
has been an insistent demand for more and 
more support for script development for 
feature film. The consequences of this are a 
possible reduction in funds available to 
makers of short films and documentaries 
from $1.7m to $750 ,000 in favour of script 
and professional development. As well there 
are proposed cuts to the already meagre 
$500 ,000 budget of the AFC's Industry and 
Cultural Development (ICD) Branch , which 
supports screen culture organisations , 
publications , festivals and other screen 
events across Australia that guarantee a 
developing audience and the training of new 
generations of screen artists. 

Ruth Jones, Chairperson of the Australian 
Screen Culture Industry Association , wrote 
to the AFC (Letter, April 6) pointing out that 
the • AFC's allocation to screen culture 
fallen steadily since 1994/95 ... " Jones goes 
on to remind the AFC "that no other federal 
funding sources are available to screen 
culture organisations. The sector receives 
2% only of total federal funds. Some state 
film agencies do offer support to screen 
culture, but in others this is sporadic and a 
low priority item." 

Alessio Cavallaro, director of dLux media 
arts, urges that "1his is precisely the 
reason to strenuously resist further 
withdrawal of funds from the screen culture 
sector in general, and the AFC's Industry 
and Cultural Development Branch in 
particular." He adds that , ""The sector is 
achieving remarkable outcomes despite 
already extremely challenging budgetary 
constraints . Any erosion to the level of 
assistance available through ICD would 
result in the irretrievable loss of many 
screen culture programs and services. ICD's 
support enables organisations to develop 
and implement an impressive range of 
significant programs which intricately 
complement and promote the products of 
film , television and new media industries . 
This crucial interrelationship cannot be 
overemphasised." 

Melbourne -based Experimenta Media Arts 
recently wrote to artists to express anxiety 
about that fate of experimental works . 
Experimenta make 2 critical points , first 
that such work is another way into feature 
film careers in a number of ways (not just 
script writing) , and secondly that 
"Experimental works challenge the 
boundaries and conventions between 
traditional arts practices .. .lt is important to 
nurture and support experimental art 
practice regardless of whether the journey 
leads from the margins to the mainstream 
as it signals a strong , culturally diverse, 
egalitarian and innovative nation ." (May 25 , 
experimenta@cs.art .rmit.edu.au) 

In her letterto the AFC (with an impressive 
list of co-signatories), filmmaker Janet 
Mer wether reminds the agency that many 
artists choose to work very effectively • 
outside commercial filmmaking , and that 
funding options beyond the AFC are 
meagre. "Whilst more development funds 
may be needed for features and 
documentaries , some filmmakers do not 

Hewcast1e·s 24 hr film making event 
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aspire to these formats . Non-narrative and 
experimental filmmakers (and Australia has 
some very successful practitioners in these 
areas) will not benefit from these 
development funds, and will find it near 
impossible to find alternate sources of 
funding." She argues that the "diversity of 
production support from the AFC should be 
encouraged in the future, rather than 
restricting development support to the 
relatively privileged commercial feature film 
sector." And , more pointedly : "It is · 
unfortunate that the Department of 
Communication and the Arts in Canberra 
has, to date, been unwilling to further 
support the a.rea of project development, 
however, is it appropriate that the AFC 
further cripple its own film production 
capabilities to subsidise increased feature 
film project development?" 

Ruth Jones asks the question that elements 
of the film industry seem to have no interest 
in answering, "can members of the 
production industry afford not to have 
screen cultural organisations supporting 
them?" It's worth recalling the support 
George Miller and Scott Hicks gave screen 
culture funding in the aftershock of the 
Gonski Report, Hicks pointing out on The 
7.30 Report how much was being achieved 
on behalf of Australian film for the cost of 
one low budget feature film per year. 

As far as ReaITtme can ascertain there have 
been no developments and no substantial 
responses (beyond a form letter) to the 
letters from Janet Merewether ASCIA and 
other representatives from the sector. The 
AFC and the screen culture organisations 
meet in July-perhaps then some indication 
of what is to happen will emerge . In the 
meantime , put pen to paper, fingers to the 
keyboard and let the AFC know your 

feelings about the restructuring-such an 
abstract term for something so potentially 
destructive. 

The changing makeup of the commission 
will be critical. In announcing 3 new 
commissioners , Minister for the Arts Peter 
McGauran said, "Between them, the new 
AFC appointments have an extensive and 
indepth knowledge of the film and television 
industry and the financial sector tbat will be 
of enormous benefit to the AFC {Press 
Release, April 10)." The appointees are 
Bruce Moir ( consultant, former Chief 
Executive Film Australia), Kris Noble 
(Director of Drama , Nine Network), Louise 
Staley (Australian Shares Portfolio Manager, 
National Mutual Funds Management). 

KG 

Experiment.a is seeking responses from 
artists about the AFC restructuring : "We are 
currently inuiting you to assist us with 
testimonials and endorsements which 
outline the impact that support for 
experimental arts has had on your own 
career, or on the deuelopment of your 
organisation. We will then provide these as 
a rationale to the AFC to maintain funding 
for the experimental arts sector." 
Experiment.a Media Arts, PO Bax 1 I 02 St 
Kilda South VIC 3182, tel 03 9525 5025, fax 
03 95255105 
experimenta@experimenta.org 
URL: http :// www.experimenta .org 

Australian Fllm Commission, GPO Bax 
3984, Sydney N W 2001 Lei 02 9321 6444 
toll free 1800 226 615 fax 02 9357 3737 
info@afc.gov.au 
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Review 

Okay, how is cyberspace like Heaven? 
Darren Tofts enters Margaret Wertheims' pearly gates 

Cyberspace is the ostensible topic of 
this book . It is really a kind of Cook's tour 
of space as it has been conceived and 
visualised through the ages, from the 
soul-space of Christian theology to the 
hyperspace of multi-dimensional physics . 
It is important to keep any discussion of 
cyberspace within a historical framework 
and Wertheim has done an admirable job 
in providing an extended cultural history 
into which cyberspace can be situated. 
Her argument is a fairly simple one and, 
as the title of her book suggests, it 
measures cyberspace against a quasi 
Christian view of space as being 
transcendent , immaterial and other. 
"Cyberspace is not a religious construct 
per se", Wertheim suggests, but vone way 
of understanding this new djgital domain 
is as an attempt to realise a technological 
substitute for the Christian space of 
Heaven." There is nothing particularly 
innovative about this suggestion , as 
cyberspace has been theorised elsewhere 
as a "spiritualist space" (Michael 
Benedikt's "Heavenly City" William 
Gib on's Vodou pantheon in Count Zero}. 
What perhaps is new is the sociological 
spin Wertheim puts on the emergence of 
cyberspace at the end of the 20th century: 
"Around the world, from Iran to Japan , 
religious fervour is on the rise." But 
Heaven Is something to be put off for 
later, so I will return to this issue directly . 

How has the West configured space? 
This is the question that shapes 
Werthelm 's discussion and the book is 

Interactive 
Media Funding 
The AFC supports the development 
of interactive media through a range 
of programs and activities including 
funding the development and produc
tion of interactive media works. The 
objective is to encourage Australian 
initiatives which explore the creative 
potential of interactivity, both on the 
internet and in other digital media. 

The funding program is currently 
seeking applications from the enter
tainment arts sector and other inter
ested members of the interactive 
media industry for projects which are 
exploratory and innovative. The fund 
is open all year round and is available 
for th development and production 
of interactive media titles. 

For guidelines, application forms and 
further information contact Kate 
Hickey/Lisa Logan or visit the AFC 
website: http://www.afc.gov.au 

AFC S Office 
Tel: 02 9321 6444 or1800 226615 
Email: mminfo@afc.gov.au 
AFC Melbourne Office 
Tel: 03 9279 3400 or 1800 338430 
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structured around a eries of discrete 
moments in the history of space. It is a 
very linear, tidy history, beginning with the 
theocratic world -vie • as articulated by 
Dante and Giotto , which , via the 
Copernican revolution , Newtonian 
mechanics and Einsteinian relativity , 
incorporates the outer reaches of 
contemporary cosmology . As earthbound 
physicists such as Stephen Hawking 
contemplate the infra-thin spaces of 
quarks and virtual particles , they once 
again tum our attention to the sphere of 
abstraction that exists beyond the phys ical 
world -view that has dominated 
consciousness since the Enlightenment . 
Wertheim's contention is that with 
cyberspace we have returned to a realm 
not dissimilar to the Medieval conception 
of "Soul Space : Consistent with the 
transcendent motivation of this space of 
spirit Wertheim refers to "cyber
immortality and cyber-resurrection ." Enter 
the "cyber-soul." 

There is a certain kind of logic in 
W rtheim 's account of a re-emergence of a 
conception of space that dominated an 
earlier age. However I have a number of 
problems with. her anachronistic misuse of 
cybercultural terminology . For instance, 
Dante does not represent himself in The 
Divine Comedy as a persona but as a 
"virtual Dante"; the Arena Chapel in Padua 
is a "hyper-linked virtual reality, complete 
with an interweaving cast of characters, 
multiple story lines, and branching options~ 
(the italics which are telLing, are not mine ); 
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Medieval thinker and theologian 
Roger Bacon was "the first 
champion of virtual reality." To be 
fair, such throwaway lines detract 

Margaret Wertheim 

from what are otherwise interesting 
discussions of the ways in which the 
techniques of repre entation yielded 
to the pressures of verisimjlitude 
and the desire to create in the 
Medieval viewer/ worshipper a more 
vicarious sense of presence, of 
actually being in the scene or space 
being described. This is in itself a 
fascinating issue, for as writers such 
as Stephen Holtzman and Brenda 
Laurel have suggested, VR concepts 
such as immersion have a 
respectabl ancestry and their l.ogic 
has hardly changed. This doesn't 
give us licence, though, to return to 
the Middle Ages armed with cyber 
labels for our predecessors and 
certainly not with uch abandon 
(The Divine Comedy Mis a genuine 
medieval MUD~). Giotto was 
without qu stion a pion r in the 
technology of visual 

representation.~ He was not, 
though, our first hypertext author. 
We can perhaps claim that there 
was something hypertextual in the way the 
narrative ls presented in the Arena Chapel, 
but we have to evaluate thls against the 
rigid, hierarchical manner in which the 
Medieval mind read the world . Wertheim is 
sensitive to this, but fails to account for it 
adequately. She also fails to note that just 
because we have hypertext it doesn't follow 
that it represents an eplsteme or way of 
seeing that resid nts of the late 20th 
century all share. Most visitors to the Arena 
Chapel today would more than likely read 
its narrative as a causal sequence of events. 
More to the point, they would presume that 
there was one. 

The other major problem I have with 
Wertheim 's argum nt is th contention 
that cyberspace is "ex nihilo ", a "new 
space that imply did not exist before." 
Contrary to Wertheim 's surfeit of space, I 
simply don't have the space to take issue 
with this position. However as a statement 
it points to a worrying element of 
contradiction in her argumentation . In the 
same chapter we are informed that with 
cyberspa ce "there is an important 
historical parallel with the spatial dualism 
of the Middle Ages~ (we are also informed 
that television culture is a parallel space 
or consensual hallucination and that 
Springfield , the hometown of the 
Simpsons , is a "virtual wortd~). In a book 
that attempts to synthesise such paralle ls 
and account for cyberspace as a return to 
a Medieval type of space, it is odd to read 
in the penultimate statement of the book 
that "Like Copernicus, we are privileged to 
witness the dawning of a new kind of 
space.~ 

The book is very distracting in this 
respect and it testifies to an unresolved 
tension within Wertheim's assessment of 
cyberspace. While she is sensible and 
articulate in her delineation of space as it 
has been figured throughout history , she is 
still caught up with the novelty not of 
cyberspace, but of cyberspeak. There is 
not enough analysis of what type of 
abstraction cyberspace involves and ho 
we actually relate to it spiritually or any 
other way. Too many of the familiar 

• themes of cybercultural discour e are 
simply recapitulated, such as the 
possibilities for identity and gender 

the Pearlv (;ates ,, 
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hilting in MUDs, the liberatory potential 
for "cy bemautic man and woman ", of 
avatars and interactive space and the 
hackneyed whimsy of downloading the 
mind into dataspace-et in arcadia ego. 
Any force that is generated by Wertheim 's 
maln theme is lost as a result of the 
book 's straying off into the already said. 
How is data -space like the Christian 
concept of Heaven? This is an interesting 
question , but beyond the tropes of cyber • 
dualism and cyber-transcendentalism ; 
nothing original in the way of a convi ncing 
answer is forthcoming . 

The Pearly Gates of Cyberspace is 
con istent with much cyber-utopian 
critici sm in its evaluation of cyberspace as 
a positive , therapeutic phenomenon : 
"There is a sense in which I believe it 
could contribute to our understanding of 
bow to build better communities.~ Well, I 
suppose we are still waiting to see if this 
will be the case or not . 

ln the meantime , how do we account 
for the fact of this new space? In response 
to this question , Wertheim advances her 
least convincing argument. Unsupported 
by any research and reliant entirely on 
peculation, Wertheim suggests that at a 

time of global religious enthusiasm "the 
timing for something like cybers pace 
could hardly be better. It was perhaps 
inevitable that the appearance of a new 
Immaterial space would precipitate a flood 
of techno •spiri tual dreaming ." As 
sociology The Pearly Gates of Cyberspace 
just doesn't cut it. Despite the reservations 
I have with the book, it is nonetheless a 
useful study of the contemporary 
fascination with space and the historical 
legacy of Christianity , the history of ideas 
and the visual arts . 

·Margarel Wertheim, The Pearl Gates of 
Cyberspace , A History of Space from 
Dante to the Internet , Doubleday, 1999, 
ISBN O 86824 744 8, 336 pp. 

Darren To(ts' new book. Paralla 
Essays on Art , Culture a d Technology, 
will be publi hed late lhi.s year. 
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The taste of data 
Jane Mills chews over the AFC's Get The Picture 

Here is a metanarrative-free text which is 
se.riously interte-xtual, idiosyncratically 
fragmented and dangerously challenging 
notions of authorship. It wouldn't be stretching 
the point to make claims for its flavours of 
bricolage, (re)appropriation and even the 
luciic. While (sadly) lacking in irony, parody or 
camp, it is possible to detect an ecstasy of 
excess, an inferno of intergenericity, a nose for 
nostalgia, a quire of "quotations", a ream of 
repetitions, and a penchant for pastiche. 

A Baudrillardlan wetdream? A work by 
lmants Tillers? The poster for The Truman 
Show? Nothing so obvious-but you might 
tum to another article if this one began by 
revealing the text in question as Gel The 
Pfcture, the Australian Film Commission's 5th 
edition of their bi.annual "essential data on 
Australian film, television, video and new 
media" (AFC, Sydney, 1998). But If statistics, 
pie charts and line graphs are not your 
accustomed fare postmodem or otherwise, 
don't be put off. Where else could you 
discover the media facts and figures to dazzle 
your friends? Did you know, for instance, that 
Australian women beat their menfolk by 6 
percent in terms of bums on cinema seats? 
That our consumption of popcorn and cola 
represents a mighty 17 percent of exhibitors' 
income? Or that while Sydney television 
viewers .in 1997 preferred True Ues and Speoo 
to Muriel's Weddlng, in Melbourne they 
sensibly opted for Muriel and the Oown 
Casino Opening Ceremony in preference to 
either Schwarzenegger on a bad day or Keanu 
Reeves and Sandra Bullock on an even worse 
one. This may all sound like media trivia to 
you-but to the industry it's life and death. 

To everyone who cares about the future of 
screen culture, reliable data about production, 
distribution, exhibition, audiences, overseas 
sales, ratings, video rentals and sell-throughs 
and awards is crucial. Without it, wheels will 
continue to be reinvented, mistakes remade 
and, perhaps even more potentially disastrous, 
successes turned into persistent formulaic 
codes and conventions. 

The AFC and the edltors of Gel The Pfcture, 
Rosemary Curtis and Cathy Gray, should be 
more than congratulated on this excellent 
book, they deserve to be hugged. This is a 
model book of its kind. It proved to this 
normally chart-allergic cultural analyst that th 
mantra 'style equals content', ritualistically 
chanted to media students and cultural 
producers, appUes to sets of statistics as much 
as it does to films, television programs, videos, 
digital media products, or any other text. 

The book provides overviews of each 
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chapter, a beautifully simple cross referencing 
system, enough historical background to 
make sense of the present, and clearly 
designed visual material in the form of charts, 
graphs and columns (plus the occa ional 
production still) to make browsing an 
attractive proposition. In addition, the 
introductory sections are written with verve 
and style-in particular those by Sandy 
George, Garry Maddox and Jock Given. In 
short, the data collected in this book is 
peerlessly presented, can be effortlessly 
acquired and understood and provides a 
comprehensive survey of our screen industry 
and culture. 

So much for the formal characteristics of 
Gel The Pfcture. But wha as Grace Kelly 
crucially asked of James Stewart after he had 
(somewhat tediously to someone wa.nting to 
be kissed) adumbrated a seri s of observable 
empirical facts in Rear Window, does it all 
mean? For without this question there wouldn't 
have been a movie--not a movie worth 
watching. This point is raised by AFC 
Research Manager, co-edltor Rosemary Curti , 
In her Introduction: 

Then there Is the issue of what the data 
means-what it is telling us. This question Is 
not unique to Australia-I.here are few 
inlernational standards of perfbrmance 
indicators in this area-but it is ultally 
important While the breadth and width of the 
data collection must be maintained, the new 
task Is to develop methodologies {or analysing 
and contedualising iL 

This, of course, Is where the fun ( or pain) 
begins. It is perfectly possible to draw 
complacent conclusions from the array of 
data about the state of the industry a couple 
of years ago. Total employment in the medla 
industries had increased since 1986 by 53 
percent. The size of the industry in number of 
business terms had expanded by 70 percent 
since mid- 1994. The number of feature films 
produced in the 90s was almost double what 
it was In the 1970s. Screens and admissions 
have both steadily Increased over the past 
years. On the whole, th data apparently 
provides cause for celebration. 

But we can't ignore what th data doesn't 
(or can't) reveal. Worrying tendencies or 
patterns are emerging. There may be 111ore 

women employed in the screen industries 
than the average for aU industries, but there 
are also more women earning less and more 
women working only part-time. Who knows 
if this is from choice? Feature film production 
may be almost twice what it was in the 
1970s, but it's down-and decreasing-from 
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the 1980s. ls this the result of increased 
budgets in an unsuccessful attempt to 
compete with mainstream blockbusters? 

It may be precipitant to celebrate the 
increase in screens and admissions: in 1995 
the number of US screens per million 
population stood at 106 while we had only 64; 
Americans visited the cinema an average of 5 
times a year while we went merely 3.9 times. 
Clearly growth in Australia ha to be carefully 
nurtured if the stasis the US Is experiencing is 
to be prevented. 

What can be deduced from the fact that 
between 1993/4 to 1996/7 the number of 
films classified MA rose from 8 percent to 18 
percent? Does th.is mean excessive 
classification criteria or more violent movies? 
What is the significance in the levelling off of 
video rentals and the increase in sell-through 
purchases? Might this lead to fewer video 
classics as some fear? 

Nor does data alone shed light on 
Australian screen tastebuds in terms or both 
production and consumption. There seems 
little to celebrate in the reduction in the 
number of Australian movies In the top 50 
from 2 in 1996 (Babe at 2, Shine at 20) to 
one in 1997 (The Casile at 13). Undeniably, 
the films themselves leave some screen 
cultur analy with an unpleasant aftertaste 
and raise questions about the commlssloning 
and funding process which no amount of data 
will answer. 

As Rosemary Curtis states, the bringing 
together of an extensive array of information 
and commentary on Australia's audiovisual 
industries-film , video, television and new 
media (as she quaintly calls what is, by now, a 
medlum fast reaching maturity}-is part of the 

effort to develop methodologies for analysing 
and contextualising the data. She is clearly 
aware, by her use of the plural, that there is no 
single thought-frame for any industry or 
government body to adopt It would be 
disastrous if we failed to espouse a pluralistic 
approach to either the production and funding 
processes or the analysis of our screen culture. 

Get The Picture: essential data on Australian 
film, televi ion, video and new media, 5th 
edition, Australian Film Commission, ydney 
1998. 

Jane Mills Is Head of Screen Studies at The 
Australian Film, Television & Radio School 
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STAUNTON 

solo exhibition 
GALLERY LEVEL2 19 MAY -26 JUNE 

TRANSIT . 
LOUNGE 

an adaptive multimedia installat ion 
Keith Armstrong art ist 1n re sid e nce pr og ro m 

FOYER GROUND FLOOR 26 MAY 19 JUNE 

POISON 
curat ed by Rena i Stoneley 

Lyell Bary Roderick Bunter 
Ben Frost 

GALLERY LEVEL2 7JULY- 14AUGUST 

PRIDE 99 
CAB/ SAV II 

Caroline Dunphy Jess Doherty 
Christine Koch Brian Lucas 

Lisa O'Neill David Sills 
METRO THEATRE WEDNESDAY 30 JUNE AND THURSDAY 1 

JULY 800PM FRIDAY 2 & SATURDAY 3 JULY 730PM/10 00PM 

THE DUCHESS 
Performed by Cameron Watt 

Directed by Linda Hassall 
METRO THEATRE 7 JULY- 10 JULY 8 00PM 

109 edward street brisbane bookings +617 32211527 
Fax +617 3221 437S email metroart@hotmail.com 



Column 

Cinesonic 
Philip Brophy: Neon Genesis 
Evangelion and learning how to 
listen J apan ese 

Way past midnight, the 1V plays an old 
movie. I'm in the kitchen working. The sound 
of the movie is heard in the distance. It's a 
melodrama-a 'woman's picture' from the 
30s with Joan Crawford. J savour the 
soundtrack: the thickly compressed duco of 
its arcing violins, occ sional sound effects 
and-most of all-the breathless dialogue. It's 
still the 30s: films are 'all-talking.' Not simply 
because dialogue is important due to 
cinema's centralisation of the script as a 
sanctioned authorial fountain, but more so 
because lip-synchronisation was the holy grail 
which film technology had sought since the 
end of the preceding century. To join speech 
seamlessly to the enunciation of the written 
word was and remains cinema's lofty 
enlightenment This wouJd be repulsive 
enough by itself, but fortunately the energy 
which fuelled this drive was the sound of the 
human voice. It is not unreasonable to claim 
that the Hollywood star system from the 
dawn of sound to the dawn of television feted 
the voice as much as the face. Garl.x>, 
Cagney, Monroe, Grant, Hepburn, Wayne
their voices are as readily recalled as their 
faces. The sexy sound of 'classic' Hollywood 
comes from erogenous larynxes which 
performed the wordy scripts hammered out 
on sterile typewriters maMed by a thousand 
uptight Barton Finks. 

Just as I am charmed by the unlikely 
marriage of captivating vocal performances 
and over-written scripts in old Hollywood 
movi s. so am I r pelled by the post-dubbing 
of the most popular tr ns-English fonn of 
cinema/television in the 90s: Japanese 
arum tlon. How often have I recommended 
an anime I know in ubtitled ve ion to 
someone who then encounters it as n 
American or English dubbed version. 
Needless to say, most dismissive views of 
anime are founded on the atrocious use of 
bad American and English actors who sound 
worse than footballers and phone sex wO!i<ers 
at an office Christmas party. Yet, I remain 
mystified as to why I think the original 
Japanese versions sound better. Am I a 
snob? Do I like practicing my Japanese? Can 
I speed-read subtitles? Well, yes to all of the 
above. But whilst watching a inja fly through 
trees and shifting dimensions as a nuclear 
ball hurts toward him, I hate the way I 
suddenly get the Image of a San Francisco 
computer salesman at a basketball game. 
Never has the American voice sounded so 
prosaic, flat and dumb than in dubbed anime. 
And despite the deafening iconic presence of 
the American voice in so much media, never 
has it sounded so out of place as it does on 
the Japanese soundtrack. 

Hideaki Anno's 1V series Neon Gen is 
Euangelion (1995) has a soundtrack that is 
so Japanese it will be decades before 
Occidental fonns of audiovisual 
entertainment begin to successfully mimic it 
Not only does Evangelion have many 
memorable vocal performances (Shinji, his 
father Gendo, the other 'children' Rei and 
Asuka) but there is a total logic to the sound 
design which both typifies its 'Japaneseness' 
and qualifies the role of the recorded voice 
within its aural netting. In fact, it should never 
be forgotten that 'sound design' i the 
creation of a sonic logic wherein aU elements 
are orchestrated in accordance to our 
peculiar and precise understanding of how an 
imagined reality would acoustically operate 
and psychoa<:oustically resonate. To 
understand how any one element-a voice, 
for example-a ppears, happens and/or is 
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Neon Genesis Evangel/on, screening on SBS 

rendered in a narrative fonn, one must wholly 
investigate the narrative's sonic logic. Neon 
Genesis Euangellon exemplifies 4 primary 
categories of audiovisual narrativity which 
define the sense of its soundtrack: mecha 
design, musical eclecticism, spatio-temporal 
rupture, and emotional compaction. 

The design of mechanical devices and 
machines---known as mecha design-is an 
important area of pre-production in Japanese 
entertainment In ma119a and anime, objects 
are imagined, envisaged and designed a if 
they have to be used. That is, their logic i 
based less on their 'look' (a very Western 
notion tha joins DaYmcian optics and 
modernist sensibilities) and more on their 
tactility. 1rtually all Japanese design 
promotes an erotic relation between user and 
machine, between object and hand, between 
shape and body. This pervades everything 
from a Kawasaki motorbike to Sailor Moon's 
skirt. Most importantly, the 'look' of objects in 
Japanese design is accepted as a separate 
and auxiliary aspect of the object's purpose 
and function. Bank machines can be based 
on the look of tomatoes; skyscrapers on milk 
carton ; cars on deep sea crustaceans; 
perfume bottles on carbui-ettors. Th y each 
will do what is required of them, so there is 
no real reason for them to speciously prove 
their existence through their look. (This is but 
yet another aspect of the 'calligraphic' in 
Japanese culture, where an image or a look 
is embraced as pure visual substance with no 
referent to the real.) The design of machinery 
in Japanese manga and anime is therefore a 
prime textual layer in the many futuristic 
scenarios wherein man and machine exist in 
a complexly modulated harmony. lt is no 
surprise then that Japanese sound designers 
for anime obey the logic of the mecha design, 
carefully analysing issues of we.igh ity, 
force, energy and mass before they even start 
to imagine the acoustic and transmissive 
properties of the machines. 

Neon Genesis Evangellon features such a 
sharply defined sense of acoustic design by 
Toru Noguchi (in dialogue with director Anno 
who is also one of the key mecha designers 
of the series}. Firstly, most of the human 
machinery is connected to either one of 2 
places: the city of Tokyo-3 (a spread of 
'armament buildings' which retract 
underground when the Angel invasions 
occur) and the headquarters of NERV (based 
underground in a 'geo-front' complete with 
artificially maintained land, water light and 
air). Simply, all preconceptions of difference 
between inside and outside, between stasis 
and motion, between base and apex, between 
form and ambience no longer operate in such 
a city of the future. Accordingly, acoustic 
ecology, industrial compression noise 
poUutlon and aural atmosphere operate under 
new logics and codes. Secondly, each of the 
Angels (the diabolical threat to Earth) has 
their own look and an equally distinctive 
sound This is especially noticeable due to the 
design of the Angels whose visuality 
references a series of modemist and ancient 
archetypes of biomoq:,hic form.....from Aztec 

wall paintings to Miro s 
murals to Donald Judd 
cubes. Amazingly 
compounded sound 
effects accompany their 
terrible force. based on 
the power of violence 
they unleash on Tokyo-
3. And despite the 
problem in designing 
sound for such 
impossible imaginings, 
an effective 
'mismatching' of 
unexpected sounds with 
unexpected 
forms/shapes/beings 
runs throughout Neon 
Genesis Euangelion . 
And thirdly, Shinji and 

the other 'children' operate their Evas (giant 
robots) by being inserted into the machines 
via a liquid-oxygenated capsule which 
psychically links their nervous system with 
the Eva's sophisticated robotics. Sound is 
bound to behave differently under such 
conditions, and an awareness of this governs 
much of Evangeh'on's sound design. 

ow if the acoustic and psychoacoustic 
world is turned inside-out as it is in 
Eoa.ngeliort, it is entirely appropriate that a 
musical eclecticism prevails. Japanese anime 
has consistently offered alternatives to the 
Wagnerian leitmotiv pproach to serially 
repositioning a melodic refrain or theme 
throughout a film score. While this approach 
has typified both romantic and modernist film 
scoring, anime employs a string of motifs 
which effectively cancel each other out-()( at 
least render their significance fluid and 
unfixed. Americans have often commented 
on how the Japanese place their music CtJes 
in the 'wrong' place-as if George Lucas and 
John Williams control the universal 
imagination. The use of New Jack Swing in 
Blue Seed ( 1995) Electro-Ambient in PI 
Save My E.arth (1995) and Prag Rock in La 
Filliett Revolulionaire (1997) as score rather 
than sourced songs further typifies this 
seeming 'wrongness' about anime. The 
European orchestral machine is employed in 
anime for pure effect-not because 'that' 
how movie music should sound ' Further, 
there is usually no governing or determining 
style in any one anime. Shiroh Sagisu's score 
to Euangelion at varying times sounds like 
The Th1111derbirds. FM-soft rock, Steve Reich 
and Ken lshil but the result of this eclecticism 
is not arch strained or postmodem: it simply 
mutates and evolves in response to the 
surges and pulsations in the location and 
dispersion of dramatic energy. 

While the score to Euangel.ion seems to 
simulate a radio station programmed in a 
chaotic, random fashion, there is a purpose 
behind such chopping and changing. For the 
future in Evangelion--like the post
apocalyptic continuum which paves the way 
for Japan 's unsettling existence-is on the 
brink of destruction, and all that is calm is 
merely the potential for radical destabilisation. 
Spatio-temporal rupture thus rages 
throughout Evangelion. Often we are caught 
in the claustrophobic mind of young Shinji as 
he grapples with an aching existential 
dilemma of how to Uve alone, divorced from 
social and human contact. The screen will go 
black, white, or assault the eye with 
A:>kemon-style strobe-cutting; radical shifts in 
sound density will accompany these visual 
ruptures. Silence screams and pierces the 
soundtrack; detonations capitulate to a soft 
roar; all energies are continually inverted and 
reversed to complement and counterpoint 
their dramatic weight Sometimes complete 
sections of plot disappear to convey Shinjl' s 
loss of consciousness inside an Eva. 
Sometimes his psychic sensitivity teleports 
him unexpectedly to ill-defined locales and 
spaces. The musique concrete collage of 
sounds and atmospheres which play with 

these spatio•temporal ruptures is never 
gratuitous. lf the sound design-like the 
music-in Japanese anime sounds 'wrong' it 
is not simply because we aren't listening 
carefully enough , but that we are not 
cognisant of the way that Japanese sound 
ref/eels narrative, rather than neutralising it as 
does Western audiovisual entertainment 

A postwar cliche of the Japanese-in 
American eyes-holds them as being 
'inscrutable', a if they are strange aliens who 
behave suspiciously in ways e do not 
understand. This, of course, is both their 
power and their continual threat to the 
hegemonic Euro-forces which have shaped 
our ways of thinking, seeing and hearing. And 
as their society .is impenetrable, so is the very 
concept of 'drama'-patheticaUy 
universalised by th western intelligentsia as 
they lick the butts of Grecian philosophers
unworldly in Japanese entertainment. Not 
that Japanese characters behave 'differently', 
but that the schisms which we perceive as 
cOIT\Jpting and interfering with a character's 
identity are acknowledged as the substance 
of a character's identity. In the West, we will 
crudely designate the hero, the buffoon, the 
cynic, the sage, etc· in the East. characters 
are founded upon their schizophrenia, 
established through their multiplicity, and 
defined by their inability to be grounded. 
Euangellon's characters-especially the 3 
'children' who complexly represent Japan 's 
own problem tised Gen ration X--are fonned 
by means of emotional compaction. Joy 
harmonises grief; suffering prompts laughter; 
compassion folds violence; h tred suppresses 
innocence. Euangellon's characters are 
quin essentially good , bad and ugly. Music, 
sound and voice dance in intricately 
orchestrated llnes that map out these 
characters not as containers or vessels of 
emotion, but shimmering and shifting 
apparitions of emotional complexity-not 
'rounded out' by authorial conceit, but 
unrefined as befits the prickly irrationality 
which dictat our everyday exchanges. 

ow that the issues of mecha design, 
musical eclecticism, spatio-temporal rupture, 
and emotional compaction and how they 
impact upon the sound design in Neon 
Genesis Eoangelion have been very briefly 
outlined, consider the presence of an 
American voice in the midst of its non
Western sonorium. AU the finely-tuned 
relationships between score, spot-effects and 
vocal perfonnance are jettisoned by actors 
who-trained in the Western 
theatrical/dramatic tradition of naturalism
would probably neither understand nor agree 
with anything I said above. American post
dubbing is woefully exaggerated as the actors 
reinterpret the emotional schism of 
Japanese characterisation as aberrant and 
illoglcal. Western post-dubbed performances 
always sound devoid of context: the 
American voices unconvincingly enact and 
narrate a scenario which is beyond their 
comprehension, while the English voices 
pathologically expel a smanniness which 
polarises the worst diches of nobility and 
decrepitude. 

Even though SBS-lV has screened the 
embarrassing dubbed-version of Euangelion, 
there is an opportunity to encounter the 
complete ci.nesonic experience of the series 
thanks to the release of the subtitled edition 
by Siren Entertainment Granted that most 
people probably hate reading subtitles, those 
who are intrigued by sound-and those who 
are genuinely interested in immersing 
themselves in the audiovisual 'inscrutability' 
of anim~re encouraged to experience 
Euangelion in its original formal 

Neon Genesis Evangelion SOWl.S on SBS 
Saturday 9.30pm and is auailable with the 
original soundtrack and subl.illes in uideo 
from Siren Entertainment. 
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Interview 

The not-to-be-missed Cinesonic earfeast 
Philip Brophy spruiks the 2nd International Cinesonic Conference to an eager listener 

One of the most taJked about screen events 
of 1998 was dedicated to listening, Philip 
Brophy's Cinesonic, the International 
Conference on Film Scores f, Sound Design 
held at RMJT, July 29 • August 1. Anna 
Dzenis wrote a comprehensive account of 
the event, for RealTune 27 ("Sounding 
cinema's depths,• p26). Reading it again, 
I'm struck by the calibre of the guests, 
including composers Carter Burwell and 
Howard Shore, who conducted a 
performance of his electric guitar sextet for 
David Cronenbeg's Crash, and Yasunori 
Honda, the leading Japanese animation 
sound designer who immersed his audience 
in "oceanic" surround sound effects. 
Fortunately for the many of us who couldn't 
go but would have loved to, or found out 
about it after the event, Cine.sonic 1 is in 
print, th.anks to the Australian Film, 
Television 6 Radio School, in a 300 page 
volume reproducing the impressive 
collection of conference papers. The book 
will be launched at Onesonic 2. 

I spoke to Philip Brophy at a moment when 
final programming for the t 999 conference 
was just settling. His pleasure at drawing 
very dose to con 1rming his latest guest 
was evident. David Shea is a composer 
from the East VUlage, Knitting Factory 
music scene, working in a similar fashion to 
John Zorn, with performers with advanced 
improvisational skills. Brophy says tha , 
a Along the lines of what Zorn did with 
Spillane, Shea has done a series of works 
inspired by films and books and film 
versions of books, referencing the 
arch eology of the imagery of a text. 
Probably his most famous piec ls on 
Samuel Fuller's hock Corridor, a kind of 
physicalisation of an interpretation of the 
movie. A couple o years ago he did a 
version of Satyricon. It's as much about 
Petronius' political satire in the original 
novel as about acknowledging the spirit of 
the Fellini film and the Nino Rota score. 
Shea also did the impressive score for 
Grimonprez' di.aJH-I.S.T-0-R-Y, currently 
howing in Australian galleries (see page 

28). 

Another key guest is Francois Musy who 
has mixed Jean Luc Godard's movies since 
the mid-80s, including Passion and Hail 
Mary. "He also did the film Nouvelle Vague 
in 1992 which ECM released in 1997 as a 
double CD-the soundtrack to the whole 
100 minute movie completely untouched, 
dialogues, atmospheres, music, 
everything." Musy is currently working on 
Godard's latest ftlm. HopefulJy his presence 

~l.)'M!III........._ 

will help draw the film theory crowd out of 
the woodwork, just as Randy Thom, the 
renowned surround-sound designer from 
Skywalker Sound, Los Angeles, and sound 
designer on Colours. The Right Stuff and 
Cont.act, might pull the film industry crowd 
off the set for a few instructive hours. 
Brophy notes that not only did "Thom train 
up Academy Award winner Gary 
Rydstrom," but also that surround-sound is 
something of a neglected area of study
"the sound in Cont.act is very complex 
(Reaffime 24 Cinesonic p 23). Shea, Musy 
and Thom are the conference's practitioner 
guests appearing over 3 nights, with Shea 
contributing a live perfonnance of his work. 

During the days there's a writers' program, 
also featuring international guests. Last year 
Brophy focused on a film theory 
perspective, "but this year I've concentrated 
on getting interesting writers on music to 
talk about film music even though some of 
them ha e never written about it. I'm trying 
to cultivate as much just grab things. 
Evan Eisenberg wrote The Recording Angel 
(Picador), an amazing book about the 
phenomenology of listening to recorded 
music. He's really excited about th 
opportunity to talk about music in Im.~ 
East African, London-based Kojo Eshun, 
says Brophy, Mis a specialist on all forms of 
African music and has written a remarkable 
book, More Brilliant than the Sun (Quartet) 
from a very non-European perspective, a 
sort of postmodem history of scien e fiction 
in black mu ic from Sun Ra to Miles Davis 
through Herbie Hancock to George Clinton 
and the Psychedelic Parliament to Detroit 
techno ... and all the offshoots. Eshun will 
talk about sound-image relationships in 
video clips. He's also wntten about 
blaxploitation movies." 

Francois Thomas "has written a lot of 
articl s for Positif in France and is pretty 
well acknowl dged as the leading expert on 
the soundtracks in Orson Welles films and 
on the radio plays as well. He's written a 
book Citizen Kane, Which deals a lot with 
the film's sound. His articles for Positif on 
sound and music offer a different, more 
historically researched perspective from 
that of Michel Chion." Another guest is 
Claudia Gorbman, "the author of the 
famous Unhe.ard Melodies and trans~t or of 
both of Chion's books. She'll be doing 
something on pop music in films." 

A half day of the conference is devoted to 
Australian sound on film and will feature 
discussion of the innovative soundtracks of 
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Rowan Woods' 
The Boys and 
Alex Proyas' 
Dark City. "Their 
approaches to 
sound are 
unique, quite 
different from 
each other and 
not your 
standard 
naturalism.~ The 
sound designers 
from both films 
will be on the 
panels. The 
session will be 
made up of 2 
panels, one on Phll Brophy & car, Priestly , City Blood. ext wave 

sound designing and another on film Brophy expects a bigger audience this year, 
scoring-with composers, to be confirmed, with an increased theory and industry 
on hand. When he surveyed his audience at turnout, along with, I suspect, the growing 
the first Cinesonic, Brophy found that they audience for film soundtracks whose 
wanted an Australian component. He's met curiosity takes them beyond the music into 
this reque t admirably with hi choice of the intriguing terrain of sound design. This 
films. Thi should go some way to boosting is a conference not just of words, but of 
industry intere t in th conference. performance, film excerpts, video clips, and 

The other request was for single session 
tickets, allowing attendance at 'specialist' 
sessions. Brophy has met this but is 

a rich serve of ideas about the relation hip 
of sound and image. As Anna Dzenis said 
of Cinesonic 1, it "was a truly remarkable 
event and the next one should not to be 

nonethel hopeful that conferees will think mi sed." Keith Gallasch 
beyond categories and embrace and be 
stimulated by the incisive and instructively 
lateral off rings he's programmed. Last 
year, the conference audJence was made up 
of fans composers, short filmmakers, and 
mmwork.ers wanting to get into the area. 

Cinesonic, 2nd International Conference on 
Film Scori & Sound Design, /Drey Hall, 
RMff. Melbourne, July 8 · I I. Lei 03 9925 
2193, emma@uiscom.rmiLedu.au 

dLLtx n1edialarts 
innovative film, video, new media and sound arts 

we,'n ,1rt1 ,·xhihitions I foru1111 , ,idvoc ac y , co111ultdnc y ' touring proqr ,Hm re1eJrch & mform,1t1on 

D.art 99 
Australia's pn,mler annual shoWcase of inter/natlonal eicpenment 
digital 1lm. digital video , computer animation and cd-rom art 
produced by di.wt media arts 

• cd-rom exhlbiton 
Artspace, Woolloomooloo . Sydney 10 June - 3 July 
opening night multimedia petfoonance 
Wade Ma,ynowsky Diaspora 2000 
thurs 10 june 6pm, Artspace , tn,e admission 

• setMnlng program 
46th Sydney Alm Festival 
trl 18 June 5pm . Ac;!demy Cinemas, Paddington 

D.art national tour include 
wed 14 july 7_JQpm, FT1 Fnimantle tel (08) 9335 1055 

o.an 99 1s supported by eatcar p&t omnlcon 

Peter Callas: lnitialisin~ History 
three-component program leatunng Peter Callas . 
one of Australia's most dlSlingu1shed electronic med ia art ists and curators. 
commlSSIOllo!d and produced by di.wt media arts 
with the flllilnclal asslstance of the Australian Alm Commisst00 

nauonal tour now at N l ional Gallery of Austra lia, Canbeml 

• Peter Callas ; tnttfallslrig History Video w0<1<s 1980 - 999 
tl'turs 27 may 6pm , Introduced by the artist 

• Peripheral VlsloM lntematiooal video. television and computer art 
thurs 3 june 6pm, Introduced by the curator 

• An Eccentr1c Orbit video art In Australia 1980 - 1994 
pt 1 thurs 10 fune l pt 2thu"117 junelpt3thurs241une6pm 

for lurlher tnromiatlon please contact 
aleNio c:avallaro. directo, , dlux m«lla etta 
PO Box 306 Paddington NSW 2021 Aus1ra1U1 
tel 6129380 4255 fax 6129380 4311 
slnsrtoOaz locnuu 
www.ozemall.oom_au.1- slnsl!e 
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Report 

Beyond the shockumentary 
SBS, like Arte, is not driven by ratings 

and Is seen as complementary to other more. 
mainstream services. SBS is interested in the 
po ibilitles in genre hilts that are occurring, 
and how they feed into new work. Say 
Hughes, "It's always about th creative Melinda Hasluck reports on contemporary documentary forms at Small Screen BIG PICTURE in 

Fremantle 
po ibilities that filmmakers can bring to 
subject matter in transforming form in 
interesting ways that brings new engagement 
with audiences." 

Call them doco-soaps and they are 
considered low brow, call them doco-serials 
or even the French term feuilletons 
doctJmentaires" (serial documentaries) and 
they have a different status. Whichever way 
you look at the wood-wide boom in reality lV 
and other forms of factual programming, it 
does raise m ny questions about the 
doctJmentary format. Is the increased 
demand for documentary causing the 
development of new forms or are the new 
forms a response to market demands? And 
where is documentary headed next? These 
were the issues facing panel members and 
delegates in the session, "Shapeshifters: New 
Forms£, New Markets", at the 4th annual 
Small Screen BIG PICTURE lV Conference 
held in F remantle. 

Jeremy Gibson, H ad of Features a BBC 
Bristol, who was responsible for bringing to 
the world the acclaimed and groundbreaking 
Video Diaries series, explained that the doco
soap arose out of the BBC's requirement for 
sitcoms. The doco-soap provided low cost 
programs th t were fumy, with drama and 
real pa ion to an audience. The 
appeal of humour and strong characters wa 
reiterated by Christoph Jorg , Commissioning 
Editor at La Sept/Arte and Rudy Buttignol, 
Creative Head of Documentaries, lV Ontario. 
Buttignol calls documentary serials or soaps 
"sit-docs." The successful ones happen in 
recognisable sitllatlons with characters in a 
story that peopl can follow from week to 
week. 

Buttignol explained the shift in 
doctJmentary form back to narrative 
structure. "Music video has chewed up 100 
years of filmm ing vocabulary in 2 years. 

Global rewards 
Sydney Film Festival previewed 

The Sydney Film Festival opens in just a few days wrth 
a new Artistic Director Gayle Lake, additional venues 
(Dendy Martin Place, the Academy} and a program 
which Includes an eagerly awaited Cassavetes 
retrospective-a rare chance to see his films on the big 
screen: Shadows-, Husbands-, Woman Under the 
lnllue""' Glori3, Faces, A Child is Waiting. Love 
Streams and Mickey and Nicky. 

As usual the Dendy Awards showcases the best 
Australian short films, offering a rich assortment of 
iction and documentary not often seen in other short 
festivals. Last year's Dendy winner TWO/Out by Kriv 
Stenders went on to win the Aft award for best short 
cateoorles Include: documentary, fiction over and 
under 15 mins, general category and animation. 

Festival feature films cover the globe this year, although 
Ii ms from Japan and Hong Kong are significantly 
absent. It's worth th nking about flying north early 
August to see what Tony Rayos has selected from Asia 
for the Brisbane Film Festival. Nonetheless, as subtitled 
International films ncreasingly fail to tum up In 
Australian cinemas, It'll be good to see distinctive films, 
many unh ely to get local releases. The Cuban Life is to 
Whistle (winner at Sundance} is a futuristic tale set in 
Havana; the timely Rehl!41Sal for War is an Italian fllm 
about an actor and director In Naples rehears ng a play 
to be staged in Sarajevo; The Powder Keg explores life 
in contemporaiy Belgrade over one hectic n ght; Run 
Lola Run from Germany plays with real-and-film time: 
a woman has exactly 20 minutes to save her lover from 
death. There are also films 1rom Iran (Mafld Majidi's 
award winning The Children of Heaven). Russia, 
Sweden (Fucking AmaJ--debut for 20 year old poet 
Luka Moodysson) and India (R~e second In 
Oeepa Mehta's trilogy). Then there's the better known 
directors: the eagerly awaited Another Day In Paradise 
1rom Larry Clar1< (director of the extraordinary Kids). 
Neil Jordan's In Dreams and Ken Loach's My Name is 
Joe. Soft Froit and Two Hands. 2 Australian premieres 
by Sydney filmmakers Christina Andreef and Gregor 

I 's very difficult to say I want to make this 
doctJmentary on something that's never been 
seen before. It's a// been seen before, so what 
we've gone back to is the narrative." 

New digital technologies have provided 
intimate access to previously inaccessible 
areas, lower production costs (and 
consequently cheaper shows) but the doco
soap form has taken hold also a a response 
to audience desire for tabloid and voyeuristic 
programming. 

Jeremy Gibson maintained that the qu lity 
programs have universal themes. Driving 
&hoot was so popular because the driving 
test is a contemporary rite of passage. 
Viewers related to attempts to pass the test 
and the associated higts and lows. "It's about 
the heart and soul of what you watch. If you 
sense that someone is pressing all the 
voyeuri · buttons, yes, it may bring on the 
audience, but you have to decide where the 
quality lies. A lot of the reality programming 
is what do you do when disa er strikes; 
disast r programming is getting huge 
audi on commercial channels. The BBC 

n't touch that uff t the moment. BBC 
tries to put stuff on th screen which has an 
inherent quality to i " 

The ratings winners and most successfu.l 
documentaries on the US commercial 
channels are the 'shockumentaries' such as 
'when good pets go bad' or 'the storms that 
ripped up your neighbourhood' etc. But 
quality is still the number one consideration 
for broadcasters represented by the speakers 
on the panel, whose channels are not rating 
driven. 

Jordan are also screening. 

Documentaries will be screening at Dendy Martin Place 
and include reels for nostalgia buffs: a personal 
memoir by John Huston; a look a1 2 of Hollywood's 
greats, Selznick and Hitchcock; and the life and career 
of composer Leonard Bernstein. Sf]eilk To Me My 
Sisters (tales of apartheid by 25 South Afncan women), 
Windhorse (shot secretly in Tibet about Chinese 
cultural imperialism). and a homage to disco in 
Singapore, Forever Fever, look worth catching 
politically and cross-ci.,'turally. 

Then there's happenings and retrospec..,es. To 
celebrate the State Theatre's 70th b rthday, Dorothy 
Azner's The Wtld Party (featuring Clara Bow) will be 
screened and, 100 years after the birth of director 
Alfred Hitchcock, the silent version of Blackmall will 
feature with live accompaniment 20S style by plan st 
Max Lambert Retrospectives include the classics of 
James Whale (Frankenstein and The Invisible Man) 
who also features as a character n the festival opener 
Gods and Monsters. and Future Shock, a millennium
induced look Into the next century and beyond. dlux 
media's d.art which screened to pac ed houses last 
year II again present the best Australian experimental 
digital and video art. 

In recent years the great strength of the Sydney Film 
Festival has been in its documentary programming, 
often comfortably outshining the feature films. One s gn 
of this has been the often pa.cked-to-overtlowing Pitt St 
Cinema 3 (now closed). How the Dendy will handle 
these crowds, especially for the documentaries on 
screen cu ure subjects. W1 be lnterestJng to see. Let's 
hope tor multiple screenings. This year's program from 
a new director will certainly be a test to see if the slowly 
declining fortunes of the fes11Val can be reversed. Wrth 
the ever-declining prospect of an MCA Cinemalheque, 
Sydney-skiers rely heavily on the festival to keep n 
touch with both the pas1 (the John cassavetes and 
James Whale screenings this year, H1tchcock's 
8/ackmai~ and the international present RT 

For detlils of the Sydney Film Festival.see advertisemnt 
on page 19 website www.sydfilm·festcom.au 

Christophe Jorg explained that 
government funded Arte ChaMel, one of 
Europe's major producers and distributors of 
documentary, requires 4-5% market share but 
critical reviews are the primary method of 
assessing quality performance. With no 
entertainment programs, no sport shows no 
talk shows, there is great flexibility in their 
programming which compri 50% 
doctJmentari . The rest is divided between 
feature films, telemovi s and new . 

Ratings seem to be more of an issue in 
the US where the cultural imperative for lV 
programming is less apparent. Buttignol 
maintains that with the advent of prolific 
cabling , market fragmentation is greater in 
US and Canada than in the less 
comm rcially competitive UK. 

Changes in lV distribution technology are 
having an impact with expansion in the 
number of channels from 70 to 200 (with 
digital). The lV screen will become like a 
magazine store where there are hundreds of 
choices. In this environment branding 
becomes rigorous and i not just a question 
of the icon at the bottom of the lV screen. 
Viewers scan through 70 channel , so when 
they stop at a particular chann I they must 
know from the look and feel where they are 
in the electronic landscape. As a result 
programmers become rigidly narrow in their 
choices. 

While the multi-channe.l environment 
means audiences fragment, it can also allow 
a certain freedom for filmmakers to find 
particular audiences instead of producing for 
the my rlous mass . 

Audi nee accessibility (and reaching th 
widest audience) has been one of TV's 
driving ideologies. John Hughes, filmmaker 
and Commi ioning Editor for 
Doc:umentari at SBS Independent, 
proffered another opinion: "If you want to get 
to the widest audience to disseminate a 
conversation in the culture, that work can be 
done at I ast as productively by peaking 
directly to certain receptive sets within th 
culture, so my work as filmmaker has not 
been in reaching the widest possible 
audience but in making the closest possible 
contact .. " 

Hughes feels that th docu-soap 
movement is having interesting influences on 
audienc reception. There are all kinds of 
traditions that filmmakers are drawing on 
and playing with. He cited as an example 
that it is no long r possibl for a viewer to 
listen to th familiar BBC pre nter (used in 
the entertaining doco-soap excerpt shown by 
Gibson} without perceiving it as ironic. 

When audience become sated with 
certain doctJmentary forms, when the doco
soaps , disaster docs and shockumentari 
don't thrill any more, where to next? How 
much deeper into voyeurism are audiences 
and broadcasters willing to go? The nastier 
edge of voyeurism can already be seen in 
th US where broadcasters have been asking 
for years for access to executions. 

There's no doubt the diversity of outlets 
for factual programming has become huge. 
The other big question is whether there is a 
future for the heavyweight or 'high impact' 
doctJmentary? According to Rudy Buttlgnol, 
"the percentage of serious doctJmentaries is 
probably the same , the same percentage of 
a much bigger pie." The panel maintained 
this form still has a place, particularly with 
broadcasters who make their niche an 
alternative to the exploitative genre 
documentaries of commercial broadcasters. 

There is no short.cut for the high impact 
docum ntary just as there is no shortcut for 
contemplation and thinking and reflection. 
The highest risk documentary is one where 
the filmm ker invests his/her Ii , en a 
long-term project. These documentaries are 
the most difficult to support but they tend to 
be the real hits that travel around the world, 
win the awards and last long term, being re
programmed as classics. 

"Shapeshifters: New Forms €, New Marlcets-• 
fexu,m, 4th annual Small Sottn BIG 
PtCTURE TV Conference, Sottn t 
Frem.anLle, Western Australia, Feb 18 • 20 

Melissa Hasluck is a. Perth based 
independent producer who was Media 
Liaison Officer for the 1999 Small Screen BIG 
PICTURE TV Conference 

Sitting In the Globe Cinema watch ng the Can l Buy Me Love 
animation screenings, guzzling champagne and grasping for the 
popcorn, rt occurred to me that this cuhnary effrontery perfectly 
reffected the essence of animation. You take the champagne
our ability as educated adults to deal · sub e symbolism, 
complex concepts and the deft swipe of satire and then you add 
the popcom-lhe ffmrtless magination of the child that is locked 
inside our problem-soMng day to day realities, and you get the 
bubbly stimulation and light and ffuffy joy that is animation. This 
collection presented in conjunction with the Can't Buy Me Love 
exhtbrtion at Silicon Pulp GaHery presented works such as __.,.......__. ,. ,___· ...... .2- ___: 

Atthurl The Square Knights of the Round Table (1968), a spool J,n Carter-Hansen, Songs 0' the Imm 

for children on the old myth; Dr Amoeba Does Sex (1995), a Ren and Stimpy style tale of an hermaphrodite amoeba 
courting himself; and an animated version of Dr Karl Kruszelnicki's senes of Great Moments in Science: Falling cats, an 
hypothesis on why cats don hurt themselves when they fall from above the 7th storey. The highHghts re Love Song, a 
30 computer an'mation of a very raggedy rat attempmg to woo a cat featuring the voice of Aacco, and the works of Bruce 
Petty and JIii carter-Hansen. 

In his introduction to the screenings Andrew Traucki from the AFC talked of the need for more script developmen~ not Just 
in feature film and documentary, but also 1n animation. It the strength of the scripts, both Y1Sual and verbal, which make 
the work of Petty and Hansen shine. Petty's wor1< dales from 1970. tfis lYlo pieces. Australian History and Leisure (which 

on the Academy Award for An mation m 1976} are incisively wntten, documenting the errors and lollies of humanity 
overtime. He uses the Interplay between the complexity of the lext, delivered as a documentalive voice over, and the 
simplicity of the animation consisting of pen drawings and collage, to create a mu layered political commentary that is 
both thought provo ng and highly amUS1ng. Sty!istJcally, Jill Carter-Hansen's works, Song of the Immigrant Bride and The 
Messenger, offer the visual as scrip Using heavily layered graphics in startling colours, the compression of Images creates 
a mythic visual poetry that is breathtakingly beautiful and savage. Cel-set ups, print collages, acrylics and cartoons by Bruce 
Petty and Jill Carter-Hansen are on display at the Silicon Pulp Gallery. Impressed by the success of the evening, SIiicon 
Pulp are contempta!Jng making the event a regular feature of the gaHery's activities. Gall Priest 

Can't Buy Me Low. presented by Silicon Pulp Animation Gallery and The Globe Cinema, Stanmore May 12 
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Anomalies and inspirations 
criticism-Real life presumed/assumed that 
we wanted to see these films and that we 
care about political issues. However 
conservative this festival appeared from its 
marketing campaign, it presented films 
which never underestimated their 
audience's capacity to understand film 
language. Through its content. the 
challenge it presented went way beyond the 
hyperbole of its official pitch. It encouraged 
us as documentary makers and viewers to 
go back to the cinema to see documentary 
films. For one week it wrestled away the 
documentary form from the place that 
potentially does it such damage in this 
country: television. The Real life on film 
FesUual compelled us to not only listen to 
that all important culturaJ voice that Rich.ard 
Frankland so cogently reminded us of in his 
opening night address, but to experience 
once again other cultural realities through 
unique artistic perspectives and 

Megan Spencer at the Real life on film documentary festival in Melbourne 

Claiming to be Australia's first ever film 
festival devoted solely to documentary films, 
The Real life on film Festiual presented a 
program composed of shorts and features 
selected from 2 Ne York-based 
international documentary film festivals. 
Firstly, a "travelling package " of 17 films 
curated. by the 1999 Margaret Mead film 6 
Video Festival, an annual event presented 
by the American Museum of Natural History 
and secondly, a selection of 6 films which 
participated in the most recent Human 
Rights Watch International Film Festival. 
Real life on film also marked the first time 
the travelling Margaret Mead Festival had 
screened outside of North America, and the 
first time that the Human Rights Watch films 
have ever toured to the South Pacific region. 

Under the banner of "reflecting cultural 
diversity", and •providing a voice for 
important human rights issues", Real 
retained the Margaret Mead programming 
structure, dividing its documentaries into 
"seven thematicn programs. The festival 
included work from 12 countries (English 
and non-English peaking). 'embraced a 
broad range of documentary filmrnaking 
techniques and subjects, and included 4 
Australian films (from the Mead collection) 
which addressed Ind genous cultural issues. 
Speaker forums also ran across the week. 
where various documentary practitioners, 
academics , industry pundits and social 
policy makers addressed the festival's 
themes. 

Ultimately the reaJ merit of any film 
festival is contained within its content and 
program structure. The thematic 
programming proved a user-friendly way to 
navigate sessions, and although primarily 
billed as a political documentary festival, the 
films incorporated a diverse range of stories, 
ideas, culturaJ representations and artistic 
models. 

Highlights included 7 films in particular. 
From the "Only The Lonely" program, the 
poetic 16mm short The Bathhouse (Pirtis) 
painted. a gentle, dark portrait of a 1 00 year 
old steam house used by an aging 
Lithuanian community almost as a refuge 
from their harsh rural existence. Stark 
observational footage was offset by non
diegetic recordings of the residents' daily 
conversations, reminiscing about the past 
and bewildered by possibilities of a bleak 
future. From Belgium, kin 's Sorrow (Peaux 
de Chagrin) explored the deliciously Gothic 
terrain of taxidermy. A journey into the 
internal and external landscape of this 
strange art. the film intercut interviews from 
various taxidermists with several lonely 
women who "naturalise" their deceased pets 
to keep their memory alive. With visual 
styUngs reminiscent of Psycho, gentle 
humour and Insightful interviews gave this 
film grace. 

Bread Day was my favourite film from 
the festival. At 56 minutes and with only 16 
edits (an extremely important detail), Bread 
Day reminded me just why documentary 
filmmaking is so powerful, unpredictable 
and why Russian filmmakers are so 
hardcore. Via 10 minute takes and slow 360 
degree pans, this staunchly observational 
film transported us into the timeless, banal 
existence or a remote community outside St: 
Petersburg. Each Tuesday, forgotten elderty 
citizens fight the elements and each other for 
their bread rations which they must pick up 
by pushing a train carriage by foot-a 2 
hour journey. Truly bizarre and beautiful. 

Moon ChJlclren 

Special mentions must also go to Moon 
Children, a public television documentary 
about the stigma of Albinism-"white-haired 
babies"-in Taiwan; Dear Dr. Spencer
Abortion In A Small Town, an historical 
portrait of renegade doctor Robert Spencer; 
and Gerry and Louise, a film which explored 
the human casualties of Apartheid and the 
relationship between a former member of 
th.e South African Security Police, Col. Gerry 
Hugo, and his wife Louise Flanagan, a 
journalist devoted to exposing such men 
and their past atrocities. Part-confessional, 
part-expose, part-observational drama, I 
can't remember the last time a documentary 
made me so tense and afraid of what I was 
going to hear next. 

So World's W01St Driuers this certainly 
wasn't. Nor for that matter Race Around The 
World, nor a showcase of white-bread, 
badly-made, easy-to-market-and-digest 
Australian 1V documentaries which so often 
saturate our broadcast landscape. Hmm, 
unfamiliar territory. 

• 
Beyond the lofty ideological objectives 

splashed all over its promotional material. 
despite its shrewd political alliances 
(Cinemedia and Museum Victoria, principal 
sponsors) which wiU no doubt sustain its 
future, and above all, of interest to anyone 
observing the machinations within 
Australia's non-fiction terrain ... as a film 
cuJture entity, Real life on fi_lm presented 
itself unwittingly as a fascinating anomaly. 

Aimed squarely at members of the local 
documentary filmmaking community and 
those amongst us "politically and socially" 
aware, Real life was-in its marketing 
strategy at least-a throwback to a 
documentary generation of days gone by, 
where today's black outfits would be 
gleefully traded for circa 1972 combat 
greens. Touting documentaries for their 
social and political worth in our 
•enlightened" times would be unofficially 
acknowledged as a marketing kiss or death 
by today's minders of our documentary 
culture, film distributors funding bodies and 
broadcasters ( whose commissioning. editors' 
own fatigues are no doubt gathering dust at 
the bottom of their wardrobes). It is of 
course the very desperation to avoid such 
ignominious tags which has, among other 

factors, contributed to the corrosive absence 
of documentaries from our big screens and 
their paucity on the small. 

So along comes Real life, whether by 
default or by design to remind us where 
we're at, what we've sacrificed and where 
we couJd go. Naively-an observation not a 

The Australian film Commission, 

practice ... and to work at it. 

Real life on film Festival. incorJX)raling the 
travelling Margaret Mead Film €, Video 
Festival and the Human Rights Watch 
International Film FesUval. presented by the 
Cultural Film Foundation of Australia, 
Cinemedla, Treasury Theatre (formerly 
State Film Theatre), Melbourne, April 29 • 
May6 

Megan Spencer (Heathens, Hooked on 
Christmas) is a Melbourne-based 
documentary maker and a film reviewer {or 
the Triple J national radio network. The 
views expressed here are her own and do 
not re/lecl the views of Triple J. This is her 
first article for Reamme . 

ABC Online&Triplej presentt ,'f C. t s u , , -o~~ 
--- _,._ - - . ,---., -- • - - • - an online initiative 

designed to generate entertaining 
an engaging internet content. 

In late 1997 the AFC commissioned 10 artists 
to produce innovative, compact (less than 1.4MB) 
& fast downloading works for the web. 
The results were so impressive that it was decided to run 
the initiative again as stuff-art 99, currently on line at: 

'K-[ 
triple j 

The Australian Film Commission will run the initiative again this year 
as stuff-art 2000 & is currently seeking to fund eight new applicants 
(grants are valued up to $5000, project size limited to 1.4MB). 

applications 
open on May 15th 1999 & close August 10th 1999. 

More information is available from the stuff-art website (stutt-ar1.abc.net.c1u) and the AFC: 

In Sydne'{ level 4, lSO William St Woolloomooloo NSW 1011. Tel: (02) 93216444 
Fa,c (02) 9357 3672 Toll-free 1800 22 6615 Email: k.hickey(ol)afc.gov.au 

In Melbourne: level 2, 120 Clare-ndon St Southbank VIC 3006 ~ 
PO Box 404, South Melbourne VIC 3205. Tel: (03) 9279 3400 fax: (03) 9696 14 76 

Toll-free: 1800 33 8430 Email: info@melb.afc.gov.c1u 
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Review 

Relaxed, but engaged? 
Samara Mitchell queries audience positioning at bergbau a techno spectacle in Adelaide 

The Mercury Cinema was the venue to 
host the final manifestation of bergbau, a 
4-part series of chance-based art events 
held at the Lion Arts Centre In Adela ide's 
west enp. ~esented by elendil , MRC's new 
media coordinator , bergbau and its 
ensemble of local sound engineers, 
fllmmakers and artists set out to 
experiment with the synergism of sight and 
sound through developmental 
combinations of old and new media 
technology. 

Throughout the performance I felt 
myself shifting restlessly from 
anthropologist to engaged participant . The 
dexterous display of geekery from the 
technical crew hunkering around elaborate 
consoles In the shadows beneath the 
screen, was often far more captivating than 
the hypnotic streams of light and sound 
resulting from their adroit manoeuvres . 
After attempting to consciously collude 
with the gaudiness of the techno -wizardry 

Review 

going on around me, I began to grow 
weary, reaching for fleeting windows of 
escapist immersion. 

Picture theatres invite a physical lethargy 
that forms part of the entertainment , as 
cinema audiences trade the vulnerability of 
their static bodies for the sanctified and total 
engagement of mind. To wilfully partake in 
this hoaxing of consciousness we require the 
complete collaboration of the senses. 
Theatres harbour the ritual grafting of 
external narratives to the individual 
experience of self through the acquiescence 
of bodily comfort and safety . If the 
collaboration of body and mind is in any way 
interrupted (if your bladder is about to erupt 
or someone in front keeps rustllng that chip
bag) it is Impossible to attain that state of 
lethargy required to really transpose your 
conscious beliefs into the psychic space the 
film is attempting to invoke. Fllmmakers 
have made their life-work out of convincing 
audiences that what they see and hear 

Guns a'blazing 
Anthony May reviews 2 Jim Kitses' books on genre films 

April saw the visit to Australia by US film 
scholar Jim Kitses. In a trip motivated by 
curio ity and international collegiality-he 
wasn't touring a book-Kitses spoke at several 
venues in Sydney and Melbourne and was only 
defeated in meeting colleagues in other cities 
by the contingencies of timetabling. It is nice 
then to be able to mark that visit by a r view or 
the 2 books he has in the marketplace: Gun 
Crazy and, co-edited with Gregg Rickman, The 
Western Reader. Kitses is Professor of Cinema 
Studies at San Francisco State University, 
Rickman teaches film at the same institution. 

Gun Crazy is one of the BFl's terrific little 
book series, otherwise known as the BFl Film 
Classics. Some have already been reviewed in 
RealTune (Adrian Martin's Once Upon A TTme 
In The West see Reamme 28), and others, 
such as Edward Buscombe's Stagecoach and 
Richard Schickel's Double Indemnity, are 
being recognised as classics of contemporary 
film writing. Gun Crazy is one of the best of the 
series. The book is obviously a labour of lov 
as Kltses not only reveals the delicacies of the 
film's narrative but also its precarious route 
through the Breen Office. 

Gun Crazy is one of the great little films that 
have gone towards forming the canon of mm 
noir. Released in 1950, it has become a 
standard of deceptive love and violence that 
has been rediscovered by successive 
generations of film students and filmmakers. 
Kltses, quite rightly, looks not to explicate the 
genre in Gun Crazy but to make apparent that 
which ingles it out. highlights it against its 
dark companions. Its praises have been sung 
before, sometimes to excess. But Kitses is 
systematic as he works through the narrative 
charting the demise of the young fools, Bart 
and Laurie, from the high pantomime of their 
m ting through their gun-crazy spree to the 
foggy hillside of their doom. 

It is a testament to the authority of Kltses' 
research, and of his prose, that his explication 
of the film reads not so much as a critical 
account of the film but as a dossier of its 

• 

production , themes and style. Delving into the 
careers of those who brought the film together, 
the King Brothe.rs as producers, Joseph H 
Lewis as director. writers Dalton Trumbo and 
MacKinlay Kantor, and actors John Dall and 
Peggy Cummings, he treats the film as a site 
for the collective sedimentation of their years in 
the business. Alongside this depth of tal nt he 
runs the film's own lineage, part romantic 
tragedy, part Western, part gangster flick. It is 
no exaggeration to say that Kitses' own 
encyclopedic knowledge of the movies 
provides our key for understanding why this 
particular noir shines so brightly. 

Kltses is best known for his earlier work on 
the Western genre, HorizJ>ns West He returns to 
the \lkstem, with Gregg Rickman, in The 
Weslem Reader, an edited collection of 
essays. The essays range from Robert 
Warshow's 1954 Partisan Review essay, "Movie 
Chronicle: The Westerner", to essays written 
specifically for this collection. They are arranged 
into 3 section : The \lkstem Genre; The Classic 
Western; Revisionism, Race and Gender. Of the 
7 essays for the genre section, there are 2, Doug 
WiUiams' "Pilgrims and the Promised Land" and 
Edward Buscombe's "Inventing Monument 
Valley", which make the interesting move of 
seeing the Western as created out of American 
myth rather than being a source for those 
myths . Wtlliams builds a genealogy of the 
Western around the persistence of pilgrim 
attitudes from the 17th century. Buscombe 
establishes the locations and stylistics of 19th 
century photographic imagery as it constructed 
the west through its various traditions of 
anthropology, tourism and other genres. 

The essays on the classic Western bring 
together writings on filmmakers and films 
which need to be preserved. In particular, Lee 
Russell's piece on Budd BoeWch r (1965) 
charts the brilliance of a series of Boetticher 
Westerns. It's a sad irony that a The Western 
Reader preserves the Boetticher piece, some of 
the films it recalls, Seven Men From Now, the 
Randolph Scott classic, for example, are lost 
forever with no prints available . 

occurs simultaneously and without 
mechanical intervention . The artists within 
bergbau, however, attended to the 
amplification of mechanical intervention 
within the duration of the performance, 
creating a noticeable rift between the cueing 
up of sensory input and the delivery of 
sensory output. The quilting of archived film 
snippets with what appeared to be live web
cam grabs and DJ'd sound generated some 
gorgeously bizarre dialogue: the resulting 
compositions made for some delightful aural 
and pictorial experiences. Unfortunately, the 
architecture of the Mercury Cinema made 
little contribution towards sustaining the 
audience's involvement or augmenting the 
atmosphere bergbau would have attained, 
had the audience been able to move around 
within the space. I felt it may have been 
interesting, given that the 'operation room' 
of the show was exposed, to display the 
images appearing on the screen in reverse, 
as if we, as an audience, were tapping into 
the back projections of a spectacle directed 

Apart from recalling pa t works, new 
writings are saved from the ephemera of today. 
Kenn th Turan's "A Fistful of Memories: 
Interview with Clint Eastwood" is reprinted 
from the Los Angeles Tunes and gives great 
insight into a figure who is second only to John 
Wayne in his association with the Wi tern and 
American cinema in general. The final section 
comprises works mainly from the past decade. 
And it is in this section that the contemporary 
Western more clearly gets a run. There are 2 
strains here, identity and postmodemism. 
Questions of identity circulate around the roles 
of Native Americans and worn n In the 
West m. Th issue of postmodemism is picked 
up by Kltses in his essay on Maggie 
Greenwald's The Ballad of LitUe Jo. H also 
raises the issue of postmodemism in his 
introduction to the collection, attempting to 
construct the contemporary Western as both a 
continuation of and reflection upon its own 
pasL His fmal essay, on Greenwald's g nder 
reversal Western, presents a film which he sees 
as dramatising the task with flair and poetry. 
Indeed, it is testimony to the selection of the 
essays by Kitses and Rickman that they 
constantly provoke the read r to watch or 
rewatch the films that are mentioned 
throughout the book. 

Two very different books, both uccessful in 
reasserting the claims which these films can 
make on our present day attention. The critical 
work by K.itses et al is instructive in the way it 
crosses th divide between recent 

at an audience on the opposite side of the 
screen. 

Within the context of a rav , revealing the 
performatlve 'means of production' of sound 
artists, musicians, visual and performance 
artists is a major part of the art itself. In the 
context of a sit-down theatrical event, 
however, I feel that the experience of those 
audience members within the physical 
parameters of bergbau may have been 
sacrificed for the benefit of a remote 
audience receiving a live stream of the event 
across the internet via rad io qua Ii a. As 
often is the case with art 'happenings', fixed 
and catalogued documentation will hard-wire 
the forms our memories seek to recreate 
them. The documentation of bergbau 
(http://www. oa. radloquallacom.au/ 
bergbau) would make for an exquisitely 
beautiful aural/pictorial If treated not as false 
advertising but as another plateau for the 
work to spread. 

bergbau, Mercury Onema, April 11, online at 
<www.radioqualia.va.com.au/bergbau> 

reconfigurations of Hollywood and the system 
at the time of the films' production. There 
are many lessons here for how the 
contemporary film scholar goes about dealing 
with the past. 

Jim Kit.ses, Gun Crazy (BA Publishing, 1996); 
Jim Kit.ses and Gregg Rickman, The Wi tern 
Reader (Umelight EdiUons, 1998) 

Anthony May Is a lecturer in Film and 
Cu/Lura/ Studies at Griffith Unluersity, Brisbane, 
and a member of the Queensland editorial 
team for Reamme 

The Shoot out 
Fancy a weekend in the city of reinforced steel 
whose fortresses are protected by the famous red 
and blue knights? Why not enter The Shoot Out, a 
new event aiming to encourage the or of 
creative, emerging filmmakers. Organised by PAN 
(Performing Arts Newcastle), The Shoot Out also 
seeks to help establish a film and TV industry in the 
Newcastle and Hunter region. 

Interested? You must be available from Friday 
evening July 9 to Sunday evening July 11. You can 
have a team of up to 5 creative spints and you must 
have your own VHS camera. Your mission involves 
producing a short worl< (maximum 7 minutes) 
within a 24 hour period in the Newcastle Hunter 
reg on. (Anyone who's taken part in the Whrte 
Gloves festival will know what's involved). Only in
camera editing is allowed. When you register you'll 
be given a brief, a list of 10 items. Frve must be 
used in the film to prove you haven't been 
cheating ... You are free to work your story around 
these items. An outdoor screening will happen on 
Sunday evening where winners will be announced. 

To enter. contact The Shoot Out for an entry form: 
PO Box 982, Newcastle NSW 2300. Entries must be 
submitted by June 25. 
Enquiries 02 4962 1855, eao@hunterlink.nelau or 
visit www.eon.hl.eom.au/Shootout 

For more new media and multimedia 
see 
Dance and film installations at antistatic, p11 
Gelber, Guerin & Gyger at AGNSW, p40 
Haines & Hinterding on Bruny Island. p38 
Salamanca Theatre's.St/// Life p.34 
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Report 

The paradox of the material and the spiritual 
Fiona A Villella attends a rare Robert Bresson retrospective in New York 

Between January 27 and February 7 1999. 
the Museum of Modem Art in ew York City, in 
association with the Cinem!ltheque Ontario , 
presented a complete retrospectJVe of the films 
of Robert Bresson. To accompan the 
retrospective, the Cinematheque published a 
comprehensive monograph, the Ii collection 
of crit.K::al writing on Bresson to be published in 
English in almo 30 y ars. Both the 
retrospective and the monogn,ph compri the 
"8 pre, ect" undertaken b the 
Cinematheque Ontano throughou North 
America to bnng cinema of Bresson to the 
public and so · ase the a areness and 
appred tion of this masterful filmmaker. 

Bresson's cinema has 'aged' well. Its 
powerful and incisive simplicity and m stlcal 
quality continues to galvanise and impress 
audiences. His elemental and charged 
representation of reality-precise framing, 
textured soundscape and graceful, deadpan 
'models'-cre a es the feeling nd experience 
that this is the flt'St time one i really watching 
cinema. As Jonathan Rosenbaum states in the 
monograph, Bresson's cinema transforms one's 
"understanding of wha the art of film can be 
and do." 

The retrospective provided the rare 
opportunity to view Bresson's en ·re body of 
work and to trace the development of this style 

from the early films (Les Anges du Peche and 
Les dames du Bois de Boulogne) to the 'classic ' 
stage (Journal d'un cure de campagne. Un 
condamne a mort s'est echappe ou le vent 
sou.m ou ii ueut. Pickpocket. Proces de Jeanne 
d'Arc. Au hasard Ba/tfwar and Mouchette) 
through to the colour nlms ( Une femme douce. 

uatre nults d'un reueur, Lancelot du Lac, Le 
Drab/ proba.blement and L'Argent). 

It is during the 'cla ic' tage that Bresson's 
~ nnali m begins to fully flourish. He emerge 
· a powerful and wholl ma rial erotici m" 
(Rosenbaum}. 8resson reveal the c!Jmension of 
the p,ritual through a careful nd calculated 
attention to the ma erial and concrete. arratlve 
becomes distilled and reduced to a series of 
gestures, looks, objects and phy ical action 
that are charged and i ribed with the search 
for fulfilment and completeness. Bresson trips 
away dramatic and theatrical modes of 

pression (character ps chology, narrative 
cause and effect) to reveal physical, ma erial 
reality in all its essence and truth . It is through a 
precise and careful a ntion to the surface of 
things-the materia.lity of objects and actions
that Bresson accesses the realm of the piritual. 

Ultimately, Bresson's cinema is one of both 
purity, and paradox. Bresson's essentlalism and 
minimalism, his attention to the materiality of 
things (objects , actions, gestures, sounds) as 

Eyeing the interface 
Teri Hoskin tries out diagnostic tools for anxiety f, love in the new millennium 

orklng between he ·physical' space of the gallery prospective chent can devise heir own ·image' 
and the 'virtual' space of online environments 1s (depending upon their imagination as to how best to 
something I expect we will see more of as visual meet the eye In the eye so to speak). The snapshot 
artists see to inject some of the differences and then Joins an array of flic enng portrans o other 
poss1bihties of online environments back into the fuzzy clients. Within ftrmly set paradigms (the 
gallery. As a website Diagnostic Tools Corp.™ quintessential being the assumption that net users 
effectively utilises the now familiar corporate are chiefly in search of love} one can construct an 
interface to o er the user an array of well plotted identity based on values and sexual preference 
paths. The cnlical intent 1s quite literally stated with Without a net connection the gallery service fails to 
all the hyperbole of intrusive and marginalising vtwW deliver a resul This is by design but perhaps his 
advertising. Autocratic questionnaires construct m ention is a little overstated and unnecessary. 
consumer profiles for your future shoppmg ease: 
banner ads flash their banal messages begging you 
to 'up' their 'h1l' counter, the promise of alHhe 
return of little. 

The much vaunted 'Interactive interface' (ie a form) 
invites the user to 'input' a paranoid episode lo the 
Paranoid Poetry Generator. Text gleaned from user 
subm ssions return in the gallery as sound bytes 
emanating from the Paranoid Interface. This 
imposing blac edifice reminiscent of large 
machines built to view small things (or Darth Varda 
perhaps) is replete with conspiratorial surveillance 
theories. The viewer dimbs the black rubber clad 
steps and looks through a distressed-metal framed 
slit and beholds an eye. One could hope that this 
horribly beautiful eye in the centre of the inky black 
was actually win no. but I think it Is a little more 
sinister than that 

Four large light box panoramas (Blueprints for 
Diagnostic Tools for the New Millennium) are 
mounted on the gallery wall. The composite images 
aptly summon what Paul Mann in "Stupid 
Undergrounds calls the hole dumb hollow of 
culture." Online they exist on a smaller scale as 
Quicklime VR files (Quicklime VR places the Viewer 
[by dint of their mouse] at the pivotal point of the 
picture. The pivot is central). Each panorama has a 
sales pitch, for example "'Technologize' nature and 
'Naturalize' technology wrth this bi-directional 
consciousness fi r. Blur the boundaries between 
the two, collapse the categories and profit from the 
undifferentiated mess.· 

"FUZZV LOVE DIAGNOSTICS ... confirming that 
technologically enhanced love is logical and data 
dating is the future love vector.• The Fuzzy Love 
dating service for both gallery and website visitors 
(dis)functlons differently In both spaces. Details can 
be entered in ether environment. The gallery 
interface is more complex and entertaining. The 

As an indication of how quickly things change in the 
domain of internet parlance, the 1997 worlc comes 
across as slightly dated. The artists' intent in the 
gallery was to isolate the user and stress the solitary 
nature of these love match pursuits. It becomes 
instead a site for light relief and chat (of the flesh 
klnd) amongst those who wlsh to break with the 
dead-end narratives of humanism's ~asses 
represented by the other worl<s. It is quite tikely that 
new networl<s amongst gallery goers would actually 
be made tt, charged with a wine or 2 and the 
encouragement of flesh world friends, you could 
follow up on your perfect match immediately. 
Perhaps now Diagnostic Tools has fimshed Its round 
of gallery tours (Adelaide was its last stop after 
Berlin, Canada and Sydney) Fuzzy could be 
developed into a fully functional web dating service. 

In the realm o utility Diagnostic Tools for the New 
Millennium could be very useful for teaching. The 
hands-on critical approach to the colonising o the 
web by the corporate apparatus is unique. Here 
every component of the monstrous culture machine 
is a device or a tool. The profect revels 1n the 
bipartite realms of pnvate/public (insid outside); 
original/copy (intellectual property/information 
wants to be free); flesh world/virtual world 
(innocence/culpability). Binanes are always a good 
place to leave from. 

Diagnostic Tools for the New Millennium, Josephine 
Starrs and Leon Cmielewski, Experimental Art 
Foundation, March 25 • April 4, online at 
http:/. tarrs.banff.org 

Teri Hoskin Is an artist and writer. She lectures at the 
School of Information and Communication Studies, 
University of South Australid. She is the site editor 
and assembler for the Electronic Writing Research 
Ensemble. <ensemble.va.com.au> 

reveals the 
the truth and the 
spiritual, creates a 
moving and intense 
cinema. Despi e 
Bresson's 
economical. minimal 
method comp! e 
la k of conven · al 
cod of drama and 
exp ion, hi films 
are highly enga ing 
and contain a grea 
depth o emotion . 

dominated by themes 
of suicide, d pair, 
solitude and crime . Modern Art. 

Yet one finds extended 
shots of hands. legs and doors. I is on the 
urface and texrure of physical reality that his 

stories take pi e, for example, the extended 
sequences in PickpockeJ. of men skilfully and 
discreetly stealing personal objects from other 
bodies and pockets. The orchestration of bodies 
and movement evokes a pure fascination with 
physicality and surface. 

The greate t moments in Bresson's ffims are 
those where the concrete and the material 
become the ineffable. for example. the ending 
of Pickpocket where the 2 mein protagoni ts, 
Michel and Jeanne, declare their lov for one 
another. There is a ruce Juxtapos.itJon here, as 
the momen of 2 souls connectmg takes place 
through pnson bars that Michel is locked 
behind. 

Bresson's cinema evokes a and wonder 
in the view r through its revealing of the 
abstract in the specific and the general in the 
particular. His formal balance elevates the ect 
of revelation in cinema to a dimension that is 
profound. It is only through retrospectives such 
this that the achievements of such a filmmaker 
are not los or forgotten. 

Robert Bresson-a complete retrospective of 
Bresson's work, Museum o{Modem Art, New 
York Oty. in association with the 
Onematheque Ontario, Jan 22 • Feb 7 

Fiona A Villella is a Melbourne-based writer 
who was in w York at the lime of the 
Bresson reJ.rospedl.ue. 

Experlm nta Media Art & Gallery 101 preaenta 

M arti ne C orompt & Philip Samartzis 

A peda l-powered surroun d sound Installat io n 

June 24 to July 1 
Gallery 101 Colllns Street 

Houra : 1\le•day - Friday 1 Oam - 8pm 

Saturday: 12pm • 4pm 

Ph : 9884 8888 

per1menta 
••-•• art• a:.--

• 
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Feature 

Terror as nostalgia? 
Daniel Palmer dials h for history hijacked with a provocative video 
work from Johan Grimonprez 

The ra material of di.al H.J.S.T-0-R-Y-which 
premiered at docwnenta X (Kassel, Germany 
1997)-is a comprehensive compilation of news 
media footage of airline terrorism (or 'hijacking'. 
as it's been called since the 60s) . From this 
global (though predominantly Western) 
chronologically-coded audiovisual archive, 
Johan Grimonprez has constructed a montaged 
genealogy. We're led from the first' hijack (a 
1931 Peruvian takeover to deliver political 
pamphlets), through its 70s heyday, to its 
symbolic decline as a political gesture since the 
anonymous parcel bombing of the Pan Am over 
Lockerbie in 1988 (for which terrorist groups 
worldwide claimed responsibility). 

Hijacking is hardly a random choice of 
subject. Like all terrorism, it's a mode of demand 
that seems to defy exchange value (hence its hip 
stature to 80s leather theorists). The hijacker is 
Don DeUIJo's ultimate "lethal believer", one who 
is almost sure to fail yet dares to stand outside the 
hijacking ci history by the media and its fanatic 
cast ci crowds. Hijacking is also the media event 
par excellence it's enabled by modem media 
techrology, a staged catastrophe with identifiable 
'goodies' and 'baddies' engaged in a real strugg 
over a symbolically contested 'home' (embodied 
in the jet plane). 

Grimonprez's pseudo-documentary shows 
the obvious complic:ity between 1V news and 
terror, and reminds us that wha is at stake in 
the representation of hijacking is an ideological 
defence of a constructed Western ('free world') 

innocence-figured In the archetypal hostage, 
the young girl. Pop-psychologkal reading of 
the sexuaUy frustrated "skyjacker type· are cut 
with scenes of saucy nylon air hostesses. This 
transatlantic fabric is undennined by footage of 
Palestinian Leila Khaleel spliced with air-safety 
instruction videos, and scenes from the 
introduction of airport security measures in the 
60s. All this against a background of simmering 
Cold War revolutionary politics (always en route 
•to Cuba"), the stateless Palestinians' ongoing 
struggle for territory, the Black Panthers, etc. 
The usual political suspects make an 
appearance: C.astro and Guevara, Mao, Lenin, 
Stalin and Khrushchev, Arafat, Nixon, Rea_gan 
( under lire), and , as an eerie aftertaste, Ye!tsin 
and Clinton's uncontrollable cackling. 

It's now a c:ommonplace of fashionabl 
media criticism to reject the passive 
epistemology of the couch potato. Grimonprez 
celebrates the living room experience, and offers 
a textbook elaboration of the 'active media 
consumer'-embodi ed participants in news 
reality and themselves televisual hijackers. The 
difference is that Grimonprez (and his 
researchers) have gained ac.cess to the 
commodified electronic media archi es of public: 
history (with its attendant copyright qu tions). 
H 's not just symbolicaUy 'zapping' but 
laboriously recontextualising the media real, 
literally appropriating it for his own art spectacle. 
This is his spectator-rumed-curator strategy, 
which revels in the blurring of art-documentary, 
video-film c tegories. 

Australian Centre for Contemporary Art 
I -- --- ---- -- -

to June 27 

Universal Pictures 
Geoffrey Farmer, Myfanwy Macleod , Ron Terada 
1999 Melboume lntemotloool Biennial Collobofaflng COuntTy Projects 
Conodlon Povlllon 

July 3 to August 16 

Bettino Rheims Modern Lovers 
Orgoolsed by the M Gallery of New South Wales 

Monday June 7 at 6 pm 

ACCA Public Event 

0 

Special live performance by Philip Brophy & Phlllp SamartzJs 
(Ph2), Gregoire & Thoma Couzinier and David Brown 
Launch of the tnougurol season of Immersion surround sound presentollons 

ACCA 1 
1 .. , , ), , , .. ,·· ~ \ • • ~ ; • Tel • 1i : • ; .' Fa1 11 r : ,1 

Ema,I • · 1 Wcbs•le · ,• . , " .. , 
Hour s' · 1 ·,, , 1· , ., 1 
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J. Grimonprez dial H+S-T-0-R-Y 

dial H-J.S.T-0-R-Y, then. is less a political 
recoding than a transcoding Into a media 
sublime. Alternative narrative lines coUapse 
under the weight of its excess baggag . 
Indirection rather than indeterminacy sometimes 
seem to rule. But despite the potential for a cool, 
enlightened, cynical response in the Australian 
context, wh for most of us terrorism is only 
an info-tourist experience , the criticism that dial 
H-J..S-T-0-R-Y merely aesthetically repeats the 
sensational, or trivialises suffering, under the 
opportunistic guise of a media-art intervention 
i , I think, misgulded. It misses the regard 
Grimonprez pay to the unrepresentab . 

With 1V, and especially since satellite, all the 
complex and contradictory a rity of the world 
is now part of our everyday experience. Part of 
dial H+S-T-OR-Ys interest lies in its exploration 
of what these shared media histories mean for 
our sense of belooglng. Its poetic condensation 
of video and film off-cuts, interspersed cartoons, 
photographs, fragile personal camcorder 
footage, is self-reflexive and media sawy. Its 
surrealist Juxtapositions, tones, and rhythms are 
as crucial as its soundtrack, which along with 
evocative sampling consists of a d adpan 
American voice r ading e.xcerptS from DeUIJo. 
Suggested links between the role of the writer 
and the terrorist remain obscure, but flickering 
between the kitsch humour and the banal and 
ublime horror is an effort to make intimate 

public media history. 
1V lov the uncanny. The traumatised body 

The centre shifts 
Keith Gallasch talks to Norie Neumark 
about bodies and computers 

If the installation Shock in the Eat (Arts.pace, 1997) and the 
subsequent CO-ROM of the same name are anything to go by, 
Dead Centre: th6 body wit/I oraans, a new Installation from 
Norie Neumark and collaborators should entertain, disturb and 
certainty make you think--fe-lh n that is, your relationship 
with your body and with computers. Toe usual analogy 
between brain and computer is out. Norie Neumark thinks that 
scientist often get the analogies wrong. What If we thought of 

is certainly the mute subject of this bio-archival 
footage. Death escapes representation, but 
violent death is the media universal. In the 
procession of serial repetition of the hijackers, 2 
key scenes stay with me: the mopping, in low 
motion, of an airport flooded with blood (end a 
legless cowboy boot), and the cleaning of blood 
ingrained in an aeroplane's carpeted cracks. Our 
gaze is left to Unger. To Godard we migh y: 
thl is not red, this is blood. And in ying this, 

we confront the index. 

Underlined by the 70s disco beat (ll:> the 
Hustle), nostalgi11 is at the core of the project. 
Not just for a more radical period of history, or 
for 70s fashions but for the media index of that 
history. We see a historical specificity of the 
apparatus of capture. the history of the technical 
means by which historical events become 
symbolically represented, conserved through 
time as well as space, as an ·ve {from black 
and white film reel to colour camcorders). The 
VHS form itself is already nosta}gic since with 
interactive digital 'real time' communk:atlons a 
different constellation of the future media 
archive is even now taking shape. The tape thus 
winds us through modes of indexicafity. And, as 
many of the images are so familiar, their 
historicity is intense. dial H-I-S-T-0-R-Ythereby 
gives to tel vision a memory that it otherwise 
structurally lacks, or al least a more nuanced 
one than we're likely to get in the millennlal lV 
specials this Christmas. 

Johan Grimonprez, dial H-1-S-T•O-R-Y (1997), 
68 minute c::olour Betacam uideo, with excerpts 
from the novels Mao n and White Noise by Don 
Delillo, music and sample col.fage by Dauid 
Shea, Australian Centre for Contmlporaly Art. 
Melbourne, Ma.n::h 20 -May 2 

Daniel Palmer is a doctoral candidate in 
Cultural Studies at rite Uniuersily of Melboume, 
and Public Programs Coordinator al the Centre 
for Ccnt.emporary Pholcgraphy. 

the computer as a body instead of a brain-we feed · It Dead 
ingests. digests, processes. absorbs, eropts, excretes. What if 
we re-thought our bodies instead of IMng out the Anglo model of bodily experience. As Lynn Payer in CllltuFB and M«IJclne 
has described it. the British are bowel centred, the French look to their livers, the Germans to the heart and the circulato,y 
system, the Americans see the body as a machine, the East is elsewhere altogether. As for Australians, that's something 
to reflect on, but it's not surprising !hat Neumark has invoked the Dead Centre. Slle has written: •1 rst undemood my 
body as cultural one day when, after overeating in ltatt, I complained of a stomach ache, but my ttallan frieoos bemoaned 
their rivers. How did they know where their livers were? I woodered .. .a decade later and thanks to acupuncture. I not only 
know where my llwr is but experience itS symptoms and can even track it to various tender points on my f and legs.• 
Historicalty and culturally our organs travel about. And therefore one of the key figures in Dead CentrB travel ino, the 
other is the computer as an O{Qall of digestion and transmission. 

To encourage this reconflgunng of our melaphorical habits, Neumaf1< works through stories she's collected, pertormances, 
sounds, still images and projecied an mations, "that fracture the 'natural' body." Toe Images by dig'rtai visual artis1 • 
Miranda ental X-Rays, scans, the skeleta of the computer and body organs, but avoid the eralness ofwes1em images of 
the body. The vocal track (pr&-recorded by sound artisVperformer Amanda Stewart to text by Neumark but also performed 
live improvisino with herself on several occasions during the installation's gallery ltte) also fragments and transforms. 
Stewart. a distinctive l)Oet. reports that she's enjoyed the rare process of w011dng to someone else's text and is · 
forward, says Neumar1<, "to reacting In a lateral way to a mixture of memory systems." Composer and programmer Greg 
White. writes Neumark, ·creates the pulses which hold the room/machine together and has designed special software to 
enable the complex sound design.• Neil Simpson lightS the space in whlch Miranda's image-printed sheets of copper and 
si wm hang. Six loud speakers win "express the organs•, drawing on Stewart's perfomiance and sounds from the Dead 
Centre sound art piece Neumar',< produced earlier for A8C ™'s The Listening Room. 

I ask if the radio work forms the template for the installation. Neumaf1< says yes and no, a lot of other 1hmgs happen as the 
work transforms from one medium o another. She likes the creative accidents that happen The one thing that is constant. 
she insists, is her preoccupa on with sound. For all the visual appeal and drive of Shock in the Ear and Dead Centre It is 
sound which is at the heart of these works. The voice oo is of the body and carries its own cultural . An Important 
part of Neumark's ongoing project has been to see how sound artists can work with visual artists. In a few months. 
Neumarlc, a Senior Lecturer in Media Arts Production, University of Technology Sydney, wlll return to the un· ed States fO{ 
a year on a Society for the Humanities Fellowsh p at Cornell University, teaching a course she's designed ard doinO a lot 
of wor1< on her next project, about the envelope making mach n&-her grandfather Invented the device and also the 
envelope with window-and the genealogy of email. It's a work about the desire to create 'envelopes' and the culture of 
invention. 

You can find more information about Dead Centre on the ABCs Headsf)IJC8 w,bsite on the In the ng page. 
Dead Centre; the body wrth organs, The Performance Space Gaiter,. July 8 -22. Ltve performances Wfth Amanda Stewart 
July B. 11 & 18. Enqu/nes teJ 9698 7235 
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Comment 

The aesthetics of forgetting 
Cira La Gioia's personal reflection on the ambivalent response to Life is Beautiful 

In my student days at Pisa University, I WIIS 

one evening in the People's House at Porta a 
Lucca. Tuscany is t:raditionaily a 'red' region 
with a proud history of partisan resistance to 
fascism. The People's Houses (Case del Popolo) 
are sort of comrnunicy or neighbourhood centres 
run by the Italian Communist Party where 
people drop In for a glass of red, a game of 
table tennis and always for the favourite Italian 
sport of conversation on politics. 

Standing at the bar, chaWng away with 
some old folks, was Roberto Benigni. H 

wasn't famous then, but well known in the 
People's Houses for his wit end impersonations 
of popular characters dra.wn in fact from the 
very audience he was performing to . He was 
soon surrounded by a crowd of bystanders 
laughing to tears; the chat had be.come the 
show. It went on until late and finished with 
Benignfs exhilarating attempts at I aving the 
room; exits were all blocked by an enthusiastic 
audience asking for more. 

On my way home, in the nocturnal quiet of 
Pisa's paved streets, there was a girl sitting on 

the threshold of a house, crying and swearing 
furiously in a foreign language mixed with 
Italian. She was in a state of distress and one 
could guess that those Italian swear words 
w re flowing from her mouth with unusual 
fluency. I was going to top, however she was 
first to address me, and the sil nt city, 
screaming "I wasn't born when it happened. 
you fucking bastards, I didn't do it. can you 
hear me? I haven' killed anyone. I AM 
I NOCENTll!I" 

She was a Gerrmm medical student ho 
had had a petty argument with flatmates and 
had been quickJy silenced by accusations of 
Nazism. I had never spoken before to a •real" 

Reviews 

Bedrooms and Hallways 
director Rose Troche 
writer Robert Ferrar 
distributor New Vision 
July release 
You ever Ii e the things you should. Take heed 
gen "cists. 
As suddenly l develop an aversion to this homo boy with 
dirty blonde hair, and the SBC funded movie turns into a 
Friends episode. 
Just because the straight slow-bum Irishman gave you 
an extra row of pickled gherkin on your bread•roll, well 
bully for you. 
Though, in some frames when he's wearing a rough
hewn iumper, and there's that imperfect bump on the 
ridge of h s nose. 
Well I want to emote: I'm about to tum thirty too, I've 
also never had a seven year relationship and maybe YoU 
remind me of my Nghschool sweetheart. 
(Sub-titled: Why I fall in love with inaccessible gay boys 
each time.) 

Cut to the next frame & the no, yang" chant at the 
men's group. 
As I sit back in my seat, comfortable with the irony, mis
identification over with. 

& there's the gorgeous (now bQ Irishman holding a 
Gulnness in one hand 
& the "truth stone· in the other, fielding questions from 
the group about anal sex 
& how it (paradoxically) helps a man understand women 
better ... 
Whi e his blonde assboy, Loo scruffy by far, ls out 
Chasing som Arrr, ol his own. 

Keri Glastonbury is a poet who saw Rose Troche's (Go 
Ash) latest movie Bedrooms and Hallways and wrote a 
poem to mas the tact that she thought the film, a queer 
romantic comedy, was full of too many nanatJve 
conveniences to allow much real empathy With the 
characters In their sexual roundelay. 

Kevin McKidd (TtalnspottingJ plays Leo, a gay man who 

German but I had watched many movies made 
after the war and they were full of trains full of 
people full of fear, full of death and full of 
Germans, to the point that, though not having 
experienced the war and not being Jewish, I 
had nightmares of being deported. 

These recollections were brought back by 
Benlgni's film Ufe is BeauU{u.~ in a cinema 
crowded with Italian families, where I watched 
th movie, trying to spot old friends amongst 
the extras in the concentration camp. They 
looked like extras, it has been remarked, rather 
than victims of the Holocaust. I do the same 
search when I watch the Tavlani brothers, who 
often choose Tuscan settings for the r films and 
also always keep you aware that the film Is 
being filmed. to th point that sometimes you 
feel in the images the weight of the Aiming 
equipment, the shape of the rails over whlch it 
rolls a_nd the fee per hour the extras are getting. 

There have been m ny reactions to Ufe is 
BeauU/ul. Whether the Holocaust can be 
accepted a it for comedy. and the lack of 
realism in its representation. are the main 
argum nts in the d bate the film has provoked. 

A book comes to mind, a book on the 
disappearance of a book, Umberto Eco's In the 
Na.me of lhe Rose. an historical thrill se in a 
monastery where Aristotle's text oo comedy is 
guarded by a monk to prot the world from 
the moral catastroph that would o<::cur if it 
were to become public. Knowledge of this 
book would legitimate, in the monk's view, the 
"beJJy laughs of the simple" and thus aMul the 
"timor Det, the fear of God without which no 
motivation remains for moral conduct. 

Similarly. we cultivate a "timor Holocausti", 
an ethical duty to remember which keeps 

Nadine Garner In Fresh Air 

falls /rt love with Brendan (James Purefoy), a straight 
boy from his men's group. In one of many happy 
accidents Brendan just happens to have recently broken 
up With Leo's first girlfnend. Also see Hugo Weaving 
play a kinky real estate agent with a penchant for fucki/1{/ 
his perky fashion victim lover (Tom Hollander) fn 
eccenflical/y English houses before they (JO to sale. 

Kerl GfaslDnbury·s first poetry boo Hygienic Lily will be 
published by Five Islands Press in July 1999. 

Fresh A ir 
writer/director Neil Mansfield 
distributor R.B. Alms 
Release: Sydney 
The first of the Million Dollar Movies (SBS and AFC), 
Fresh Air planks you into Inner-city Sydney and 
becomes as organic as an alfalfa maker, sprouting zines, 
painters. debates between aesthetics and athletics. band 
nights, Marrickville moments-<:onversations drowned 
out by aeroplanes-and too many coffees. 

Inspired by Godard's Breathless--jumpcuts and cute 
short hairdos (Nadine Gamer as Kit)--and an engaging 
easy charm and dialogue that grows out of the 

watch against its repetition. The Holoca.ust is a 
limit that must not .be forgotten. It is 
knowledge of an extreme human capacity for 
savagery that demands no slacking of our 
historical memory and admits no tampering 
with its truth. It has been written that this 
ethical duty to remember the Holocaust 
caMot be reconciled with the aesthetic 
requirements of a fairy tale and that the true 
details of the experience have been glossed 
over, averted by Benigni. 

But I, (trying to recognise friends amongst 
the extras), have always been disquieted by 
thoughts other than those inspired by the true 
details of the experience. It is the Holocaust as 
'normal' that causes my vacillation, the 
Ho ocaust as industry, with i production 
process, aUied professions and technologies, 
opportunities for research and development 
and the number of people it kept 'busy' for a 
length of time sufficient for any qualm, scruple 
or consci nee to rise. Wasn't the Holocaust 
contiguous and conlinuou with the daily toils 
of the lmple man with II his virtues, including 
his timor Dei? And here is that h man 
capacity for avag ry hen there is no 
Nazism? Was it a quality of evil in itself or a 
qu tion of den ity of something that. diluted, 
looks like something else? 

There is the limit where knowledge of the 
disaster becom s impo sible, where the 
disaste r takes care of everything including 
its forgetting. The forgetting has already 
happened. it happened with the disaster and 
left the disaster as its trace. It is a perfect 
machine for the implo ion of history; the 
Holocau t I e residue floating a e rim. 
As such it Is the only thing we can know. 
The res is either too horrible to be known or 
too ordinary to be memorable. 

everyday-Rohm e r·s 
Boyfriends and Girtfriends
Fresh Air Is abOut lifestyle and 
community. where 
twentysomelhings are at, 
especially those unable to 
conform to the economic 
rationalist ideals of the 
Howard govemmen Inspired 
cinematography by Toby 
Oliver means shifting between 
styles to make a point: when 
Kit meets up with an old art• 
school friend Who ls now an 
advertistng exec, the visuals 
change to the saturated blues, 
yellows and greens In 
advertJsing and video clip 

vogue. highlighting her feeling 
that she is standing at the end of the longest queue. 
goin' nowhere. outside the mainstream. 

Wha s good about Fresh Air is its injection of small 
realities. chucking out tha wacky outback characters that 
have become so tiresome In Oz film (see Paperback 
Hero) for urbanites who speak~en if I cringed as I 
heard them-words that hold some truth. Doesn't 
everyone these days want to be a fllmmaker? Doesn't 
everyone have trouble explaining to their parents (and 
even more so. grandparents) What It is exactly they do? 
Also successful is the establi hment of multicUlturalism 
as part of Australian life rather than an iss ' to be 
resolved in some way. In a gently ironic scene. an 
amateur theatre company (of actors from a range of 
cultural backgrounds) do a play consisting en rely of 
worn-out Oz cliches (see Paf)6rbacl< He~ : "I'm as dry 
as a dead dingo's donger." 

Fresh Air has the look'n'feel of being low fi and 
handmade but, unlike the woeful Redball (a load of old 
cop-see Rea/Time 29), the downbeat style suits the 
pace of the characters and the r hodge podge lives. The 
performances by Nadine Gamer and Bridle Carter (as e) 
are terrific but what's missing is bite, flesh on th.e bOnes 

U(e is BeauU(ul is effective because it acts 
in this gap between the ordinary and the 
extraordinary of the events, and touches on the 
uncanniness of their reversibility. In the most 
dramatic scene, Guido is ummooed 
secretively to the drinks table by the German 
Nazi officer he had known in Italy, who could 
save his family. The officer. at turns out.. is 
obsessed with their old sport or solving riddles 
and a riddle Is the only thing he has to offer. 
An abyss opens where meaning falls and 
Guido's game of scoring points for a tank llnds 
a tragic counterpart. 

Benlgni's film is centred on a game and on 
the power it has to seduce death and to deflect 
meaning from hitting a. child. After aU. we team 
at the end, the story is the memory of this 
child and is therefore the real prize of the 
game, a memory where death in the camp has 
already been seduced; it is soft, lt Is blue, it is 
absent 

My father, when I was a child, used to buy 
bails of "ragsw. he used them to clean up 
engines, they were called "the Jewish clothes~ 
and I was allowed to play dress-ups before 
they went to the orkshop ... life goes on •. .it is 
beautiful ... and children are protected from the 
meaning of clothes. 

Maybe the German girl in Pisa, hose name 
I have forgotten-and with whom I cried in rage 
against the violence of those who can forever 
claim they had no part to play (nor their 
ancestors or countries or neighbours, nor 
names they knew to be tarnished by 
suspicion). forever innocent-maybe the 
German girl was daughter to the officer 
obsessed by the riddles. 

------- --
Ufe is Beautiful, wri.Uen and directed by 
Roberto Benlgnl screening nalionally. Grand 
Jury Prize. Cannes 1998 and 8 Da.uid di 
Donatello (Jtallan Oscar) awards including Best 
Pfcture, cto,; Director and lay. 

Cira La Gioia is a (rel?.Jance. wril.er 1/uing in 
Melbourn 

of the issues it tacktes-spintuality, art, career, racism. 
politics, relationships and fidelity-for an audience 
eager or Intellectual stimulation. A hawker on the 
streets, shot from behind, is speaking to a group of 
teenage girls. When he mentions God, the group lk 
away wor(I d weary. He repeats his lament to an empty 
frame. rsten Krauth 

Fresh Air is currently screening at OendY Cinemas m 
Sydney but negotiations at8 under way tor It to screen 
nationally. 

Paperback Hero 
writer-di.rector Andrew J Bowman 
distributor Polygram 
March release 
There is an aussified land, I don't know where. maybe 
Uncle Ray can take us, it's somewhere our there. 
We've all been a thousand times before JEESUS 
sometimes it feels like the only place we ever ever go 
BUGGER IT has trucks and trackS and dogs, campfires 
Where we can sit around feeling all preambly with our 
mates and then lie back and look up at the stars MY 
OATH. There's even a city which looks a lo like Sydney 
where a bloke can still par1< his rig in ront of a 
skyscraper YOU BEAUTY and the fol are all shiny and 
silly-Insincere, you know-but a bat of bluft charm 
soon wins them over SHIT I haven't had this much fun 
since Mick Dundee came to town (the c· gazes upon 
itself lovingly. loalhingly, through Country eyes). There 
are HEAPS of Export Oualily characters here barpppp, 
fartin & vomitin, and ifs all so TI ELE5S-you know 
what's going to happen ages before it actually does. 
Sure, there's a b I of anxiety about tn nature of 
masculine Identity and so on, but don't let that spoll It 
for you-the blokes all manage to wor it out In the 
end SHE'LL BE RIGHT no faking it tonight Aeyway, 
you can always just lose yourself in the true blue of the 
singlets. the golden dust, sweet cinematic perspiration 
STRUTH it's the kind of place where no-one would 
ever make a. film about a writer or an artist (not unless 
they also happened to be a truckle). I'm only glad I 
don't live there. Simon Enticknap 
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The best of the best 
uzann punner on the Keene-Taylor project 

This a on of 6 short works in 2 
program brings together the best of The 
Keene-Taylor project, a ollaboration 
between playwright Daniel Keene and 
director Ariette Taylor. ince ovember 
1997 in 6 sea on at various venues-The 
Trad Hall, La Mama and the Brotherhood 
of t Lawrence Warebouse-KTP have 
pr nted 16 hort pieces m tly 
monologu , and 2 full Length works, often 
played to mall audiences but invariably to 
unjversal critical acclaim, with 2 of the 
actors, Greg tone and newcomer Dan 
pielman, being nominated for Green Room 

Awards. In their own words, "what began as 
an experiment, has become a commitment" 
and even without .having sec the previous 
season I. am prepared to affirm that these 
are the best of the best. 

Each piece works on its own bur in 
sequence each program indirectly forms a 
discontinuous narrative. The same character 
don't aaualJy recur but represent 
possibilities of being, witness to previous 
lives, or even the same character grown 
older, and each program has dear though 
subtle thread of imagery and concerns. 

Shared between Kaddish, The Violin and 
The Rain there i a recurrent sense of lo , of 
things misplaced, left behind to peak of 
what has happened. It begins with the 
plastic bags of a dead woman's things that 
her husband feel burdened with. He wants 
to to s them off the pier but instead throws 
them over mebody's fence. It ends with all 
the rooms full of po ions belonging to 
Jews who were tran ported. The girl now an 
old woman who was given to look after the 
po ion and ha done so ever in e, ons 
and resort them sieving for meaning and 
understanding. In between, there i the 
family made to board a train not the same 
train but maybe the same train and the 

violin that represents everything that i 
precious fragile and human. There is an 
accumulation of objects and one sees that, at 
death, all that is left is a few things in a 
plasti bag or a uitcase and the knowledge 
that music wa made and lives lived and 
Lot. 

The works i.n program 2 were all first 
caged in the warehouse of the SSL full of 

discarded furniture and the set recreates that 
clutter in The MaJthouse making a 
connection between the legacy of things. In 
these 3 plays everyone is living or trying co 
amongst other people's cast-offs. Meanwhile 
death or annihilation, from loneliness and 
the difficulty of living alone, outside and on 
the margins of society, is snapping at their 
heels. 

If the world of things was more about 
Europe and po ibly the past (though events 
in Ko ovo made it dreadfully current) thi 
world of alonen i more recognisably 
Australian now and just beyond our 
comfortable security-grilled front door. 
Kecnc's characters are the people that most 
of us don't know, the homdcss, the 
desperatdy unemployed, the boy facing 
aggravated rape charges. When we see them 
we hun them, afraid of contact and the 
infection of chaos and despair. 

We don t want to know, in the way that, 
if I had read about the rape case in the 
newspaper, my attention, my ympathy, my 
empathy would have been entirely with the 
woman. That would have been the story the 
issue. In Untitled Monologue Keene takes 
up where we have not o mu h left off as 
left out bringing us into the h art, mind and 
body of the attacker and mak us see there 
is another victim for whom we a a iety 
are just a answerable. He d not try to 
ju tify or explain away what the boy ha 

Incidental music 
Ja on weeney wait for the epiphany in Brink Produ tion 
Roberto Zucco 
The Balcony Theatre is cold 
tonight. There's a sense of 
hostility in here. In a klnd of black 
void, a dark surrealism. shivering 
in a baroque hall. .. as Brink 
Productions perform their vers on 
of Roberto Zucco. There's a 
continuous loop of ambiguities, 
touches of nolr. constant shifts n 
time, of place, persona, objects, 
walls. The protagonist/antagonist 
(Zucco) speeding. escaping, 
leading us on, getting away with 
murder. A young girl sells herself 
for the love of this (alleged) killer. 
Her sister. in black, repulsed by 
men, a house warden. Their Colleen Cross & David Mealor, ROberto Zucro 
brother, policing his younger 
sister, a series of exploitations. Parisian guttersn pes In 
back alleys where our anti-hero falls, makes a call for 
help on a broken telephone. Identities. morphed, in 
parallel, sometimes it was like watching my friend 
tumbling his way through most PlayStation games. War 
games. Horror on the streets. Wrtness to the gradual 
attrition. All these characters .•. all these actors playing 
"dead", acting "concerned." When I laughed I wasn't 
laughing with them. I couldn't help but often feel 
distracted by the ornate ceiling of this performance 
space, the vastness in which Mary Moore·s moveable 
set framing this work sat. shifted around, a sequence of 
illusions, adjusting to the light. Trapdoors, escape · 
routes. the whole world, a prison. A c,old, metallic box, 
a botmdary, sharp-edged, locking me out. Each scene In 
Bernard-Marie Koltes· text (translated brilliantly by 
Martin Crimp) was mesmerising, poetic. beautiful. 
dlsturt>lng. The execution by the ensemble in this 

per1ormance seemed disinterested, all these profound 
words spoken as if from the mouths of ghosts, empty 
gestures. I dunno, maybe I was expecting a 
resurrection. Something actively political. To get 
beyond beauty. To expose a few stains. Some sort of 
engagement, a sense of the work's incredible voice. the 
enormity of what was being said. There wasn't. 
Everything was too clean. All these "dramatic" 
moments, compensated for with 'Incidental' sonic 
abstractions/noises/sounds, Intricate compositions by 
Jeremy Rowney, which had an eerie life of their own, 
removed (unforttJnately) from their supposed role as 
soundscape. It's like no-one bothered to communicate 
with the musician exactly why or how his music was 
going to be used. This bothered me. It happens too 
often. Wtry these essential elements, laying disparate. 
as ·second thought', or so lt seems. I wanted to close 
my eyes. However ... there 1s a moment, a scene where 
a row of prison inmates lie on their backs, looking up at 

done, just allows us to under tand what had 
led ro that night in the carpark. one of 
wbar we are privileged to hear, th boy' 
letterS to hi father, will mo t probably ever 
form part of his cacemcnt co the p lice, o 
no one will ever know what else they really 
need to know. The boy himself would not 
trunk any of it mattered, ir wa just the 
condition of his life, and only we and God 
knew the aloneness at the centre that led 
him there. 

In A Glass of Twilight, a man pay 
another man for . To need not to be 
alone so mu h that intimacy must be paid 
for, ro have nothing to trade but your body 
is awful and tragic but this is not. Once the 
deal is made, it is transforming, it i love and 
we are allowed to see it a love in the words 
and gestures of these men, and in the ghostly 
exquisite pair of older men, ballroom 
dancers immaculately dressed in tails who 
perform a dance of love and death, a dance 
of the rarity of touch. 

In Night, A Wall, Two Men a similarly 
transcendent motif is there from the 
beginning and seems incongruous. A boy, an 
ordinary boy with a blessed voice walks 
through the piece from time to time singing 
Latin plainsong, but as the lives and the 
relationship between the 2 homeless men is 
revealed in all its sadness and fury, all its 
absurdity and aU its rancour-and we have 
laughed with them at things that they and 
we should cry about-it 's right that the song 
is heard soaring above and around. It seems 
to say they have been heard, .if only in 
heaven, or me better place, or failing that, 
by a middle da theatre audience, who 
might leave not quite as complacent as they 
entered. 

This is a very full theatrical experience, a 
unity of means and meanings, fine writing 
ma~ hed by fine direction and fine 
performan from all of the casts. Yes I'd 
agree entirely with the nominations of Greg 
tone and Dan pielman bur add Malcolm 

Robertson to the list. There i an a uredn . 
about these pieces that is rare in new 

Zucco in jail-break mode, making commentary, 
enjoying the moment in un son. This was near the end. 
It was a moment where (finally) everything/everyone 
tuned in. worked through the static, cleared things up. 
Intense white searchlights blind the audience in random 
flashes. This jolted me. I felt engaged, Invigorated. I was 
drawn to variable voices. completing layers of sounds, 
like an agreement, a po nt at which an understanding is 
struck, where audience, performer, director. 
performance space, sound artist, designers ... actually 
collaborate. For over an hour I witnessed a play of 
disappearing acts. trained acting, a lot of shouting, 

Aun: Ream.me 

Patricia Kennedy. The Rain Zoe Burton 

Australian work. It is wonderful to sec 
theatre that has had enough time with the 
right people, to settle and keep on finding 
itself anew. 

If I was to carp I would say Keene could 
cut some of the false endings from A Night. 
It seems co reach a narural ending but is then 
prolonged in ways that stand out markedly 
a derivative of other writers-it loses its 
inmvidual voice and Starts to seem Godot
ish and Monk O' eill-ish, and crus is qwte a 
hock because while it might be said to 

traverse their joint territory, you don't even 
think of Beckett or Hibberd till crus lapse at 
the end. But really I don't want to carp, I 
just wane it to be perfect. 

Keene/Taylor Project: The Best of Seasons 1-
6; writer Daniel Keene, director Ariette 
Taylor; Program 1: Kaddish, Robin Omting; 
The Violin, Anni Finsterer, Paul English & 
Chloe Armstrong; The Rain, Patricia 
Kennedy; Program 2: A Glass of Twilight, 
Paul English, Greg tone; Untitled 
Monologue, Dan Spielman; ight, A all, 
Two Men, Greg Stone, Malc.olm Robertson, 
The Malthouse, May 4 - 15 

vocal inflections, carrying reverb. words. bloodied, 
trickling down walls. We applaud. 

Roberto Zucco, Brink Productions, April 17 • May 1, 
The Balcony Theatre 

Jason Sweeney is an Adelafde·based writer. 
sound/performance aJtist and co-director of Safe 
Chamber. He wfll be undertaking an Australia Council 
New Media Arts lntemational Residency at Banff Centre 
for the Arts, Canada in October. 

Here is our advenisemen1 for your June/JuJy edition. As we discu scd, we need a half page ertical pace. 
towards the front of the p:iper. PI.ease add attached colour graphic. 

FIBRE CEMENT COMPANY 

RUSSEL 
At the Performance Space 
199 Cleveland St, Redfern 
Preview: 28 July 
Season: 29 July to Sat 7 August 
Tue- Sat at 8pm, Sun 5pm 
Booking (02) 9698 7235 
Ticket 20 full/ 12 cone 
(TP m mb r and industry $15 full/ 10 cone) 
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Beyond the black and white 
Gri ha Dolgopol v enjoy the feel of eiJ Murray fir t play, King for This Place 

ot all boriginal theatre needs to be 
political. metimcs th experien i far 
more ~ nt nd the meaning f r more 
lasting wh n there is no message, when story 
nd time wash over che audience like che 

dawn mi t--g ode, chilling and yet 
prom· ing. King for Tbis Place is a ubde 

perien Jc mani tS th parsen of che 
bush and the comp! web of human and 
p.iricual relations that bind urvival to 

r pea history ro homeland and whit t 

black. 

This . th first pl b ii Murray, wh 
is berter known as a singer- ng writer 
( hristine Anu' M Island Home) and 
f unding m mber of the arumpi Band. lb 
play was commissi ned b An ela Chaplin 
for D kch u Theatre mpany wh sa 
"with its I ical • tran er in a n e land' 
truaure Kit,g for This Place tak i 
udience on a j urney we aJI wam to have." 

riginal pa and pr nt. 
returns to the desert community and that is 
the pla ' rather abnr tend. 

The trength of this produ i n is n t in 
the writin (whi h · a k rd and ha 
insuffi ient dramati 

et, the play wa full of fascinating and 
unrealised ibiliti . Thero.man that 
ripened between 

facilitated b Don and Miriam ( her 
illiams-Hood}-was not given the p e to 

evolve. The absen e of trong and d veloped 
female characters wa urpri ing for a 

mmis ioned piece, pecially b Deckchair 
with i ommitment to women' · u . Both 
Melodie R ynolds and Sher 1lliam -Hood 
made the most of limited materia[ in 
viva ious performances. The highlight w 
Miriam pealcin to Sarina behind th ha k 
of the rampaging Uncle Ted with elaborate 
(and t nant) hand gesru:r chat had the 

boriginal audience in rirch . 

boriginal 
peopl and their culruraJ herita e o enrich 
white UST.Calians. Although there i nothing 
new in this message, ir is certainly worth 
repeating and ploring at length. Hi second 
claim that pirirual nsitivi and attachment 
to land are n c e I ivel th pr e of 
Aboriginal peopl hile refreshing is 

m hat at odds with hi first and required 
me ela ration. 

Lenny the bo from the b h, adap far 
more easily co the boriginal wa than could 
be expected o( an ordinary urbanire. He .i 
eager and quick ro learn and is nsitive to 
the land. This lack of dramatic te ion is 
partiall th play' problem and perversely a 
virtue. Ki11g for This Place is unusual theatre: 
pa fragmentary fluid and incomplete 
nd y t there is omething righr a ut i 

pace and the way it smell . It i plea ing to 
see a performan thar rakes a r fr hingl 
m th and ubtle appr ach to enga ing 

with the · u of whit and bla that at 
its best wa fur from bla k and whire. 

King for Thi Place, writer eil MlmO) ' 
director Angela Chapli,1, Deckchair Theatre, 
Vidoria Hail, Fremantle, April 1 • ay 

A double helix of tricks and ideas 
ar - nn Robin on in pect de o 

Ho do you make bodies speak? How do you use 
'tricks' to convey narrative? You don't, if that's the sole 
intention. These clunky questions arise if the concept 
in performance is privileged over the doing of 
performance. When It's divided In this way, then 
messages are driven by text through a 
vehicle/body/actor, to be perceived again as concept: ·1 
get it.' Forms of theatre that don't do this have to be 
re-named 'physical.' 

Since 1990, desoxy (Teresa Blake and Daniel Witton) 
hav developed a style of close, physical performance 
that rs pac ed with sound, mages and ideas, all in a 
lluld sea. overlapping. Because 'being human· is both 
content and form of this performance. subject and 
medium never split apart. 

Their bodies In woolly, water·baby bathers, are 
sometimes shockingly close-streaming fluid In o 
each other's mouths, or finger up the arse, as she 
carts him around the space Ii e a rag doll, or wrapped 
together, balancing, acrobatic and beautifully 
inelegant These are supremely fi skilled humans in a 
performance filled with stuff. 

A lot of stuff about sex and science, the body slave to 
the lorces of nature. When the sh ny apple descends 
between them from above-she's taller so she grabs 
It with both hands-it opens like a trendy salad 
container, but the sala.d is anatomical paraphernalia, 
the gear for doing the business. He puts on hers, she 
puts on his, and they're off: sex as driving force, 
bodies animated and moved by genital bits and p eces, 
"the plaything of a committee of self-interested 
genes.~ 

Along with the positivist. scientific account of human 
bodies-sharing 98.4% DNA sequencing with a 

Theatr D 

chimpan ee, explanations, genome projects-social 
organisation of bodies ls also performed through the 
decorations and carriage of human form, the 
express ons of gender and civilisation written on the 
body. 

Sounds were snorty, growling things, one of those lV 
series where invasive medical technologies inquire 
into the pulsing insides and display them as If they 

exist outside In the light From this techno-soup of 
sound emerge Ideas, Information and, occasionally, 
beautiful soppy music. She plays cello. He sings. 

Through panting and babbling, the physlcaVanlmal is 
so strongly established that speech is an hilarious 
shock: "Looking stunning this evening •.. • Later. 
singing emerges as a further physical achievement, 
the control of breath in a cool stream of sound, hitting 

the spot, as extraordinary as walking on the huge 
surface of the moon, curved across the back wall. 

Lumps ol meaning in text risk being ·concept driven' 
and telling this dorky, dumb body as a story, putting it 
all together as the subject of science, as animal 
explained by mind: disembodied, clever little thoughts. 
Just as you were about to say, 'I gel It', the work 
steered away. A car accident. a limp dying body, 
suspended in a sling, has a little dialogue with a 
monkey-ancestor. You see the tiny, irrational sts of 
the self·aware but dying cerebral cortex. seeming to 
make sense, knowing 'the tragedy' of its own death as 
it happens. You watch the mad idea move in the still 
body. 

Moving aspects of this performance, or me. were not 
romantic Images or big effects. although there were 
plenty of these. It was bodily detail-sp ng through 
the ongoing struggle with breath, description of tears, 
reference to fat (verbal only-no fat on t e 2) and 
odd little stories. 

Moments of revelation are not abou be no to d new 
things ('I gel it') or shown new tricks ('Wow!1 but 
about being reminded of what you kne and have 
forgotten. Life Is hard to understand, strange that we 
keep wanting to make 'sense' of it. Everybody II d e 
one day. The elbow of the man next to me IS really 
annoying: we're human. 

98.4% DNA (being human), desoxy Theatre, Oavld 
Williamson Theatre, SWlnbume Institute of Technology, 
Melboume, April 13 - May 1 
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Training: personal and spectacular 
Keith Galla h talk to igel Jami on co-director of the 1999 Au rralian International ork hop Fe tival 

igel Jamieso11 set up the International 
Workshop Festival in the UK in 1 9 and 
has established it in Australia, first in 
Adelaide a11d n w in Melbourne itt 
collaboration with Monash University and 
presented at tJ,e Victorian College of the 
Arts. Jamieson is a well know11 director of 
theatre-based works (Legs 011 the Wall's All 
of Me) and large scale outdoor events 
(Flamma Flamma, Adelaide Festival 1998). 
He is rtistic director of the ABC TV's 
Mi/len11i11m Broadcast part of a millennial 
television event involving 55 cozmtries 
making one program lasting 25 hours. There 
will be Australian content and a series of 9 
mi,wte pieces which u111/ be live, event-based 
works. ''All of the nes I'll be working 011 

involve putting some of 1tStralia's most 
exciti11g contemporary artists within 
ico11ograpbic landscapes," ys Jamieson. 
llldiget1ous artists will pla a considerable 
role in the pro;ect. 

KG I notice that part of the Australian 
lntematio11al orkshop Festival y u're 
having a focus on ceremony and spectacle 
both in a conference and i11 the inclusion of 
a w rkshop with Peter Mimhal/ (director, 
designer, Barcelona Olympics). hat sort of 
people do you expect to attend this 
work hop? 

J The ustralian arts communiry i 
currently having laid on irs place all these 
very larg and maU I'd sa ulturally 
important even in term of the wa our 
culture is defined to th world and therefore 
ro our Ives. To have as much input fr m 

me of th reaJJy great creators of tho 
form f theatre and perrise i enormou ly 
u eful. On the level of ay the Stru tures and 
fabri to u . To leam rhar if you wane to 
put that thing up in the air i~ g ing to 
0 i thigh but the ind alway kn k it 

down. Bur also th souJ and the tructuce of 
the event. meone Like Peter Minshall ha 
taken the idea of amivaJ and created a f cm 
which ha an incredible sense of content and 
drama to it. It's a long way from carnival 
fl . Julian rou h i constantly and 
hugely inventive in rerms of material . And 
really his mark is that he keep going ba k 
to looking for the implicity rather than 
complexity of the olution. He d s this 
wonderful hov , h re b d igo th h 
within the show n tag making th ts 

and pr p and ma k our of paper and 
elJ ea there in front of y u, right through 

to-well he mad a lot of the big ruff for 
elfare tare. Lik h' collaborator, Phelin 
Dcrmett, h grew up in ah use whi h 

h d a poltergeist in ir and they did a show 
about that actually made th h u out of 
sell tape during the how. At the end of the 
h w they j t nipped the eUorape and it 

all uddenly comracred and became the 
poJcergeist. 

KG o people who attend these 
workshops and go to the ceremony and 
spectacle conference might be artists and 
companies who have a vision for their work 
to be induded in these proliferating large 
scale public evet1ts? 

J ydney i pr mising the bigg t 
outdoor spectacle ever for ew Year' Eve 
and Kennett is saying this time we're gonna 

urdo you ... Th n there' the lympi and 
the build up to that. Then there' Federation 
happening all over Au rralia. I think there' 
alwa the ri k f that work being rass but 
I chink in Australia it' a fantasti form. And 
t r a whole lot of rea on . There are few 
pla es in th world which are better uited 
to outdoor work. I think that if we can 
make ure char the work i n't just fire, or 

and glitter and that it acrually does addr 
our identiry and cultural i ues and h a 
soul then I rhink it' a fanta ric wa of 
bringing people togerher for a publi 
ollecrive experien c o what our ulrur 

and what our i on are, 

KG While everyone's excited to see ),our 
worksl,op festival a11110,mced, there' een a 
lot of discussion about the lack of longer 
tem, training in perfon11an e (0$ opposed to 
conventional acting) in AttStralia. 

J My first ork h p F ri al wa m 
198 in ndoo. At th beginmng it wa 
political. I got a job to try and promote a 
wider vision of rheacre and the \1 ork hop 

esti al wa in many ways an anempt to 
carr that pr . The ridiculou ituarion 

there as that in England we had 27 drama 
ho Is where you wenr and learned how t 

put omebody else' pi y on and deal with 
the cexr bur we had no ircu school no 
mime school, no ph ical school. And also, 
the gland' multi ultural ·ecy a n't in 
an way represented by th craining. 
there were fanta ti Afri n dan e 
ompani and Ind n ian ruff, Chin 

tradition and all of char, bur really no 
forum whacsoever to e en look at the 
pr of creating work. 

I think really if you I k at the dive iry of 
work in Australia and the am praaice that 

u tralia is famou for and what's · 
e era rdinary bout it, gain ir' absolutely 
lamenrabl reptesenred m terms oft ining 
faciliti . In nada they c a cir u hool 

up in oncreal and now irque de Soleil is 
i\lt there earning the Canadian econom 

billions f d liars. That irque tradirion wa 
very much inspired by the lik of ircu 

z. And yet we're till I king at a iruari n 
where an ~ ni hing bli.shment like the 
Flying Frui fly ircu is ab olure1 truggling 
n and there' no hoof. e need new 

forms f I n -term training whi h i 
certainly happening through epean 
and pla like that, · nd \ c're , orking 
I ly with the VCA on thi proj 

think i~ improving. I thmk th" kind of 
training i about tho performers , ho are 
out there creating work in diffi ulr 
circumstan . The need to be able ro go 
back and re-expl re their Ian uage and 
mechodol with th input of a reaU 
in piring tea h r- It' very mu h about that 
ongoing ·ploration. 

KG The workshops are for experienced 
perfonners getting a taste of something 
which they haven't had before and they're 
111orki,1 for S days or in some cases. 
Can this have a significant impact 011 
them? 

J lt' 

KG You dori 't emerge after S days with a 
total discipline but if you did the Deborah 
Hay/Margaret Cameron workshop you 
might e11d up with a different attitude to 
your body or with Enrique Pardo from 
France it might be the relatio11ship between 
voice a11d b y th t migl,t shift seriously for 
you. 

J ln 19 when we did the big q 
focu in London 3 year later, half the 
srudems at th Lecoq hool v ere from 
England. Five )•ear larer we had all th 
peopl comin our of the bool and coming 
ba k to home to reatc w rk. That had a 
profound effect n the thearre in England. 

KC o it needn't be a one-off e.-~perience. 
For an experienced performer J suppose 
working with aguri Yukio eve11 t'1011gh 
they'd riever do11e a11ythi11g akin to Butoh 
before, it might be " i11itiati 11 into 
s mething they want to follow up. 

They might g t an ialink grant t 
o off to J p n or Geanaine ny ha a 

school in negal. CettiinJy a number of 
people have gon on. uraya Hilal run 

hool. 

KG Compared to some of the other artists 
i11 your program she seems relatively exotic 
because hers is a mixture of classic and 
traditional Egyptian danu fonns. 

J She i the mo t phen m nally 
wonderful dancer to watch and to rudy 
with. he i ublime. But al that Egyptian 
dance tradition ha been really interesting. 
Panly because as a form ir wa appropriated 
by men and Egyptian belly dan e. I think 
there ha been a proc in whi h uraya h 
been hugely influential on a w cld scale. he 
ha the uraya Hila! teachers here in 

rralia. nd he ha been involved in not 
only returning the dan e to its cla icaJ coo 
and the beauty of its rradiri nal foan but 
al in a en e, reruming it t women. lr's a 
form of dance whi his absolutely about the 
pelvi and women' power of fertility and 
women' exploration of their own sexuality 
and n uality. It' fundam ntally about the 
orts of cultural changes that the £ rival is 

about. e had uraya her 6-7 year ago 
and the w rk hop Id out in about 1 
econd. 

KG nd when 011 use the word 
"festival", obvi 11sly there are the 
workshops and f omms and t/Jr 
'togetherness· of a festival, especially for 
people who enrol in 2 consecutwe weeks of 
workshops. Are there an , showings? 

1 J E ery ni ht there is at least one person 
presenting their work in om form or oth t. 

if you corn i r rbe 2 weeks of the 
escival you'll get to ee a demonstration

performance a film, a slide presentation. 
You'll get ro rub up again r everybody' 
work. Everyone gets to eth r first thing in 
the m ming 100 or so people, then 
ev ryon g off to their wor hops and 
they meer again in thee enin . I know there 
ar a, ci ns that the term "'i tival" i 

d but this evenr d have that 
inten rival feeling. 

1999 Australian lnremational Work hop 
F tival; Victorian Colfege for the Arts, June 
26 • Jui 1 J. th r tutors mclude ennadi 
Bogdatiot, (RIISsia), ,wr \ ade (UK), 
Ibrahim Minyawi (Egypt), Lmd Davies and 
Legs 011 the all (Austra/;aJ 
Enq11iries tel 03 9905 1677 
fa."C 03 9905 1 77 
1an.clancy@adm.monash.edu.a1t 
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New media yield 
iana Klao en on a mulcim dia performance in a Ta manian wheat mill 

tnl Life i a pr jcct c -ordinated b, 
the alamanca Theatre mpan 
working wjrh Hobart-based new media 
arti ts ean Bacon all R c and an 

arren and member of rbe rural 
community of atland including 
tudent from the local chool. he 

brief i to work wi th chool-a e 
audience ·. Happily given Ta manias 

urrent la k of any full-rime adult
oriented theatre company th i_r 
producti n appeal ro older audiences a 
well. 

Oatlands · a country town fuU of 
heritage architeeture. During arch, the 
STC' team worked intensively with 
Oatland r idents on an incegrated 
program of performance mu ic video 
lid photography and sound pe 

present d for one night at llin on ill, 
an hi toric wheatmiU comp lex in the t wn 
centr . Them explored ere rhe history 
of the Oatland community the ence o 
rbe pr ent-da • ro n and the resid nt ' 
a piration for the di trier' fu ure. 

The event fired the ima inati n f th 
Hobart art ommuni , man of wb m 
made the one-hour pil im ge ro rhe 
town that black- lad culture 
a i ionado mj n Jed happil , ith alm o t 
th e entire rland community our 
night high -t ·eh enrert ainment . T's 

ean Kelly wa no t alo ne in e pr -ing a 
pa rri ular inrere t in eein the how ' 
p ial draw card-i t fearured a their 

I o-s lid and vid o pro ·e cions 
reened ont o a c.o,u ... 

PA CT 
Youth 
Theatre 

Administrator/ 
Project Co-ordinator 

$34,000 pro rata 
24 hours per week 

Work with one of Australia's-leading 
youth theatre companies 

to create vibrant, contemporary 
performance. 

Required: Commitment to theatre 
management, great ideas, energy and 

appropriate skills in project 
management and company 

administration. 
Includes: computer skills, budgeting, 
reporting, sponsorship development, 
understanding of youth culture and 

excellent communication skills. 

For a full job description and 
company's annual report call: 

Caitlin Newton-Broad on 
02 9550 2744 

Must be ready to begin work lo July 
'99 

The miU complex · an ideal nue for 
thi kind of pr duct1on . Ther are table 
(which featured her itage phocogr phy ) 
an orchard (manipulated Polaroid H
portrait ) the miller's c ttage (live 
p rf rman ) an old ell ( ound pe), 
an emptied lake (aka The Dry Lake 
Dri e-ln ": video creening ) and eh 
multi· corey mill building ( ideo 
montage, pb tographic iosrall rion , live 
p rformance ound, ork and p ken 
word pieces). 

on-et-l umiere tyle pr cncation were 
beamed our of cot tage window and a 
junior "roving reporter " with a vide 
camera and monitor waylaid audience 
member for their "vox pop opinion of 
the show. There wa al o a. student
designed web ite. To prevent rowding, 
the I rge audience wa divided into ome 
6 group to be guided around the 
performance ires in random order. 

them ettled very gui kly and gave 
reditable and engaging pre en tation . 

The limited pace in the mill itself 
meant that it was neces ary to queue for 
half a11 hour to enter, so not everyone 
aw it many highlights. And a te hnical 

hitch beyond anyone's control meant that 
the video/Nintendo projection onto that 
cow didn't materiali e, though the very 
friend! animal wa pr ent decked our 
in her blanket-like slide creen. 

Perhap rhe main a bievemenr of th 
ventur i i.n involving and empowering 
an ent ire, relative! isolated community 

and givin them a to new medfa 
with which they would u ually ha ve very 
little interaction. One could not deny the 
value of a community coming together 
and peculating on its hi tory and it 
future-and harin irs idea with a 
wider audience. 

alaman.ca Theatre Company, till Life, 
co-directors Deborah Pollard and Chris 
Murphy, multimedia artists Matt Warren, 
ally Rees eatz Bacon, tUeb artist 
tephen Pol;ansek· performan ce 

installation, allington Mill , Oatla11ds, 
Ta mania March 27. 
<www.oarland .t o.a n .au/ rilllife> 

"What interests me in a dramatic context 
is the immense frustration and passion 
that can find few outlets amongst today's 
youth.~ says Raimondo Cortese whose 
Msharp, shrewd, some imes shattering" 
( The Australian). Features of Blown Youth, 
opens in Sydney this month. The cast 
includes musician Kim Salmon (ex Beasts 
of Bourbon) who sits perched on a bumt
ou car wreck throughout the play. The 
production by Ranters Theatre, the 
company formed by Raimondo Cortese, 
brattier Adriano and a group of performers 
"to invigorate theatre and ma e it speak 
directly to young audiences from a range 
of cultural backgrounds in their own 
language" opens at The Performance 
Space on June 2. Following the Sydney 
season Ranters will join 32 theatre 
companies from around the world at the 
prestigious Theatre der Welt in Berlin 

whose program notes: "This piece fi,ttows its central figures through the urban landscape. The production is, however, not seeking a psychological 
realistic style of acting; on the contrary, irrational elements and the absurdities of city life express themselves In an often fragmented hyper-realism." 

Raimondo Cortese, Features of Blown Youth. Ranters Theatre presented by Performing Lines, The Performance Space, June 2 - July 13. 
Bookings: 9698 723-5 

The promise of interesting 1h ngs to come In eXl)eriments with live 
performance interacting with technology in Sydney. samuel James' 
Space 1999 (April 16 - 21) defin tety had its moments (review in 
ReafT1me 32). The Performance Space was divided by multiple 
screens while, at a desk between audience and performers, 
multimedia and sound artists mixed projections, live camera, action 
and sound. Three performers ducked ln and out of a transparent 
dressing room to merge In a variety of loose impersonations with 
famous mollies projected In fragments on the screens. While we 
watched unawares. lhe en gmatic Denis 8eaubois quietly caught us on 
videotape. projecting our Image into the night on a tiny screen in the 

wall facing C evelend Street. Meanwhile, "a heinous assault on the 
common perceptions of theatre• is promised in a new work, Russel. 
by Rbre Cement. a company formed by Craig Anderson and Antony 
Walters. Slnce 1997 they've created a number o theatrical events at 
The Uoiversity of Western Sydney. O Theatre, PACT, The Performance 
Space's Open 97as well as various pubs and non-theatrical spaces. 
R/JSSBI mixes m media and abSurdist humour, the performance 
ska ng round and eventually breaking the ice between 2 worlds-the era g Anderson ane1 Antony Walters at IJle opening of Bunny's Hardware 
·assumed real" and "th show." The main characters played by 
Anderson and Walsh eiust wi In an almost cartoon world. Familiar images are painted on their bodies and onto the space which Is charged.with percussive rtlythrns and 
lectronlc music.Th ork uses and addresses projected Ima es and ound, both pre-recorded and live. 

Ftbre Cemen Russel. The Performance Spat:8. July 27 -August 7. 9698 7235 
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Polarised in Tempe, Arizona 
ophie Han en n dance and technology at !DAT 99 

Fer iou debare characterised the third 
international dan c and technology 
onfercncc, IDAT '99, be re it even began. 

H ted b Arizona care Univ r ity in 
Tempe this event ugln c maintain its 
srarus as the forem c international platf: rm 
for thi ever growin field of work-on a 
tiny budget. rh dance-rech int rner mail 
li t blazed £ r weeks in advan with 
dramatic vitriol from far-flung artist angry 
at the la k of bu aries od fees. 

their interaction with Benoit aubrey' 
home-made eleccro-acousci suit . 

Isabelle hoiniere from Canada offered a 
terrifying neon-lit Kali figure in her full 
evening performance, Communion, whi h 
scored high for sound and fury bur lov f r 
th light t discemable meaning. Local 
ber , th Rj kin, took h · tar Wars ryl d 

reli ious ( celarc's 
shamani ti uspen ion .) 
There wa talk of rhe 
potential or abstraction 
contained in digitally 
mediated realms. he 
informed change 
inspired a many "back
to-ba i 

bres to their logical conclu ion in Light 
Dance an O kar Schlemmer ryled eri of 
tabl we viv n which rraced n in trucrive 
attenri n lo curve, where the d dine of 
audience engagement wa predicated on the 
initial impact mad by each newly 
introduced effect. The more we saw, and the 
mor dazzling it ar first appeared, the more 
qui kly we grew bored. Jennifer Predock
Linnell had a crack at the good old 
partnership of dan c and film with trong 

wiring and hypertext. 
Mu h was made of eh 

COmpany in Space , Escape \.'!Woclty Jeff Busby 

In the event, th int mational rum-our 
wa impr ive, with a trong Australian 
onrin ent d ne proud by mpany in 
pace' ublim relemacic performan e in the 

internet cafe and rbe intelligent d bate of 
rtists such a rah eville of Heli graph. 

Whil t there were many uropeans in 
parti ular Brits , ho appear to have 
uddenJ woken up ro new media in dan , 

there a naturally a pr ponderan of 
Am ri n and an overdose of academi o 
that many of the panel deceri rated inro 
navel gazing. Fortunately the pace of the 
onferen wa hoe, with 3 ven urring 
imultaneously at e\'ery lot throughout the 

weekend, tho with an av ion to 
mioti were able co busy them Iv with 

work hop and dem n trations. 

Th porenti 1 for ere tivity offered by 
pre-exi ting or arti t-invented technologi 
wa I r in the di er i of the 
performances. The scale f quality wa 
equally well explored. In well-equipped 
rudio and theatre pa the pr ntati n 

ranged from Troika Ranch's now minal 
demonstrations of their patented 

·diDancer suit, wb.i halters imag and 
effect in live performance to the work-in
progr harings of emerging artiStS, u h a 
Trajal Hare!~ dabbling with gadget in their 
relati n to h. marure eh reography. There 
was verwhelming poetry in The ecret 
Pro/ea~ a rext and movement olo in a Big-

ye environment created by Jool Gilson• 
Elli and Ri hard Povall. The quirky eisha 
and Ballerinas of Die Audio Gruppe from 
Berlin truggled onto a bare rage, to 
interpret the d fening feedback created by 

ima cry pro ided by Rogulja Wolf and n 
Curran made a mall con ion to 
technology b tripping hi virtuo o solo in 
fr nt of ome projection . Ellen Br mberg 
provided rhe choreography in a 
ollaboration with Doug! R enberg and 

John D Mit hell and yet her producti n 
uffered £ r i ll too well inregrated media 

and fell mehow, lickly la k. acah 
Rubidge and Gr cchen hiUer both crear d 
mu hin I pc nal envir nm nrs with 
responsive performance in tallation w rks, 
and Johann Birringer and rephan ilvcr 
opened their interactive pa to marauding 
dan ers in a work hop context. 

Many other e cellent performances 
add d to the impr ion of an energeti and 
abundant art-form, en ompa in a dizzying 
array of practices. There were few shared 
starting points to be f und in any of the 
events, and chi became even more apparent 
in the debates, which tirred up ome 
exciting disagreem n . A panel of arri r 
took on th provocatively tided "Cont nt 
and the erning Loss of pirituality in 
Technologically Mediated Works." 
Pr entation demon crated a grounding in 
the n ual (Thecla Schiphor t's enquiries 
into touch and " kin nsci u a " 
through interactive installations) and the 

Strange qualities 
Julia Po de tak a virt ual tou r of Canberra 

Peter Sheedy and Csaba Buday have 
worked together before. but never like 
this. As the Choreographic Centre's first 
Fellows for 1999, lhey had a few weeks to 
explore the national capital, won<shop 
their ideas, and then bring it all back lo 
the studio to create //.(two) New to 
canberra, they brought a keen eye for the 
strange quality of the place-the beauty, 
the linear/circular nature, and even the 
sterility. Choosing sites of interest, they 
worked with composer Ben Walsh and 
video artist Bridget Latterty. 

Airport. A visitor's first Impression, the 
canberra Airport Is captured here by 

• 

fact that new media work in p.r gr is 
often r ed into the gui of 6ni hed 
product, when really it i onl the arc of a 
dialogue. Th debate polari d; the arti t 
hould ju c dive on in, only this "hands-on" 

appr a h will get results; th artist mu r 
ah a approa h technol gy with an idea in 
mind; technology can nl ever facilitate 
never create. 

At the r und table tided "The 
Theoreti I-Critical-Creative Loop" Brid h 
arti t arah Rubidge nailed her struggle to 
mak work and theorise simultaneously by 
inventing the phrase "w rk-in-pr 
Rubidge searching for a ne way of 
thinking bout th evolving dyn mi of 
production u h a Pass;ng Phases her 
in tallacion which offe a r ute out f 
authorial control and into the newly 
imagined realms of genuine audien e 
intera ov,ry. metrung innate to the 
complexity of the technology and i 
intervention into the experien e of the 
viewer has taken Rubidg ' choreography 
out of her hand . Still cruggling to escape 
her analytical room and wacy of the 
'inAat ry language appended to much 
theori ing about tbi work, Rubidg 
presented a centarive and thoughtful 
appr ach co her parallel roles as artist, 
a demic and writer. 

Anoth r Brici h choreographer, Susan 
Kozel, di ected her appr ach ro the 
potentially restrictive technology of motion 
capture. Scrapped up with wir • Kozel 
ex;plores the margins of the cechnology, 

evoking a sense of the history and atmosphere of the 
site. Then they are in the space. in reality, with the 
projected image of the BrlckwOrks hovering beh nd. 
They use contact work that progresses to visual contact 
onty, with Buday's shadow playfully exposing and 
covering Sheedy. 

Sculpture Garden. Projections of the Rona 
Hall garden in the National Gallery of 
Australia illuminate the space. Sheedy's solo 
is first. He hangs from a crude set of monkey 
bars. one arm holding his limp bodY, feet 
dragging beneath him as he twists to sp n 
himself from the structure. He cllmbs, 
jumps, and falls sharply; the momentum 
increasing and diminishing randomly. Buday 
uses the space differently, With sculptural 
movements between the shadows and 
projected images. Both men have an 
awareness of the quality of their every 
movement and how this relates to the 
performance environment. 

night In an opening video. From a static Ofymplc Poof. Fully clothed, with goggles, 
vantage point, the camera picks up the Sheedy and Buday are filmed from within the 
blurry lights of the runway and the Olympic Pool at the National Institute of 
distant trucks and cars as they move Peter Sheedy & Csaba Buday. 11 (two} video capture Sport. It's a playful, absurd mome • they run 

slowly across th8 screen. heavy breathing carries through the tiny space, hanging In a distorted slow motion, move about 

Railway. They sit, backs to each other, on 2 standard 
railway platform benches, waiting, fidgeting, thinking, 
never making eye contact. When movement begins, it 
is small but rapid, startling In the scene. Balancing on 
the baek rim of lhe chair, suspending the moment. 
before flying into each other. As they confront each 
other through Increasingly daring eye contact and 
physical closeness, it's athletic, aggressive even. Their 

over the stillnesses in between the energy. ridiculously, Sheedy checl<s the time on his wristwatch, 

Brickworlcs. The film projected on the back scrim 
shows one of the many caverns In the disused 
Canberra Brickworks. Buday and Sheedy appear, 
sweeping the sand with their feet. The pace escalates as 
they kick the sand and it goes flying, and lhey seem to 
jump up the walls. The score uses sounds of 
machinery, bells clang ng and hollow rumblings, 

and it all happens to a remix of EMs' Suspicious Minds. 
II (two) wor1<s well for these unique choreographers, in 
many ways tllanl<S to the rare luxury of research and 
development provided by the Choreographic 
Fellowshp. 

Peter. Sheedy and Csaba Buday, II (two), The 
Choreographic Centre, Canberra. Ma,r;h 18 -20 

testing it c its point of failure. Sh poke 
lucidly about arti working intimately with 
technology t counteract che idea of 
depersonali ation. The ra ical individuali m 
of ber appropriation of the motion caprure 
y tern (r thee tent that the boun ing 

cubes of the animated figure uld be 
named" a c rding co who was wearing the 

sor ) a evidence of the vigour of the 
relationship bet:ween rhe body and 
technology which he believed to be at the 
heart of all the work on how in Arizona. 
There wa no h rtage of trong opinion at 
.ID :r, and n n of it impH ti . r me leav 
the la t word with a cyni I critic from th 
fiery final panel. Her double-edged sword 
umm ris the nf ren e e perien , b 

provoking exasperation and exhilaration in 
equal parts, "Th morel of recbnoJogy, 
the more I thirst for live performance." 

1 AT 99 lntemational Danc.e a~ 
Tech11ology Conference Ariz.o,ra tote 
University, Tempe, Feb 22 - 29 

Dancehouse 1999 
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Site steps 
Indija Mahjoeddin traver e Cherry Herring Cityscapes 

Brisbane Riverside development-a maze of 
boardwalk, white cement, grey bollards, busy eateries 
and granite steps. A deep melancholic note like a 
foghorn at world's end draws my attention to a 
phantasmic pair of Gothic characters (incongruous in 
the midday bustle). With a hauntingly lyrical flourish 
from vocalist Christine Johnston and a desolate 
Jangle of her beckoning bell, the Gothic heralds (with 
Lome Gerlach on trombone) wordlessly lead us off on 
a tour of the dance life that abounds in the creVlces 
and crannies of this unlikely habitat, thanks to Cherry 
Herring's Dance Week offering, Cityscapes, 5 site
specific works by 5 choreographers bringing dance to 
a public space. 

Rrst stop: a deserted beach. Barely washed ashore, a 
half submerged human corpse shudders, and gropes, 
rising from the shallows, tearing at the plastic bag that 
contains Its head. dragging Itself from its swampy 
death. So far Brian Lucas' Go/um has me convinced. 
Standing now on the river bank, Golum moves, Golum 
dances, Golum even points Its toes. Now something 
gets lost; the piece II ckers between dancer, Lucas, and 
swamp-monster Golum. Aside from intrusions of 
contemporary technique, Golum Is mindful of his 
stagecraft. Odd. From our off shore position we 
observe from afar Golum's private moment of 
returning to the wortd of the living. But Golum the 
dancer turns bac towards the water from whence he 
came, to face h s audience, to dance to us, before 
stalking off, away from us, Into the city ... This 
crepuscular being, who might have emerged from the 
Paris sewers, is glimpsed again later, more sustained, 
haunting the tour, still capable of invoking a chill spinal 
response despite the executive workaday atmosphere. 

Body think 

Jean Tally and John Utans use contemporary 
vocabulary in more conservative ways. Tally utilises a 
shallow moat of ankle deep water in a beautifully 
lyrical, if safe, formalist expression of the aesthetics 
of wind and water. Less dancerly and self conscious, 
Utans' Boardwalk proves memorable In its simplicity; 
an unaccompanied celebration of movement in 
particular spaces. Viewed from a distance, the 
exploration of perspective and architectural feature 
becomes the viewer's role. On a second viewing, I am 
disappointed to find that Its 'a capella' effect was due 
to technical problems. With its intended soundtrack 
of contemporary music (inappropriately positioned 
behind the audience) Boardwalk loses much of its 
subtlety. 

Katie Joel abandons technique for comedy. Her 
Cinderella·cum-iuxury car ad gone wrong certainly 
amuses, amongst others, a black suited tableaux 
preset on the steps of the Brisbane Polo Club-4 
matching executives who, a theatrical setting in 
themselves, become implicated by chance into Joel's 
choreography. After all, we are outside the lobby of 
Brisbane's most prestigious corporate address. 

Around the corner Lisa O'Neil emerges from her 
ultramarine satin hoop-skirt and threatens to dive into 
the lobby fountain. With signature Suzuki physical 
control, she advances toward the glass exterior wall. 
Facing us from the inside, her staccato duet with the 
window uses contrasts, repetition and a strong sense 
of rhythm and playfulness to evoke desire, 
frustration, and resistance until, stalled in her 
repetitions, swamp-man reappears to carry her limp 
body away. A brilliant sense of drama Inherent In 

movement detail and dynamics informs this well· 
crafted performance by a consistent and self-assured 
choreographer. Then the whole is closed by a requiem 
hymn for trombone and voice from our Gothic hosts. 

Except for O'Neil's Foyer, contemporary dance 
vocabulary was the bottom line here. One wonders 
what different Juxtapositions might have been 
precipitated had a more diverse movement language 
been explored. Reflecting on Cityscapes, I can't help 
feeling that contemporary technique. like guitar 
music, is one of the great beige equalisers of 
performing arts. 

Cityscapes, The Cherry Herring, curator Shaaron 
Boughen, choreographers Brian Lucas, Jean Tally, 

Rachel F n ham on Philipa Rothfield Pensive and de oxy D A 98.4% 

The primacy of the body as matter for thought has 
become a tenet of poststructuralism. Likewise the 
notion that embodiment is a form of knowing. Philipa 
Rothfield's 'thought experiment' at Dancehouse was to 
bodily explore these ideas, by allowing a little 'Pensive' 
reflection to take place In performance. She and dancer 
Elizabeth Keen began with a right tum logic that marked 
out a progression of squares on the floor-their soft 
footfalls diminishing lines to perimeters. Keen spea 
of Descartes, who else? For isn't he the man who 
caused the problems ... He asks "what then am I?" Keen 
watches. Rothfleld Is an arm/arc/archipelago. She Is 
more beautiful than Descartes in her shimmering shot 
fabric, fake fur and leopard spots. She is a lioness while 
'he' observes and speaks-trtterance seems to defy 
movement 

Soon the 2 find moments of overlap. There is a licking, 
sliding, pawing---Oiey become a conjoined woman. A 
Siamese twin with 2 heads, 2 hearts, 2 hands, 2 feet
how does she think? This Is a problem for 
psycholow-'both hands are holding the mouse of the 
computer'-but would ph losophy have them lorn 
apart? The dancers are locked and knotted through and 
around until their heads appear to rest, one against the 
other. They are like-in·like with a certain coyness about 
their private discoveries. Their gaze · Is direct and 
beyond reach but not far away. I am struck by an 
intentionality In their looking which suggests a certain 
kinesphere-a thought realm that can be held In and 
around the body. It stays quite constant throughout, the 
way that thoughts venture forth only so far and then 
return. 

Dancing separately, there beg ns greater variation-
thoughts exist In contradistinction, thinking like no 
other. thought in a hand held up or thought holding 
Itself in a cupping at the back of the head. The body and 
mind we are told is a 'fissure', a word-sound. Possibly 
a wound, or possibly something to be filled. Their final 
duet is a reply to this gap in thought-but it is filled with 
ugly words that end with -ity or -acy or -llity and -ation. 
They hook toes and elbows, they investigate 
'incorporation.' 

The piece was like a hieroglyphio-sketches of women, 
eagles and crescents drawn n sandstone and therefore, 
a little flat, following a single narrative line leading us 
from proposition to proposition with interludes of 
wonder in between. I am very fond of Descartes' thought 
meditations and although we might be troubled by his 
cooclusion ·1 think therefore I am•, there is a wonderful 
delirium In his questioning of self, of God and of realffy
in his writing he lets himself go to the fimlts of thinking 

Phlllpa Rothfleld & Ehz.abeth Keen , 

through his body. PensiV8 suggests a more measured 
contribution to thought and it seems that Rothfield's 
work was the preliminary sketch of a meditation that is 
still to 'hallucinate' the dialogue between an I and a body. 
The cooclusioo with Its postmodem emphasis-an 
incantatory resolution drawing the binaries of bodies and 
thought together-arrived too soon, historically and 
artistically, to shift the influence of Descartes from this 
self~ dance work. 

Another approach to the problems of the cogito, the 
defining of the human subject by the thinking I, is 
evident in desoxy Theatre's DNA 98.4% (being human). 
This major work asks the questions 'what thinking has 
made the human species regard itself as above all 
others?' or more directly 'what makes the human 
genetically different from other animals?' Their answer 
is not so pretty, in fact what you watch is disturbing, if 
also funny peculiar, as Teresa Blake and Dan Whitton 
become ape, reptile, bird and transhuman. This project 
has been reworked over 4 years and the complexity of 
the research shows In the extraordinary bodies of the 
artists, androgynous but even less than sexual, 
andromorphic. What they do on the horizontal and 
vertical planes of movement confounds categorles
ctlmbing waits as a body of upper or lower legs or 
looping over themselves in a spiral of links in the chain 
between DNA and the exoskeleton. At one point they 
put on genitalia to distinguish man from woman, with 
their converse heights presenting a further confusion of 
sexual roles. They enact a courtship danc~e 
fundamentals of mating are necessary after all to 

Hellen Sky 

further the species but the distance between our 
socialistion of those needs and their function is 
immense. The more disturbing reality is that it could be 
dispensed with altogether if the scientists of the human 
genome project advance their supremacist biological 
thinking. Suspended in cocoons. desoxy await their 
dying so that the human DNA can be incubated for 
Mure generations. I am confronted by the work to 
consider evolution, Its inexorable hold on science and 
Its relationship to humanness. 

There is too much to take in, to absorb in ideas and In 
looking from desoxy's sometimes didactic presentation 
of this material; but I am grateful that they are artlsts 
whose living is to ma e art that asks seriously hard 
questions. It seemed ironic that this production which 
played to small aud ences was pitted against the 
Melbourne Comedy Festival-will we really laugh 
ourselves into oblivion. 

Rachel Fensham lectures in Performance Studies, 
Monash University, and is C<Hditor of Disorientations: 
CuHural Praxis in Theatre, Monash Theatre Papers 1. 

For more on 98.4%DNA. see Mary-Ann Robinson, 
"Double helix of tricks and Ideas~ page 32 

Pensive. Writer/deviser/performer Philipa Rothfleld, 
performer Elizabeth Keen, designer Like Pither. 
costume design Heidi Wharton, Dancehouse, April 23 
•25; 98.4% DNA (being human), desoxy Theatre, David 
Williamson Theatre, Swinburne Institute of Technology. 
Melboume, April 13 • May 1 

John Utans. Katie Joel, Lisa O' eil; performers 
Christine Johnston, Lorne Gerlach, Brian Lucas, 
Joseph Lau, Michelle Spearman, DanaB Rhees, Glen 
McCurtey, Sara Toso, Samara Skubli Ka Joel, Phil 
Knight, Helen Prideaux. Lisa O'Ne I, Riverside Centre 
and environs, Brisbane, April 23 & 30 

lndija N Mahfoeddin writes and directs randai folk 
opera for her Brisbane-based company, MusiK KabaU 
SAT/ wflich produced The Homed Matriarch: Story of 
Reno Nilam Sydney, 1998 (Gamlvale, A Sea Change). 
She is working on The Butterfly Seer for randai, and 
touring schools with her bilingual folk play, Mr 
Stupid. 

Georgia Carter, Jennifer Newman-Preston in 
woman glass soul Debbie Taylo( 

Young woman glass soul is a multimedia 
work conceived by Jennifer Newman· 
Preston in which dance is the governing 
thread with puppetry, illusion, images, 
sound and words as Integral elements: 
images are by Vinn Pitcher; words and 
storytelling by Victoria Doidge; music by 
Alexander Nettelbeck with vocal harmonics 

by Joseph Stanaway; projection by Tim 
Gruchy, video scripting and direction by 
Joanne Griffin. Young woman glass soul 
explores the Cinderella fable for 
contemporary resonances taking on no less 
than six versions of the story-the goddess 
Isis; a Brazilian fable in which a sea serpent 
plays godmother; a Cinderella variant in the 
context of a Muslim women's ritual; the 
German folk tale of Aschenputtel or Ash 
Girl; Charles Perrault's ~The Little Glass 
Slipper"-commissioned by Louis XV-as 
well as the Walt Disney version. Young 
woman glass soul opens at Bangarra 
Theatre July 1. For more Information tel 02 
93573471 or contact Jennifer Newman
Preston at liquldl@accsoft.com.au 
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Tilting the plane 
Chri topher Chapman profile South Au tra lian artist John Barbour 

John Barbour' exhibition ar the 
onremporary An Centre of South 

Australia wa a mini- urvey of sorts. The 
exhibition included installed works, 
photographi works and paintings from 
1993 co 1 99. The exhibition wa an 
occasion to witn a pect of Bar ur' 
practice over the pa t few years and to 
con ider hi 'photographic' work Sisters of 
Charity, a gr up of 12 lightbox 
containing imag of places where the artist 
ha worked from 1978 to 1995. 

The exhibition wa . one element of a 
larger project .. Ar the Top Floor allery in 
the city, Barbour rein raJied hi important 
1995 work tills from the Liquid Plain 
previously exhibjred in various ver ions at 
yuilVcrowley gallery, ydney and at the 
Experimental Art Foundation Adelaid . Ln 
addition to the exhibition compon nts, 
Linda Marie Walker, Director of the 
Contemporary An Centre of A, al 
orgaru d a forum on Barbour' work and 
produced a hand m catalogue to 
ace mpany the exhibition. 

The project w a g rure of recognition 
of the significant contribution Barbour has 
made to Australian art as arti rand teacher. 
He lea:ur at the uth Australian Sch I 
of An, continu to be closely involved with 
the Experimental Art Foundation thr ugh i 
Council, and, with Anton Hart, recently 
organised the major public art project 
Underbelly which included work by over 40 
arti ts from Au tralia and overseas. 

The exhibition ar the Contemporary Art 
Centre presented a ries of 'set pieces.' The 
gallery is a converted house, and tbe 
experience of moving through the various 
in tailed work was akin to a joume of 

rts. In the front gallery, large mirror-glass 
plinths of various dimeo ion reflected the 
architecture and ea.eh othec. Occa ionally 
one caught a glimp f one own body, or 
the bodies of others-in omplete. Ii ed 
tyrofoam cups were placed on the object 

so that th appeared tO be sinking, or 
floarin -a m tif that occu in ther work 
of Barbour's. 

A version of Cinema for the Dead was 
installed in the mailer middJe gallery and 
this work, too, required navigari n by th 
viewer. mall panels painted in light grey , 
pink greens, on wooden prop faced th 
viewer like little mute ncinel . 

The a of encountering th work 
required a bodily involvement on th part f 
the viewer, extending their 'perfonnarive' 
capacici . The have co be moved through 

THE LATEST PUBLICATION FROM THE 
EXPERIME NTAL ART FOUNDATION 

John Bartx>ur. Stills from the Uqu/d Pfam 1995 

co be comprehended. Thi aspect of 
Barbour' work wa highlighted in the forum 
that accompanied the exhibition, "Figure 
fall flat in field: Beckett, Bararne and the 
performance of the form] in om recent 
Adelaide art." Here Barbour' work w 
contextualised by i relation to the work of 
other artis and other disciplin . Anne 
Thomp n, for instance poke about 
contemporary dance and cboreo raphy, f 
drew a concepmal link between Barbour's 
work and the notions of hociz.ontalicy 
implicit in the work of Andy Warhol and 
Jack on Pollock. 

But what of the content of Barbour' 
work? His recent 'sculpt1.1r ', constructed 
from cardboard and tape, and painted with 
goua be, are tided. The Ho"rs of Anonymous 
Objea. They sugg box or bi · or, wheo 
they grow extended 'limbs', th pa insid 
connected rridors, or else trang organism 
struggling. Th bleakn th ugg their 
autism or inability co communicate, is 
tempered. They are someb w ftly or gently 
rendered (taped, painted) and their sucfa es 
are always lightly coloured. The chalkin of 
th ir urface can offer m thin different and 
altogether ethereal· the light reflected generates 
a coloured gI w against the gallery wall---ro 
my terious that it may be msraken for a trick. 

Like\ ise, the images in the lighrbox 
work iste,s of Charity appear bleak
derails of emp and cold interior . But in 

me there are gh t-image of oth 
pa es and thought -a patterned 

bed pre d a ofr toy. The apparent 
implicity of mean uggested b the plain 

brown 6ni b of the lighrb x beli the 
omplex:iry and dream-like n rure of the 

imagery they illuminate. 
Thus if John Barbour' work · 

A/ti$U from Australia and OWIU S - Ulu,cl 
to dNclibe the artwoo< that lhey would make 
were they operat,ng In an Ideal situation 
without physical nd m erlal conatralnts. 
These anwom h ve been publiahed u a 
dacument with a written c:ommenta,y an Nd> 
wot1! by a wnter familiar with the artl•I"• 
pnldlce . 
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Stephen Gray 

concerned with the difficulti of 
communi rion, with the impo sibiJicy of 
rran lacing emotive tar inro poken or 
written language, it also propo a kjnd of 
open field where a different kind of 
communjcati n becom po ible. Rather 
than 'rough' Barbour' cardboard raped 
and painted objeas might be con idered 
'remedial. 'They don't re use human touch, 
rather they in orporate bodi and corporeal 
sensations through the per ormatism they 
evoke and through their allusion to 
psychoanalysis. The somatic body is also 
ignalled via the metaphor of cexrure and 

illumination. And th body seep through in 
the tain, Smear. Drop, Run paintin , and 
in the little drawing that appear in the b 
of coffee-stained ryr foam cups in Untitled 

Obiects-in one, a strange little bag that 
look like a pair of testicl in the comer of 
a room. 

In the exhibition catalogue Lil}da Mari 
Walker writes that "John Barbour' work 
t uch lightly upon all urf.a upon all 
idea of urface. It lightly touch material 
ics materiality i worn patched, darned. It 
spread out, a if misshapen and yet 
haped by being lived in." I quote Felix 

Guanari in uggesting that Barbour' works 
occupy a space that i "atmo pheric 
pathic, fusional, transirivist." 

At th forum, I evoked the idea of 
horizontality as a pla e to begin expl ring 
oth r pace . Borne out of horizonrality 
th works tilr the plane through all 
possible axes the create new multi
dimen ional pa . pac composed of 

inter-woven lin that whip and eethe like 
electri curren , intensely human and 
em tional. MuJti-level horizon that tretcb 
a far as the eye can see . .Froun plan of 
hining ice, and convulsing plan of en rgy 

and thought that exist out ide of time. 

Accrued Lo , John Barbour, 
Contemporary Art Centre of Soi,th 
Australia, Adelaide, February 5 - March 14 

Christopher Chapman is a curator/writer/ 
artist. He is the Director of the Experimental 
Art Fou11dotion, Adelaide. 
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A meta-world of watchfulness 3D footage io rea . Hain and 
Hinterding regard the work as a 
contemporary lant on the tradition of 
remote landscape works, exi ting out ide 
the gallery sy tern. In effect , the whole 
lighthou e be omes a multi-layered high
tech installation arcwork, a ort of hrine 
to the po ibiliti of new m dia. 

Diana Klaosen on a new media residency on Bruny I land, Ta mama 

Joyce Himerding and David Haines are 
ydney-based art i t who have been 

exhibiting internatio nally for over 10 
year . With an eclectic background thac 
includes a diploma in gold- and 
ilversmithin g and a tra de certifi ate in 

electro nics Hint erding i best known for 
her work with installation utilising 
electricicy electro magnecics and acou ti 
and for che manufacture of idio yncratic 
aerials which render visibl inna te 
atmo pheric energy. Hain peciali m 
combining apparently in ompatible 
elements into wor ks exploring land ape 
and fiction and pr enring a "co nstr ucted 
world of the imagination. Hi work 
includ painting video in tallati n 
oundwo rk , computer-generated piec 

and text-ba ed con epcual wor k. 

La t umme.r, Hain and Hinterding 
arrived in Ta mania for a 3-mont h 
residency at the lighthouse on outh Bruny 
[sland, outh o Hobar t . Bruny i a mall 
un poiled bushland i land. A e ible only 
by vehicular ferry it ha a limit d 
permanent popularion but i a popular 
holiday de tination. Like the entire 
outhern coa t of Ta mania Bruny i often 

de cribed a being "a far uth a you an 
g~rhe la c top before Antarctica ... " 
Haine and Hinterding hare a pa ion for 
the land cape and the envir nment o the 
outh Bruny Lighthou e wa a logical 

location for their residency, hi h wa 
commi ioned by Contemporary Art 

erv1 Ta mania. 

The lighthou ice wa mad available 
by the Ta manian government' Parks and 
Wildlife Divi ion and the Ans Mini try, 
providing a ri of arti t • ildern 
Re idencie throug hout the tate. local 
art administra tor can Kell note the 
cheme i very approp riate-if omew hat 

overdue-a nd hould permit a ariery of 
arti t , fro m different backgrounds and 
di ciplin to work with in and from a 
wildern s ba e. le cou ld al o extend the 

Sue and Ben Ford, Faces, 1976-96 , film Installation 

In his catalogue essay for the exhibition Person.
works addressing the portrait and Identity In film 
medl~urator Michael Snelling makes a curious 
admission. He is more interested in the idea of 'persona' 
as a Jungian construct of the public personality rather 
than the film-media which frames these artworks. It Is a 
tension Within this exhibition for which works are 
presented as installation, purposely resistant to 
normative screening practice. 

In this era of celebrity, the media is awash With 
'personae.' Celebrities, personalities and identities are 
one and the same: they are well known for being well 
known, familiar faces repeatedly impressed on the 
collective consciousness. Throughout Persona we 
contend With the faclality of our world. In lzuru 
Kasahara and Craig Walsh's Installation, Mutations. 
superimposed portralts of the artists' faces are 
projected between duelling televisions, facing each 
other, blasting Australian and Japanese programs. I 
walked in during Beauty and the Beast when the 
compere was delivering a redneck speech about 

disc.our e on land ape art in the tare and 
counteract it tendency toward th purely 
repre entati nal. 

to rcate a meta-world an imerior and 
contemplative pace affected by the 
urrounding envir nm nt." 

In e en e the work u es the sen itiviti 
of the local environment to "activate an 
interior pace of the imaginatio n", the 
interior of the lighthou containing a light 
and ound work generated, reared and 
aft teci b the pa ing of all orts of 

cacher and c chnologi . 

immigration. Confronted 
by such commentary, what 
appeared to be a Japanese 
fishing program seemed 
more appealing. I dither 
between the familiar and 
unfamiliar language 
domains of t elevisual 
worlds. 

In Sue Ford and Ben Ford's 
Faces, and Merilyn 
Fairskye's After Image, 
portraits are presented 
larger than life. Like the 
images of countless 
celebrities In other media. 
these giant close-up 

portraits are also 
unavoidable and imposing. In the case of Fairskye's 
After Image, I am sceptical, finding the assertion that 
artists empower lndMduals by taking photos of them 
with their eyes closed somehow outlandish. 
Nevertheless, I am drawn into an Intimate encounter, 
quiet and pensive. Similarly in Faces, faces (eyes open) 
filmed 20 years apart for 25 seconds present an 
opportunity. Aging (and the movement of time and 
technology against body) is not morbid but glorious. 
Aga n I am drawn into an intimate exchange. These 2 
works provide a space to stand face to face With 
strangers and to examine and search them in 
documentary detall. 

For Justine Cooper and George Pinn, the intimacies of 
body (rather than face) are mapped. Cooper's Rapt Is 
Imaged from her own body using medical imaging 
technology which charts water content. revealing and 
interrogating the body's interior. Though the interior is 
intensely scrutinised, we are no more aware of how an 
Individual forms her public. Pion's work stands In 

Th in callacion utili es compu ter data 
projector a und y tern with mixing 
d k wind monitoring and radi scanning 
equipment, a digital video camera and 
editing y tern plu a rted microphone , 
modem , data and antennae. The work 
monitor and de od the automati 
pi ture tran mi ion from pa ing polar 
orbiting atellite tran latin the data into 
a ound event and a triggering me hani m 
for ocher element of the in tallacion. 
Wind-monitoring equipment on the 
lighthou e d termines the peed of f tage 
shown o thac hot are horter and 
harper when the wind i trong and more 

meditati e when che wind i low. 

ound and video footage taken from th 
local land cape i compo ited with 3D 
generated sy cems where the natural world 
collide with yncbetic imagery. The work 
grow and evolve over the time of the 
"exhibi tion" a che database of real and 

contrast to this corporeal intimacy. Sex in this work 
replaces and shifts desire and intimacy. In this triptych 
of manipulated porn, she casts both a censor's and a 
voyeur's eye over frenetic fucking. Pinn is re-making 
porn as a cultural politic, producing highly charged 
lmage-soundscapes which emphasise fast and furious 
videographlc sex as well as encouraging a creative and 
critical reading of them. 

The prevalence of (celebrity-populated) media and their 
forays through public and private worlds. displaces 
those historical and myopic definitions of spaces and 
bodies as public or private. By creating some distance 
between this exhibition of artwork and the media 
phenomenon of persoll3/1ity, Snelling marks a tenuous 

During their r idency, the arti 
became part of the Bruny communi , 
w lcoming numerou visitors ro the ire 
and interacting with the Hobart arts 

frate rniry. The project coincided with rhe 
2-week Curator • School in edia 
organi ed in Hoba rt by T 
(Au tralian erwork for Art and 
Technology). The 50 parti ipancs from aU 
around Au tra lia vi ired the arti ts at the 
lighthouse to ob erve the work in progr 
an experie nce highl regarded b all 
involved. 

At Hoba rt's School of 
parti ipated in th week! publi forum (in 
whi h influent ial nd inter ring 
contemporary arti t d igner curator 
and arcs admini tra tor both Australian 
and interna tional di u their work ). 
The e e ion are u uall enlightenm bur 
Hai n ' and Hinte rding pre entarion in 
whi h they poke about the r iden in 
the context of their earlier work wa 
certainly one of the highlight in the forum 
program to date. ith their elf
deprecating humour and enthusia m the 
arti cs were able to take a diffi ulc even 
ob ure, ien e-ba ed p cialised ubjecr 
expound it to an arcs-and-humaniti 
audien e and make it ace ible, 
int lligible-even entertaining and 
amusing. Like the in tallation I If this 
wa quire an achievem nt . 

All quotatio ns from the artists' statements. 

ew Media Residency and lflstallation 
by Joyce Hinterding and David Haines, 
CA T, Bruny Isla,1d outhem Tasmania 
March - April 19 9 

shoreline across which the processes of publics and 
personae in art and media ebb and flow. Both art and 
media have ways of forming and being informed by the 
public, and artists and celebrities engage wrth that 
public via whatever vectors are heading that way. In a 
fragmented world of images and virtuality, the persona 
is a challenge. Clearly, there is not just one public. Our 
practices and representations of persona are complex, 
fractious and multiplied. 

Linda Carroli 

Persona, curator Michael Snelling, artists· Justine 
Cooper, Merilyn Fairs/t:ye, Sue ForrJ & Ben ForrJ, /zuru 
Kasahara & Craig walsh, George Pinn, lnstJMe of 
Modem Art, Brisbane April 1 • May 1 

~llll~ [ i \ 
May 26 to June 2G 

PETER ELLISTON Coastal Portraits 

MERILYN FAIRSKYE Matenal Worlcf 

June 30 to July 31 

ANNE FERRAN Portraits 

PETER ELLISTON Stones and Marks 
' ' ' . . ' . : : ~ 

•• ' : '· .' • .'. :. - ,. ' ; t ' • 
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Going public 
Maryanne Lynch on the implications of Art Built-in the public art policy of the Queen land Government 

I used to catch the university tram down 
wanston treet, Melbourne and look ut the 

window at the ci past Th City Baths, th 
tare Library, the Queen Viaoria Hospital, the 

Town HaU. But when I reached the city 
square, I knew that I wa in for mething 
different-fl t only between one and another 
era but also on week and the next. Who had 
the 'ck sense of humour to plant the Burke 
and Wills Statue-commemorating explo 
who happened to die of thirst-beside a 
fountain? And what was so bile-inducing 
about that scuJprure niclcnamed the Yellow 
Peril which wa evenruaUy dumped in th 
CBD' lower reaches? Then there was the big 
bulletin board that didn't seem to work when 
it rained. 

But it was oat only these obvious art-efacts 
that drew my gaze. The space itself was 
constantly changing in shape and definition, 
never quite fining into itself, never quite sure 
what was wanted. Columns of newsprint were 
consumed in di i n of what th square 
should be and generari ns of architeas drew 
up plans for generations of city councils. Th 
village green had come a long way but no one 
seemed quite urc of what it was n w. 

In another place and another time, rve 
been reflecting again on the creature caUed
in this inStance--publi art. In mid-March the 
Qu land Go emment released a policy 
called Art Built-in. Th poli with the 

utious ubtitl '"Creatin Better Public 
Pia " outlin what is pitched as a new deal 
for art in publi pa . I centrepiece is th 
promise of a dedi red 2 % of all pitaJ 
works. There are, of course, numer us 

emptions bur the move is potentiaU a bold 

, .... .. :,,. "' 

••,, I 

n . Indeed, Peter Beattie s government is 
claiming that this is a first in Australia in the 

that the procurement of a building (say) 
"is enshrined in policy as a cultural as much 
as a ph ical act Uohn tafford Executive 
Consultant, Public Art Ag ncy)." 

But what · publi art? A pcrcnnial 
question, and on that is defined here with 
risk-taking breadth. Rather than my crude 
exampl of civic works Art Built-in is cl r 
to Melbourne' debate over the city square 
itself in that the policy encompasses everything 
from door handl to rooftops. In other 
words, Art Built-in seeks to instil 'artisti ' 
ideas into every pect of construction. This, 
paradoxically, risks a dilution of the 'art' part 
of public art at the same time as it opens up 
capital works to a variety of relationships 
between design, construction and 'the public 
good.' 

The brochure outlining th policy rcfleas 
this ten · n in its choice of imag . ide b 
ide, for example, arc a video inStallarion and 

an executive chair. Despite th heading "Publi 
Art Policy", this · in fact an art and d ign 
policy. Another conundrum i the empha · on 
integration. use all publi art fit' the 
notion of 'built in' sugg ? What d this 
mean and wh · g ing to determin it? 
about 'creatin better public pla ' (fi r 
wh m?) or metbing m re? 

Th are aU necessary qu ti ns in a 
health debate. This policy manifests in fa 

oe response to vcral years of · i n and 
c nsultati n in Qu land about th nature 
of publi art. Indeed the preceding lirion 
Government had all but igned on the dotted 

static :··· 
!• • , . . :'; 

lectu ·res 99· 

·~- + - ...... 

• 
may 26 Bill Routt 

June 30 Geoffrey Batchen 

july 28 Ross Gibson 

august 25 Lesley Stern 

september 29 Simon Dur i ng 

october 20 Judy Annear 

november 24 Scott McOuire 

C,intrc fc,, Cont~rnpor ,lfy Pl,,>tc,gr&phv 
W5 Johnston St F,,,,.,.,, v,c 306$ 
v.absrte. """"w.<.ont1m0<lt~• 11+Jt!CCP 
c,q>1~alphalinl corn.au 

,;:aur"""'.,t ~ If,• \'-. '"'f14f> l.l~•fMT""••• thtuoqh 
o\n, ...... _ltJh,1 o,,."..,,m, ... ,,, ,,, P,-,,n,l,a,i ,al\J (..ttt,I 

1o('\. . .\th; 1 • tf.,. ·;-.,oro.an ~,~·• •19ttt 
"' • fnf t"- ~•h ,,,,., ,, ... '1,t ,..f'>f,ru•y 

Bookrnus t 039417 1549 
6.30pm stan Tklot~ $ 7 I 5 

tin in articulating its own publi art policy. 
Probably them t striking feature of Art 
Built-in is its emph · on consulting with 
government depamnents and uccess£ul 
contractors in the development and 
escabli hment of public art policy and practi 

ot that arts bodi or artists have been 
ignored; rath the policy identifi th 
d · ion-makers as th who h ld th purse-
snin and pitch If accordingly. 

Art Built-in' in Cabinet may be in 
part atttibuted to this and in part co the link 
made to the employment market. 
Qucenslanders will be privileged in the policy1 
implementation, which means jobs for local 
artists and other workers. I don't want to 
impute a Philistine approach; there arc 
advocates for art at the highest levels of the 
Beattie Govcmmcnt. Howevei; these days no 
government is willing, or able co rick its neck 
out on art without some economic argument 
to ubStantiate the move. 

Advice and guidance on the mandatory 

pr will be provided by the newly er 
Publi Art Agency. This agency links u 
contract rs with 'project managers' (for 
example, the Queensland Artsworkers 
Alliance) who in cum identify and procure 
appropriate artists as well as co-ordinate 
project progress. Among eh potential 
projects are, pleasingly, evencs and works that 
are ephemeral uch a performance in a 
fcsrival context. Another welcome feature · a 
mentorship scheme for young artists. 

Art Built-in is a grab-bag of possibiliri . It 
represents a step forward in its commiancnt of 
public moru to art and, prospectively, a seep 
back in the breadth of its definition. What 

most likely· that the results will be 
mixed, at least in the short term. In the long 
term, there may well be some interesting 
chang in the cuJrures of government 
departments and their capital works 
associat . Changes beyond the window
dressing of a statue or a screen, chang in 
pa and minds and meaning-making. 

Public art In Northern Queensland 
Far North Queensland has been quick to act on the Art Built-In policy (which sets aside 2% of the costs of State 
Government building projects towards the integration of Queensland produced art and design ie $15 
milllon/year In commissioned work), with 5 large public art projects already underway. Art Built-In projects in 
North Queensland Include the Community Justice Centre In Bamaga wh eh services 5 Northern Peninsula Area 
Communities-New Mapoon, lnlinoo, Umaglco, Se sa and Bamaga-where artworks will be commissioned 
from local communities; the Community Justice Centre in Kowanyama where residents will contribute to the 
final design; lnnislail Courthouse; Calms Esplanade Redevelopment-waterfront artworks will celebrate the 
cultural diversity of Calms with 7 Tropical North Queensland and 2 New Zealand artists (representing Pacific 
cultures) collaborating with architects and historians to develop public art that reflects local history and 
character, and the Cairns Convention Centre where public art has been commissioned from 13 artists. 
including 11 from Far North Queensland. 

For further Information, contact the Public Art Agency on 07 3250 1200, fax 07 3250 1201, email 
publicart@arts.qld.gov.au or online www.arts.qld.gov.au/publicartagency 

seven responses to the Palm House 
Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney 

Jackie Dunn • 22 May - 20 June 
Anne Graham • 26 June - 25 July 
Tom Arthur • 31 July - 29 August 

Debra Phillips • 4 September - 3 October 
Martin Sims • 9 Octob r - 7 Nov mbtr 

Nigel Helyer • 13 November - 12 December 
Joan Grounds I Shene Delys • 18 December - 16 Janu ry 2000 

site-specific art installations 
curated by Michael Goldberg 

22 1y 1191 - 1 & J1nu1ry 2800 
The Palm House, Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney 

Mrs Macquaries Road, Sydney 

Phone 9231 8111 (weekdays) 9231 8125 (weekends) 

Open 10 •• - • p111, every day 
Frtt admission 
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Mutating contradictions 
Peter Harding ees the concealed and the revealed in the work of Paul Saint 

Glimpsed through the gl door of the 
Contemporary Art Cenrre from the arden 
the first part of Paul aint' installation 
Three Vases a,ui a Ball, 1999 i revealed. A 
light cane sphere is described by veral 
interlocked hula h ps la hed together with 
a confu ion of reeds. th ir tendril-like end 
left untrimmed. A light as spinifex and 
ontaining onl afr, it looked a if it may 

blow away. 

Upon entering we see 3 columns on a 
tube f ph tographjc paper heathed in a 
bei , semi-transparent fabri that mak up 
the first of Three Mountains, 199 . Th 
other 2 comprise lightl w hed plinths with 
tran parent supporting gla boxes. o 
contains a lidl jar decorated with I tus 

flowers. It its in a few cenrirn tres of water, 
its interior 6Ued co capacicy with m re 
water. we move ar und the tank eh 
liquid both magni6 and distorts the I wer 
part of the vase givin th impr ion that it 
is no I n r a eel solid. The second 
aquarium i packed aJmo t to the brim with 
ground rurmeri , and rh lip f a ase i 
exposed ignalling a promising 

ar baeological find. Like an arch.a I · r 
we may speculate on wh ther the va e 
continu below the urface, but looking 
from above w can deteet the bulb of the 
va e· a black void in the turmeri Wh t wa 
once a rhizome in th earth ha h re become 
the earth. All 3 obj ts are a little top h vy 
like kittl and uddenl th can ball i 
not benign. 

Moving around the omer we m 
aero another 3 columns: 2 more of the 
"mountains" this rim d.r d in more 
vihr nt hu of maroon and oran the 
ima es beneath the veils even I tangibl 
than those of the first m untain. The third 
v n a plinth prorrud fr m a block of 

a,c, it shape now the onl memory 0£ the 
gla rank whi h on e contained it. The wax 
urfacc is flat and unr nsive to the 

object around it, unlike the rurrncric behind 
gla which bee mes a lively loured 
mirror; rcflectiv and opaqu at th me 
time. 

int tak apparent comradicti n 
berwccn opaqu and ttan parent fuU and 

Lucy Guerln In 25 Songs on 25 unes of Words and Arr St rement for seven i.t,ices and Osnoe 

Described by Felber as ·a music/theatrical 
installation for seven voices" this work explores the 
llminal zones at the edges of sculpture. painting, 
dance, sound art through a playful relnscription of 
Ad Reinhardt's 25 Lines Of Words On Art: 
Stlltement ol 1958 into a late 20th century hybrid 
aesthetic combining retro flt design invoking both 
earlier avant gardes and contemporary cutting edge 
graphics. The audience enters a Futurist mlse en 
scene ot huge swinging steel rods with light bulbs 
at the end o1 them and 7 steel tubes suspended 
from the ceiling each broadcasting one of the 
voices from Elliott Gyger's composition. But one of 
the most effective elements Is the video projection 
of Lucy Guerin's 3 movement pieces which haunt 
the space silently, interrogating the audience from 
the floor beneath their feet. 

The opening of the event featured a live 
performance lrom Guerin, one of Australla's most 
sought after dancers, whose choreography also 
echoed elements of the Reinhardt text (#16 
verticality and horizontality, rectilinearlty, 
parallelism, stasis). The space (not designed for 
live arts) was absolutely packed which meant that 
for most of the performance parts of the audience 
were unsighted. This resulted in a strange theatre of 
frustration where members of the audience 
shrugged their shoulders, huffed and puffed, rolled 

their eyes, unconsciously entering the pie as they 
une><pectedly reacquired their bodies in the absence 
of a line of sight. Reinhardt would have loved 
it...124 the completest control for the purest 
spontaneity. 

Though all the disparate elements of the work arise 
lrom a reading of the Reinhardt text, no attempt has 
been made to force them into a hokey mimetic 
relationship. They simply accompany each other 
and gaze at each other disinterestedly, allowlng 
room for an audi1mce to move, at feast n an 
Intellectual sense ... The piece is accompanied by a 
beautlfutly finished book which features interviews 
with the artists and repro(luctions of Felber's 
images. stills from Guerin's dances and the musical 
scores for the 25 songs with a CD. Credit Suisse 
(among others) sponsored this piece and you can 
see where the money went! Thankfully It has been 
put to good use. 

Edward Scheer 

25 Songs Dn 25 Lines Of Words On Art Statement 
For Seven Voices And Dance, artist Joe Felber, 
composer Elliott Gyger, dancer/choreographer Lucy 
Guerin, curator Victoria Lynn. AGNSW. March 28 -
May 2. The work will tour other galleries throughout 
1999 and 2000. 

empty insid and out ide and reveals their 
mutability. The ouccom is a beautifully 
r olved work that ers up a coruinuou 
dial gu between the different elemen of 
the installation. Ultimately the uccess of 
thi how reU on th artist's kill in 
knowing wh c to direct the viewer and 
where co Jeave m I end a. balance 
that · n ta t achieve a aint mak, 
it appear. It · the a e-old problem of 
knowing where and wben to relinquish 
control and allow that other thing which 
rnak art rake vet 

Paul int, Three Va and a Ball, 
Contemporary Art 1tre of outh 
Australia, Adelaide, March 19 - April 18 

Peter Harding is a11 Adelaide based 
writer and dealer in 20th century desig,1. 
His most recent projects include curating the 
f-umit11re component of tl1e U11i11ersity of 

11th Australia's Frances Burke and 
Mambo exhibition, a,ui writing "Innovation 
and Imitation: post-war AJt.Stralian design', 
the accompanying catalogue essay. 

Male icons at the 
Melbourne Fashion Festival 
Andrew McQualter on rhe male body and fa hion in the lives and work of u igh Bowery and Percy 
Grainger 

Look at Me: Leigh Bowery and Male 
Order. Addressing Menswear presented 
the work of 2 of Melboume·s most 
famous soos in the context ol the 1999 
Woolmark Melbourne Fashion Festival. 
Bowery (1959-94) and Percy Gralnger 
(1882-1961) were consummate avant 
gardists, railing against the conventions 
of their time and producing bodies of 
work which broke with the past and 
influenced futllre developments within 
their field of practice. Male Order and 
Look at Me set out to assess the value of 
their subjects In both historical and 
practlcal terms. From an historical 
viewpoint, tne work o1 Grainger and 
Bowery brackets the Modernist period, 
Grainger reflecting the conceptual 
optimism of early Modernism and 
foreshadowing experiments in the field 
of ambient and electronic music; and 
Bowery as an exemplary practitioner of World 

the nihilistic approaches of punk and postmodemism. 
These exhibitions make a timely contribution toward 
the assessment of the Modernist period in Australian 
art. 

In the context of the Melbourne Fashion Festival, look 
at Me demonstrates Ute practical influence of Bowery's 
career on contemporary fashion design-his 
eclecticism and iconoclastic awroach to traditional 
systems of signification and representation of gender 
are part of the common language of contemporary 
fashion. The exhibition featured photographs, 
magazine articles, and slides; film footage of Bowery's 
collaborative performance work with the Michael Clark 
Dance COmpany, and garments made and worn by 
Bowery from the collection of his partner Nicola 
Bateman Bowery. 

Male Order: Addressing Menswear comprised 2 parts. 
The first was a collectioo of objects from the Grainger 
Museum, notably a series of exquisite watercolours by 
Grainger of designs for his "free music" machines and 
studies of traditional Zulu beadwork, dispJayed on the 
first floor of The Ian Potter Museum of Art. In the 
second component of the exhibition, 12 designers 
exhibited garments made in response to the curator's 
brief, producing work which displayed the Influence of 
Grainger. 

The problem that Male Order presents is the manner in 
which the legacy of Grainger as thinker. inventor and 
visionary might be applied to contemporary menswear 

design, or to design and the arts n 
general. As curator Robyn Healy 
notes "Grainger Is neither a lashlon 
visionary, or a dress refonner. He 
desired clothes that expressed his 
personality and met his lifestyle 
requirements." What this imp 1es is 
that inspiration may be gained from 
Grainger's life and ork in his 
approach to realising his ideas. 
looking outside convention to 
materialise Ute objects, sounds or 
sensations that he desired. Wh st 
many of the designers did look 
outside convention tor materials or 
forms. their approach to the project 
has been to locus on aspects of 
Grainger's character, such as his 
eccentricity or taste for 
sadomasochistic sex.ual practices. 
This approach runs counter to the 

ethos of Grainger's llfe and 
reducing the figure of the composer to a caricature, 
and his innovative ideas to mere reactionary gestures. 

Where some designers in Male Order st a chord 
with Grainger is In their sensitivity to hlS motives tor 
making the clothing that he dfd. Todd Robinson's leaf 
print tunic and jacket Scott orris' knitwear, and 
Wood's jumper and breeches ensemble-featuring 
Argyle socks and Polyneslan grass corset-succeed In 
their combinatioo of innovation and pracbcafrty, whilst 
expressing a sense of style peculiar to the iodividu.al 
designers. 

What these exhibitions convincingly display, throoOh 
the works of Grainger and Bowery, is the power of 
fashion as a material expmsion of ideas. Although 
they practised to very different ends both evoke the 
Heideggarlan conception of philosophy (11\ln · ) as a 
handicraft. 

1999 Woo/mark Fashion Festival: look at Me: Leigh 
Bowery, curator Robert Buckingham, RMIT University 
Gal/Bry, February 11 - 13; Male Order: Addressing 
Menswear, curator Robyn Healy, featuring designs /Jy 
Jenny Banister. Fool, Maron Grant Mark McOean, 
Queen, Kitten Reinhardt, Todd Robinson, Glen 
Rollason, SIX. rart, Vixen, World and Percy Grainger; 
The Ian Potter Museum of Alt. The University of 
Melbourne, February 16 -April 4 

Andrew McOuaher ls an artist and writer living In 
Melbourne. 
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Cultural transport 
Keith Galla eh interview David Young, compo er and artistic director of Melbourne' 

Composer David Young is 29 years old. He 
trained at the Co,iservatorium at Melbourne 
University in composition as well as 
studying English literature (including 
modem theatre). In MQ)) he and his 
ensemble were invited to a festival in Bel( orl 
i11 France (iust across the border from Basel) 
for performances o(Ri efield , a 
collaboration between Young as composer 
a11d 2 visual artists Sarah Pirie and Rosie 
Joy, working with 4 musicians (Yas11taka 
Hemmi, Pete Hi,mble, atasha Anderson, 
Deborah Kayser), lighting desig11er Lisa 
Trewin and sound designer Michael Hughes. 
The wor.k was first performed at La Mama 
Theatre i11 Melboume in eptember 1998. In 
October, they'll perform Ricefields in Japan 
where the project was initiated. 

DY The project began when I was in 
Marsue in Japan with experiences of 
ricefi Id and especially the juxtapo ition of 
a. ricefield with a very urban environment. 
And from bringing char back here and ing 
what it meant for rhe vi uaJ artis and 
others involved in the project. It wa always 
built in. for us to go back to where the 
project cam from. 

KG How did the performance work at La 
Mama? 

DY Lt was essentially an installation of a 
series of found objects and made object . 

arah Pirie mainly works with paper pulp 
and very mu h on its texture in a slightly 
figurative format, always focu ing on the 
pigment and texture. Rosie Joy wb has a 
background a a mu i ian as weU a being a 
visual artist, was in a wa the bridge 
between arah and my lf. What we created 
wa a ore, a ulptural score that there 
was me traditionally notated musi f r the 
musicians but there wa other stuff wbi h 
was graphically notated, to be much more 
freely improvised. All of that wa 
incorporated and actually became the 
instaUarion. 

KG o it's an irutallation-concert. Is it 
performed in rea.l time? 

DY Y. . We called it installation
performance but ir' hard ro define. 
Certainly the audience was invited to 
wander round and tou h and engage with 
the instruments. 

KG And did they? 

DY They did. And in me parts they 
were forced to because things were given to 
chem or ome sections were miked to catch 
their interaction with the installation. A lot 
of ruff w in redibly detailed so that if the 
audience wasn t actually touching it, they 
were compclJed to come very clo ro it. 

KG Were the ob;eas you described Sarah 
Pirie making the sort of things handed to the 
audience? 

DY me were made with sea sponges 
and kitchen scourers and then coated in 
paper pulp. They ended up .looking like 
enormous susbis ... obviously you the 
futility of attempting to describe .... 

KG How do they relate to the subject 
matter of ricefields? 

DY I uppose there wa an aJmost 
coincidental correspondence with thing 
Japanese. We're looking at the installation a 
a score. lr' very much a technical 
preoccupation with bow to notate music, 
how to find some kind of visual template. 
There was an archaeological map of a 

Yasuta.ka Hemml. Ricefields 

Japan hrine which l'd picked up on my 
way. . e played with using that as a ba is 
for mu ical composition and also as the 
basis for the phy ical layout of the 
installation. maybe the text i on the 
paper pulp, that kind of thing-u ing literal 
teclmiqu to bind th work together. At the 

me time, we were e pi ring that 
continuum between notated musi and 
improvised mu ic. 

KG What role does improvisation play 
within the per(orma11ce? 

DY The 4 musicians corn from very 
different background . Th per ussi ni t ha 
an improvisation background. The recorder 
player corn from a n tated Wi tern idiom. 
The violini t i from Japan. The musi ians 
brought a whole lot of different expectation 
to the each of the works. that meant for 
in ranee, the improviser pcchap would be 
trying to veer everyone away from me of 
the notated cuff in m way , wherea the 

ther mu icians might be hanging n more 
tightly to the cues and notations. 

KG And what is the effect? Does it 
become a stn.,ggler 

DY A tension and, in terms of truggle, a 
positive one in tbe nse that it was about 
challenging preconceptions about 
improvisation. ven improviser will give 
themselv n t or u graphic notalion. We 
wer attempting to explore rhe ontinuum 
to say thi i not only improvisation and not 
just notated musi . It' trekking a ro that 
rerrfo ry. For example, the how begin with 
aU 4 musicians sitting at musi tands with 
mu ic in front of them. The initial 
impression we wanted to t up wa here is 
a decorative installation and eh musi ians 
are itting there playing next to it. Gradually 
what happened was chat the mu ic tands 
were removed by stage hands. And the 
mu icians would gradually approach the 
decorative stuff, ome of it found objects, 
almost like junk-say a bottle which when 
picked up and turned would reveal certain 
markings or, in some ea staves. Other 
things were very obviou ly incredibly finely 
crafred. The musician would draw eh 
audience's attention to eh object and what 
eventually happened was chat the 
instaJlation was transformed into a re for 
them to reflect on and remember and 
interpret. 

KG How long does the per(onna,,ce take 
to unfold? 

DY At La Mama the performance took 
about an hour and a half with food and 
drink sake and chat kind of thing. The 

touring version is slightly horter and ha 
been re-worked to a large extent o it's more 
portable. 

KG o did the invitation to Belfort come 
out of the blue? 

DY Pretty much. I've done a fair bit in 
Europe now and I uppose you slowly build up 
connecri . I can only assume that someone 
spoke to someone who poke t0 someone. It's 
a very exciting oppornmity for us. 

KG When. you take it to Japan, what will 
be the circunistances there? 

DY Macsue i a regi nal centre-still quite 
big city by our tandard but it' regard d 

as rural. It' incredibly pri tine. It has one of 
the only sections of coa t of the Inland Sea 
whi h isn•r indu trialised. For me in a way it 
will be a h mecoming. I undertook a 
residency in Matsue at the university a year 
or o ago and worked with a lot of the 
musi ians and had contact with a lot of 
individuals. So the context there I regard a 
a very nurturing ho pitable one compared 
to Tokyo for instance. People in Marsue 
describe Tokyo as Tokyo Jail" which I 
think quire apt when you're on the ubway 
at night-it' like there i no escape. e'll be 
performing in a theatre and that's being 
upponed by the local government. 

KG Will you take the same group of 
performers? 

DY Y. . The origin I company-I think 
chat' an important part of the project and 
the violini t corn from Ma ue. 

KG That's a great connection. So there's a 
bit of cultural exchange going on? How was 
your original visit to Japan supported? 

DY The City of Melbourne. I won the 
Young Arti rs Award. Lots of people talk 
about cultural exchange all rhe time. lr' a 
difficult thing to define. Sometimes it's very 
formal or happen through festivals. You 
rake work there and they bring work here. 
But I gu the more valuable on have 
alway been long-term ineV1tably based on 
some kind of per nal relationship to begin 
with. I met Ya uraka Hemmi at a festival. 
We connected immedi tely and th re' 
somechjng about that personal relationship 
that' now panned ome 5 or 6 years. 

KG Lt was interesting at the Adelaide 
Festival in 1998 to hear Heiner Goebbels 
present himself as a postmodern composer. 
In other words, his collaborators were as 
important as him. His music would stop 
sometimes and other nmsics would start 

which didn't necessarily belo11g to him. And 
he felt thoroughly comfortable with that 
while some people wanted him to align 
himself with the individual "geni11s" 
composer notion from the 19th century. Do 
you feel yourself in a similar realm here or 
do you see yourself as the composer. the 
autem ill the work? 

DY It' tri ky territory. Almo c all m 
work has been collaborative! driven. f'm 
alwa drawn parti ularly r the visual artS 
and I d o't chink it' imply out of a d ire 
to be involved in other arrforms. I think it' 
a d ire of mine to som ho devolve 
authority so that I'm not at alJ regarded a 
the end point, the absolute final word. Its 
diffi ult to hrug that oH. Working with 
mu iciao you know, as oon as the 
composer walks into the rehearsal there' 
alway thi sense of, h we can ask the 
compo r 'cause he'll definitely know the 
answer. And ohen 1 don't and not only that. 
I really like not knowing. Thar' what I like 
about writin music-not knowing and 
being able to let go of meching so that it 
does a um a life of its own. However, I 
gu rve found working with visual artists 
or ani ts who are not so involved in 
contempora.ry mu ic, or sometim any 
rnusi I what happens is chat because my 
ba kground i music I become the authority 
on the music. So I work at it with varying 
degrees of su 

KG When you go back to Japan and 
perfom1 Ricefields, it completes itself in a 
way. Do you have any long term projects in 
mind? 

DY The next project, which has grown 
out of Ricefields i called Maps. lt's also 
grown our of the Arhus Visonlin 
Conference (Rea/Tmies 29 & 30). You'll 
remember Julianna Hodkinson? 

KG The English woman who was 
composing i11 Denmark. 

DY Maps is a collaboration between 
Julianna and myself and Keiko Harada wh 
liv in 1i kyo. Keiko and Julianna and I also 
met in Japan originally several years ago. 
Maps i a fairly simple project in some way . 
It' a cycle of 3 works, one by each of u 1 

but for an ensemble made up of 2 m icians 
from each country. We're looking at i u 
of canography representation and distan . 
Keiko will be working wicb a writer in 
Japan, Julianna will be worlcin with a t 

d igner and I'll be working with a film 
projection artist in Melbourne. while ir 
ha a trong conceptual core and the 
ensemble wiJI be the same, there are th 
och r pc ngs as well. I think ir will happen 
first in elboume next year and then it wilJ 
almo r certainly go to Tokyo and then 
D nmark. 

Aphids Events Inc 1999: Ciurlionis, an 
evening of traditional Lithuanian food & 
drink, music, folk dance & film proiection 
with guest composer Yu Wakao from 
Hiroshima University; Lithuanian House, 
Errol St, North Melbourne, Ju11e 11 8pm 

Radio 1: Samuel Beckett's Radio 1 and 
Richard Rii,rvos (Netherlands) 'Zahgurin, 
wh number is 23 and kill io an 
unnatural fashion, plus Joh,, Cage 
compositions. orth Melbourne Town Hall, 
July 22, 8pm. Aphids Events 
Tel 03 9328 2248 aphids@bigfoot. om 

David Young spoke at the Visio,1lines 
conference, Arhus Fe tival,Denmark 1998. 
His panel contribution is reported 011 the 
RealTune website 
http://www.rtimearcs.com/-open icy/ 
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Old, new, borrowed, blue 
retchen Miller and Kay Mortley di cu The Wedding Ph to work hop 

The Wedding Photo workshop rumed out to 
be a marriag of several varicri . . ttSt rhcre were 
rhc 7 A.BC and non-AB radio producers, 
performers, srudents and sound engin 
brought togerhcr b ABC Radio Audio Am-
any o wh m married these different rol in 
their individua.1 practic.es. Then there wa Kaye 

onl , wiMcr of the 19 8 Prix Europa and an 
Australianr.idio-makcr now living in Pari wh 
joined us £ r rhc 2 weeks in if o t holy, then 
certainly a matrim oy of rtS and who al 
functi ned a kind of celebrant, guiding the 
pr . Th off:sprin was a project whi h irsdf 
married di erent les, form and vo· to 
create an album of aural imag . But kay, 
enough f the c my w din puns. 

We had no pre-recorded I terial, no 
StrUCtUre, no con lus, n t corn ro (exapr he 
hope of producin a program), no rad, phoru 
grammar. Mort y thi is d , y pr jeer 
al\ a startS for het Ml do tart alwa with 
nothing but somttim it' l 'n thing' than 
what we Started with (in th workshop)
because we arred j t wirh the ubjea. There 
was n und material, no a oustical material to 

go with it. But ... ( never hav more than an idea. 
veniflkn w hcre l n go nd r the 

recording.5 it's just an i • Afterwards I think the 
sorr of material you. have dictares th srrucrurc 

118. 120. 122 (part one) 

" ... very beautiful and appealing ... " 
• Robyn Ra'ol/lch, ~- Produofl, 

T1>'1 Ustet111lg Room. ABC Cuissk: FM 

The Institute of Modern Art 
1998 National Digital Art Awards 

Finalist & Exhibiting Art ist 

NCEIA Dolphin Award 
Best Experimental Song 1996 

"This piece ... is remarkable for it's 
cunning construction. The basic 
melodic ideas are put together so 
as to create a constantly evolving 
texture ... The overall effect is 
delightfully trancifying ." 

· Michef11 HaMIJn. Aaocta te Prol- & 
Head al Centre of Conrempo,r,ty Music, 

Soulhwn Cro,s;s Lklk/s ily 

CD Now Ava i lable From 
Sounds Australia ur •••r> 

Museum of Contemporary Art 1,, ... ,, 
The Institute of Moder n Art 0,11 -. n• l 

The Manly Art Gallery shop 

Cydonlan 
Sounds 

Tel : 61 2 94 00 5441 
Em•II. cyoon1anOtP91 com au 

Internet S;:iles 
www1 tpg1 com au 
users cydorndn 

co118html 

and it's rather hard to plain this. I sup you 
d anything with anything, but it' n t 

entirely desirable. What you have to do · to feel 
something in what you've gor and then find a 
structure which is appropriate." 

with alm all 

of2 

e talked about the things we had b ought to 

give us a springboar~mething old new. 
rro\ ed and blue. We ralked about marria 

what it meant to each f us. We di sed 
wedding photographs , found in book , 

gaz.ines. e often cir uncomfortable. th 
m phon poimed in uc direcnon. 
us may have been mamed but none were 
'txpens.' e didn't want tO be &Cl overtly the 
voi f authority, authenn ti n. on ~ p of 
being the radio makers. e Ii ened to th 
ta~ begged to I splica.l out, had fits of bridal 

e happier I basing fr 
le, ph rograph un ood. 

Kaye rarely includ her own voice in her 
programs. MSometim I feel I haven g to 

y, by writing to the ubjca , C\'Cn though l feel it 
very keenly. Th.ere' anocher program that we're 
goin t do in Engl" h-called U11der the Wing 
(about a pair of w men wh rescue in'ured 
p' cons and keep hundreds of them in a flat}

and I couldn't have written a word of it not a 
w rd th said much alread much better 
than I could y--oll I had u do wa co 
deconstruct and t r nstru their woe . 

Her ' oice' when it d 

rion 
rccording.5. "They were iaJ but di weren.'t 
great, use I'd recorded them wirh small. light 
equipment and not a grandi microphone, and 
I trailed around thi small tape recorder and 
small microphone in the botrom of my beach 
bag. Every rime I saw somethin nice i w like 
taking out a camera." 

terial is generated in other ways. "I g0t 
someon ~ translare the from the 
· land ... they're v cy liarl ve · called 
from one · land ~ the ne.,,."t, or n villa to the 
nt:xt. This gave me the idea of getting out a bundle 
of old posteards and writing a oollagcd one 
line drawn om each postcard. Then I bad an idea 

of asking these male wri 
friends, but they all had to be 
mal just to write a card as from 

axos. And I was really 
generating material part! 
because it seemed to me the 
a · material I had wasn't 
dense enough to make anything 
moving with." 

A Ravtfch family Wedd· 
ma. Syaney 1948 

mding th gems, letting go of recordings 
wbich y u I ve. but d n't work-"killing y ur 
babi . lo the w rkshop we had to let go of 
favourite rdings-th Chinese wedding 
phorogra ph r who so charming in person 

full of a uniqu energy and enthu ·asm, bot 
who became meaning) when recorded and 
played out f conrext. The flower shop owner 
who gave us flash of inspirari n but had a way 
of pealcin which did not und so ood on 
ta . And we had to learn w see the parkle in 
our own marerial, where ir existed. 

Rather than wai1 ~ r inspirarion, or enter inro 
long and detailed discussi n abour where we 
were goin what we were m:1kin , we began 
recording ~ight away. r m seemmgl ' 
rand mly thered matenal, gradually we w a 
f rrn em rgc, and m , in a a thar we 
might nor have, rking a individuals. Th 
ubj of rhc ph ph was takm on a life 

ics own. While 7 produ together are a 
particular kind f nighonare, with each pulling in 
different directi ns, m me ways the iruation 
allowed th material to err i own intluence 
and come through more clearl . 

"You hav to find whar c do with it, the 
wa in which ou can use it M rtl , 
who mostly uses a mixture f recorded und 
(including interview ) and peciall wrinen 
tc: r f ts which have been ound 10 suit the 
w rk. "But I have done a certain number of 
program in which there was no~ at al~ so it 

The Usten/ng RO:,,,, courtesy RObyn Rav,lch 
' 

Sounding the city 
aomi Black urve anberra electronic mu 1 culture 

Tlllle perceptions are fluid in a music whose pace divulges 
the woodngs of a city. Canberra 1999: spacious, hill
rimmed and not In any hurry. The music made here Is made 
of here. Whether it's the preponderance of nature in the city, 
or the cllHI ness of almost 60'.I. of Canberra's year, 
underground electronic muslcians in canberra feel moved 
to make slower, more deliberate sounds. The audiences are 
small so the creation of electronic muslc in canberra hasn't 
been a population based process. it is art driven. Usino 
analogue based instruments. home made synths and 
sometimes live instruments, the music is created in an 
organic ~ . using multiple contributors moving in and out 
of the drive s sea~ each adding to a Slow unfolding that 
makes for an even no of perfonnance for inte1ested 
Canbetrans. During these you will find no obvious peaks 
and no tried and true mechanisms of crowd pleasing. 
According to 2 prominent figures in Canberra's scene. Ben 
Tindale and Tim O'Logh in (ak.a. Mit, Baron, Centrifuge 
etc.), withio this situation lies a definition of 1he canberra 
sound.' 

"The uniqueness of the place means the sounds comlno 
out of it are sure to be unique," says Ttndale, who is 
Infamous in C3nberra for his out-there experimental beats. 
~ a rule Tindale never records. Conversely, members of 
canberra·s Clan Analogue do. Dark Networt<. a duo 
consisting of O'Loghl n and one of the founders of Clan 
Ganberra, Bo Daley, has released tracks on the nationally 
launched Clan Analogue CD compilations Cognition 1 
(199n. Jaunt 1 (1996) with the track "Sliding Windows", 
and Cog (1994). This year Dark will appear Oil the 
new release Cognil/on 2: Twenty Disco Greats as wen as 
their debut Ausuallan album Lostime. Dark Network 
already have LPs out in the USA and The Nether1ands. 

Hovering at the edge of danoe music. Clan Analogue 
collects composers from the forefront of Australian 
electronic music with recordings and pertormances. The 
arr.rt of sound is impressive: the Jaunt compilations carry 
the more ltloughl!ul sounds of dub, drum 'n' bass and 
'abstract beats' whereas the Cognition series Is more 
'upbeat' with a techno/dance orientation, says Clan 
Analogue label Manager, Gordon Rnlayson. Clan Analogue 
releases the sounds that others folow. 

Pr paratlons tor a cenUiruge performance 
Tim O'I.IJCnl n. 

C3nberra's Infamous Panopticon forest partieS came into 
the world around 1995. These parties live on man evolved 
fonn today. There are Oller 30 musicians ' · r own 
computer and machine based music in Ganberra In 1999. 
The peak days o the Clan Analogue orest performances 
featured the rkes of icole . and e Crawford as 
Bi(Qtek. Jon Wlcl<s and Bo and M. as B as Clan guestS 
from around Australia. Local permeations and natural 
collaboration saw the formation of SUCh bands as Clone 
(Bi(Qtek and Dark Netwotl< together) and a C3nberra super 
group, Stoat, which was created for 1996 Day Out. 

canberra is a bit of a "breeding ground" for electronic 
music says O'Loghlin who has rllCerlttf returned from an 
excursion to the United Slates. He says: "In · on I 
had a look around for live (electronic) musicians who were 
doing anything other than house or jungle. Not I am 
particularly opposed to eittler of those mediums. I was 
pretty weird being in such a big city and not havmo that 
same common thread of music to pluo to.· Ganberra 
electronic artists, wondng in an unusual ronment. 
naturally gravitate towards ooe another and together create 
a sound which possesses a timelessness and undOUbtedly 
possesses ·canberra. • 

Naomi Black Is a tree/iJnce writer af1d ~ music 
columnist and fe3ture writ.er for the C3nberra Tmies. Since 
1996 she has been a dance music presenrer involved with 
raves and club nights and in 1998 founded I/le rN!berra 
Dance Music Industry Group (CDMIG). 
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Scaling dangerous peaks 
Michael Mori y i moved by a new CD of Ei lee Hollyw od 
ongbook 

On his recent CD of songs to lyrics by the late Woody 
Guthrie, alongs de numbers suggesting Christ for 
President and invoking the memory of Ingrid Bergman, 
Billy Bragg also includes one entitled Eisler on the Go. 
While one suspects that he probably needed to provide 
a gloss on tile name for most of his audience at the live 
concerts. the ti1le can be seen as more apt now than, 
say. a decade ago. 

For. coinciding With the hundredth anniversary In 1998 
of his birth, Eisler's name and music are more familiar 
currency than they have been in 30 years. Re-issues on 
CO of LPs previously available in the GDR have been 
matched by new recordings of his German Symphony, 
other orchestral and chamber works. and a striking 
compilation from Ensemb e Modem, with singer H.K 
Gruber, of orchestral suites and songs to orchestral 
accompaniment However. even allowing for the quality 
of the first and last named of these discs, this recent 
collection of Eisler songs from 1942-43 represents not 

· only a highpoint. in the recorded Eisler repertoire. but 
quite simply some o the finest, most penetrating and 
moving Uedersinging I have heard in over a decade. 

Baritone Matthias Goeme, though still young, sings 
with the intelligence and sensitivity to every shift and 
nuance of text and music of a Dietrich Rscher-Dieskau, 
with Whom he has studied. Yet the singer he more 
closely resembles Is the peerless Fritz Wunderlich. 
whose tenor was unmatched for colour, warmth, lyrical 
ease and sheer beauty of sound. 

II may seem incongruous to associate such qualities 
with songs which are (mostly) settings of texts by 
Brech and which address the listener sardonically, 
satirically, sometimes cynically, yet always with an 
unflinching ear for the Incongruities and dally 
adversltles of life In exile. Listen to Goeme's effortless 
negotiation of the vocal line in The Last Elegy where, 

Th W, dding Photo ontinued 

In th ph tograph people are looking in 
different directions. Th are minding out of 
order, th groom is hidden behind the best man. 
the bride' smiJ is too broad to be becoming, her 
bouquet is crooked. The marriage has taken 
place and a radio program is born. And 

erybody h had a ood rime when all is "d 
and done. 

Gretchen Miller was one of the participam in 
The Weddi11 Photo workshop last December, 
alongside Russell tapleto11, Sherre De L s, 
ophea Lemer, u,aa .Barera, Kate Bochner, 

Bre11t Clough and sound e11gineer Andrei 
Clmbanov. The Wedding Phot will be broadcast 
again in Augtm on R.adio Eye. Kaye Mortleys 
Exilio ,viii be presented in the Listeuing Room 
n]une 7 

while never ignoring the metaphorical Import of 
Brecht's picture of the fighter planes hovering like 
vultures over a Los Angles landscape whose dub ous 
attractions keep even them at a distance. he makes the 
complicated and awkward intervals sound as 
straightforward and approachable as if they belonged in 
a neo-Schubertian Volkslied. 

It is this combination of vocal refinemen and textual 
Illumination which is precisely what this great cycle of 
46 songs (here recorded complete for the first time) 
requires of the singer. Only 6 of the songs last for more 
than 2 minutes, with the shOrtest running for just 34 
seconds. Yet in their Individual and cumulative impact 
they resemble not so much the piano pieces and shorter 
songs of Bsler's teacher Arnold Schoenberg, but the 
conciseness, elliptical comp exity and emotional range 
of the orchestral works of his co-pupil Anton Webem. 

A number of the songs feature on a 1988 Teldec disc 
with Fischer-Oieskau and pianist Aribert R mann. But 
In every instance, Goeme's and his-al least to this 
reviewer, who with Robyn Archer has perfonned many 
of these songs-depressingly responsive and 
technically impeccable accompanist Eric Schneider's 
Interpretation Is superior to his teacher's. Rscher
Oieskau tends, as he did towards the latter stage of his 
career, to over-colour the words, to rely on conventional 
dramatic and rhetorical gestures. Goeme. on the other 
hand, follows exactly Brecht's often unexpected 
juxtaposftions, the application of that extension of the 
theatrical alienation effect where a carefully established 
mood is suddenly disrupted by a word, a line, a musical 
affect. 

There is no better instance in the recital than in Goeme·s 
heart-stopping account of On Su. cide, a short poem 
from The Good Person of Sezuan. In just SO words. the 
poet paints a picture in which the depressing effect on 
the socially and psychOlogically alienated of a landscape 
of grey evenings, lofty bridges and that dark hour 
between night and dawn. is seen both as paradoxically 
understandable and as a reproach to nature and society. 

Bsler's setting, with the hushed pianissimo vocal line 
floating over gentJy tolling chords Is extraord nary 
enough. But Goeme's (and Schne der's) rendition lasts 
over a minute longer than Rscher-Dieskau's, achieving 
an effect close to that of a mini-scene from a Noh 
Drama. The singer barely whispers the words "das ist 
gefahrlich" ( hat is dangerous"), susta ns the stretched 
legato line almost past what the voice should be capable 
of, and, with his pianist, virtually explodes the song with 
the final word "fort" ("away"), following exactly Eisfer's 
totally unexpected dynamics marking of triple forte in 
the score. 

This disc should be compulsory listening for anyone 
interested in 2oth century music and the art of song; it 
effortlessly stands comparison with such peaks of vocal 
artistry as Wunder1ich's Dichterliebe, Rscher-Oieskau's 
early Uederl<reis, Britten and Pears' Winter Words. 

Hans Elsler. The HOiiywood Song Book/Hollywood 
Uederbuch, Matthias Goeme. baritone; Eric Schneider. 
piano, Decca 460 582 • 2 • 

Michael Morley is Professor of Drama al Flinders 
University, and has appeared in recital with Robyn 
Ardler in their program of Weimar cabaret songs in 
lismore (NORPA October 1998) and Melbourne 
(November 1998). 

Australlan Music Centre 
Connecting the world with Australian Mu le 
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centre 

Time is running out to make nominations for the 

t999 Australian Music Centre Awards 
These awards recognise outstanding contributions - for best 
performance, best composition and for achievements in 
promoting Australian music - and will be presented in Sydney 
in September. so make sure that amazing performance , 
outs anding new work or ongoing commitment gets the 
recognition i deserves . 

The deadline for nominations is 30 June 1999. For more 
details contact the Australian Music Centre 

Level 1, 18 Argyle Street, The Rocks, NSW 2000 
PO Box N690, Grosvenor Place NSW 1220 
Tel: (02) 9247 4677 Fax: (02) 9241 2873 
Toll-free (outside Sydney): 1800 651 834 

www.amcoz.com.au 

Never quite the same again 
Jim Denle in pired b Au tralian on CD 

minit: music 
sigma 003 
·gma.ed@ibm.net 

Ambachi/ vcnaim 
The ter Rebbe' i un 
Tza.dik . 1 1 

Two new releases from Sydney musicians both recorded 
in 1998 that are so differen in style, substance and 
meaning that you wonder What lime/space and its 
Implications on culture means. One 1s happy to Just be 
itself, to have no attached context; the other is so full of 
cultural baggage that you feel that in other less skilful and 
less knowtedgable hands it would have crashed into a sea 
of pomposity. 

The minlt CD is entirely constructBd of loops that subtly 
overlap and weave around each other to create 
groove/atmospheres that are strangely song tonn, all 
mbued with soft focus tonalities. The last track "Vl 11" 
Is IJle only one where this tendency ls clearly defined 
(there is even the hint of a voice over the groove), and 
it's over with as soon as Its begun, no boring endless 
recapitulation here. This is surpris ng. The thing that 
delights me most about this music Is its playfulness with 
duration. Just as you settle into the obvious, it exits. The 
grooves have metric solidity but they are never 
bombas c or obvious. The only track with any dn\ting 
lnslstency ascribable to dance s track 6, "111 •, but nits 
brief life (2minutes) ifs really a rhythmic foil for a 
seething warren of distant electronic snorts and snuffles. 
There is often ambiguity and polyrhythmic complexity as 
the loops overlap transform and mutate. The sonic 
material is carefully and austerely chosen (there are tots 
of reversed sounds densely treated), so that nothing is 
recognisable but much is vaguely and reassuringly 
familiar. Track 4, "CEV11 •, includes some distant 
chattering electronic bell birds that never had me looking 
out the window except to mix In the real cunawongs that 
were joining in on my Sydney Sunday morning. Track 3, 
"CEX", starts with sounds that suggest what a soft 
"Oldenburg• gamelan might sound like. You can't then 
say this music is abstract, but its sonic origins and 
implications are entirely 'ambiguous. Like its cover art 
and track titles th s wor1< stands outside of any implied 
context or meaning. 

The purity, gentleness warmth and roundness of the 
resultlng muslc is extraordlnari This is etectronica with 
no hard edges, gently massaging your listening with 
trance tracks that are rich In detail and stimulating In a 
formal and sonic sense. 

The Alt.it Rebbe's Nigun (on John Zom·s US label Tz.adik) 
couldn't be more different Context and meaning Is what 
this document is all about I wouldn't beg n to be/ eve that 
I understand the full implications of the music and texts 
on this CD. but it is imbued with such richness and 
seriousness of purpose that what ls created by the 

musicians is power. I can only begin 10 imagine what this 
power conjures or implies, but shit its exciting. 

Avenaim and Ambachi play a rich palette of instruments to 
realise the 4 "worlds", or tracks, • Aslyah", "Yetzlrah", 
"Beriah" and "Atzllur on this co. But at the heart of 
eveiythlng is their distinctive and accomp ished tree/punk 
guitar and percussion. The opening track • Aslyah? 
Action" starts with Rabbi Schneur Z.a man.of Liadi's (the 
Alter Rebbe) melody from the 18th century intoned 
beautifully but ominously on vibraphone and guitar. (The 
Aller Rebbe was apparently the founder of the Chabad 
philosophical system.) After 3 minutes it dives in o a high
energy, free jazz guitar and drum lmpro, imbued wrth 
melody, which at 6 minutes extends further nto wilder, 
noise-based explosions before returning to a mystica) 
melody at the end. This Is an extraord nary fusion of free 
jazz/noise with Jewish religious composition, the llke of 
whieh has never been heard. liner notes explain that here 
"the spiritual actually interacts with the physlcai 
dimension, bringing the entire continuum of the four 
worlds to its intended fuffi ment • 

Track 2, "Yetzlrah ? Formation," starts subdued but 
quiddy assumes the same level o1 drama, with crashing 
gongs, screeching double reed instruments and huge 
drones, that enter once and leave. left is an eerie stow 
guitar melody. Track 3, "Beriah ? Creation." Back come 
the double reed instruments, multi-tracked with What 
sounds like both musicians in a double drum kit duo. 
Scratched gongs and bass brass and string drones tllk8 
over and then morph into the guitar drum dialogue again 
with the Alter Rebbe's melody always running In 
counterpoin Track 4. •Al2i1ut1 Emanation; is the major 
section of this work The Uner notes expta n that Atzi1ut "Is 
the highest of the four worlds, · in a state of infinity.• 
The term is also derived from the Hebrew word •etze1·, 
meaning nearby, le nearest to the source of creation. 
Rabbi Yankel Lieder Is featured here reading text in 
Hebrew; he Intones from left to right speaker of my stereo 
and then suddenly appears multi-tracked, with a host of 
backward tape sounds accompanying. Here the CO 
moves Into new territory, suddenly more akin to radio art 
than what has preceded. A huge sprawling choir melody 
with bass drum Is paralleled to noise and percuss on 
impra/colllslons. In conclusion back comes the rabbi and 
the melody on guitar for one delightful statement. 

This Is religious music. You feel the musicians are 
passionate and knowfedgable about their esoteric subject 
matter; they speak to us in a current musical language 
about mystical and philosophical knowledge in a way that 
Is lmmedia and moving. In my book this is a major 
achievemen 

This review original/;' appeared In the londOn Musicians 
Collective magazine Resonance and is flJf}(Oduced with 
thanks. 

Jim Denley, is a Sydney-based musician, producer of Split 
Records and a member of the Machine for Making Sense. 

Fancy spendlng a few days listen ng to the sounds of Barcelona? The Symposium En Red D 1999 (organised 
by the Centre de Collura Contemporania de Barcelona in Spain) Is calling for sound art and music works. The 
Symposium will take place November 10 • 12. 

Selected works will be programmed In chill out sessions devoted to the Soundscapes of Barcelona and the 
World \other cities and environments). Works "of all aesthetic tendencies" are welcome. The results of chlfllng
out wi I be made into an audio CO-ROM including theoretical contributions and extracts from works 
programmed and featured online (from early October) at www.cccb.es/caos/soundscape. 

Entries can be 1n the following formats, data CO-ROM with Alff , SND (Mac) or Wave (PC) flies· 16 bit, 44.1 
KHz, CO-Audio and DAT. deadline Is September 30, and should be posted to: Orquestra del Caos/En Red 0, 
CCCB, Montalegre 5, E-08001 Bareelona. 

For turt/ler Information contact Clara Gari, email clcoclea ntercom.es 

nnouncin usn-alia' rich t prize for mu ic c-0mpo ition: 

THE 1999 P UL LoWIN Pruz OR CoMPo rno 

THE PAUL 0R CHE TRA PRtZE 1999 - 25 000 
A w rk ored f r modern hamber or mphony orche rra of at lea c 30 

play r and 15 independent lines of n r le than 12 - 1 minute 

TH PA L LOWIN LE PRIZE 1999 - 15 000 
u ic uitable for performan ea a ong re ital, n ort mu ic boral mu ic 

or a apella mu i or a mu ic theatre 

CLO GD TE: 1999 

For mor informarjon and enrr form , plea e contact 
the Paul Lowin Prize hotline 1 00 00 3 -6 

email mu i a . ard @perp rual.com.au or d wnl ad guidline and form 
from the Au tralian u i Centre eb ice www.amcoz. om.au 

P rp tu~ 



al Im I 
reaches 30,000 readers bi-monthly across Australia with Intelligent, accessible 
commentary across the contemporary arts, featuring Innovation in all forms from new 
dance to hypertext fiction, multimedia performance, new media installation ... 

RealTlme lnoorpora ON CR 
Australia's premiere sceen culture commentary with over 12 pages exclusively 
devoted to film, video and multimedia 

RealTlme ONLINE 
features selections from the print edition plus on-the-spot reports from major arts 
festivals as they happen plus extensive arts hyperlinks 

http://www.r.timearts.com/ ~opencity / 

RealTlme ON IT 
live reports and special feature editions such as Adelaide Festival 1996/98 . LIFT 97 
(London International Festival ofTheatre ), MAP 98 (Movement and Performance. 
Melbourne), antistatic 1999 ... 

RealTlme ONSIDE 
partnerships-the first anthology of Australian performance texts Performing the 
Unnameable with Currency Press; Triple Alice with Tess de Quincey; Next Wa e, 
Online Australia ... 

R ITlm LIFTOU 
Our August edition features the 16 page lift-Out Working the Screen a major progress 
report on innovation in film, video and new media In Australia 

Make RealTlme perform for you: 
Advertising In Realllme is very reasonably priced and we offer generous series 
discounts. Advertising in RealTime provides local publicity plus national profile. 
Call Gall Priest 02 9518 1677 sputnlk@hutch.com.au tor rates 

Features, liftouts, onslte coverage can be designed to suit Individual projects. 

Cont ot R ITlm 
02 9283 2723 Fax 02 9283 2724 opencfty@rtlmearts.com 

be first with the latest on the new 
"'The Invention of RealTlme was the Invention of 'All gone'" Paul Vlrlllo 

"RealTlme practically walks out of my shops" Doc Marten 

A year's subscription to RealTime (6 issues) costs just $30 : 
Name ........................................................................... ........ . ......................... . 

Organisation .................................................................................................... . 

Address ........................................................................................................... . 

Telephone ........................................ Fax ......................................................... . 

email ............................................................................................................... . 

I enclose D cheque/money order made payable to Open City/Rea!Time for $30 

OR charge my: D Mastercard D Bankcard D Visa 

Name on card .................................................................................................. . 

Card number: DODD DODD DODD DODD 

Expiry date: .......................................... Amount: ............................................... . 

Signature ............................................................ ............................................. . 
Mail to: RealTime, PO Box A2246, Sydney South, NSW 1235 

or fax to: (02) 9283 2724 
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